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Abstract
An approach to improving worker safety in underground uranium drift mining through
automating the radiation scanning and shotcrete application process is presented.
Utilizing the Robot Operating System (ROS) framework to achieve autonomous op-
eration, workers can be removed from the most hazardous areas of the mine. Worker
knowledge and experience is utilized when instructing the system from a remote lo-
cation. The current approach to radiation scanning exposes the workers to radiation
hazards and employs the use of cumbersome handheld radiation sensors that are dif-
ficult to position accurately. Sprayable concrete liner known as shotcrete is applied to
all surfaces of the drift to protect workers from hazards, such as rock fall and radon
gas. Proper application of shotcrete and visual estimation of its thickness require
highly skilled operators. This research presents a trajectory generation algorithm
that is capable of autonomously applying shotcrete to unknown surface geometries.
The trajectory generation algorithm can also be used to perform radiation scanning
with the use of a previously developed tool changer. A novel localization algorithm
developed for use in underground mining uses the Point Cloud Library (PCL) to accu-
rately register point cloud scans of the drift from before and after shotcrete application
and produces thickness estimates of the entire shotcrete area. Estimating shotcrete
thickness allows for verification to ensure worker safety and eliminates the human
error present in current thickness estimation methods. The hardware and software
systems are highly modular in order to allow components or algorithms to easily be
replaced or implemented on other systems. The localization system presented uses
fiducial markers that allow the robot to generate 3D point cloud representations of
the entire mine. While scanning the drift face, a shielded radiation sensor can be used
for more directional measurements, and the locations at which the measurements are
taken relative to the drift face can be recorded with great accuracy. Verifying shotcrete
thickness, mapping mine drifts, and protecting workers from hazardous environments
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The goal of this work is to build a scale, proof-of-concept prototype that can demon-
strate the actions required to perform a specific set of tasks required in underground
uranium mining, as well as create, implement, and test a new software framework and
the algorithms necessary to perform these tasks. Though a primary requirement is
to demonstrate functionality, designing a system on which further research and novel
algorithms can be developed is of equal importance. This research aims to improve
worker safety in underground uranium mines, doing so both by removing workers
from a hazardous environment and also by performing tasks (some of which are di-
rectly related to establishing a safe environment) with greater accuracy, consistency,
and measurability. Removing the unpredictability of human performance allows for
greater confidence in a safe work environment.
This research focuses on a functional software and hardware prototype which will also
serve as a tool for developing other novel solutions to the problems discussed herein
or problems that require a similar robotic system or software platform. Both the
hardware and software in this work is intended to be as modular and reusable as pos-
sible to not limit the potential research that can be performed using the final product.
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The hardware in this work must serve as an appropriate analog to a system that
could be deployed in an underground uranium mine. Choosing equipment capable of
functioning in the harsh conditions of the mine would add significant cost of designing
this proof-of-concept prototype, thus hardware was selected such that it had equiv-
alent functionality though it may lack the appropriate characteristics to endure the
conditions it would be exposed to in the mine. As well, the mock mine constructed
for testing is one third the scale of the real mine, meaning the robotic system was also
built at the same scale.
The software framework developed in this work is the core of this research. If im-
plemented on existing or novel hardware designed for use in a mine, minimal mod-
ification to the code is required. One simply needs to replace the current hardware
drivers with the appropriate drivers for the hardware replacements. The algorithms
and implementation is highly modular and capable of functioning on a wide variety
of hardware systems. Moreover, the software was designed in such a way that it can
be used in applications entirely unrelated to this work with no modification to the
code. The main contribution of this work is the development of novel algorithms for
mobile-manipulator systems and the functionality achieved through the interconnec-
tion between the software and hardware systems.
1.1 Intended Application
The goal of this work is to develop novel algorithms for use on autonomous robots in
underground uranium drift mining and test them using a real robot in an artificially
constructed scale mine. Though a specific application was chosen, the algorithms
presented may be useful in many other robotic applications both within the mining
industry and beyond.
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Figure 1.1: Boxhole mining technique [1]
1.1.1 Underground Drift Mining
A drift is simply a mining term to describe a nearly horizontal passageway within a
mine. Prospecting drifts may intersect the ore body, but most drifts usually follow
an ore vein, allowing the miners to extract ore as the drift progresses. Drifts are also
frequently used to provide access to areas of the mine where other mining methods are
employed. One method of mining that requires drifts can be seen in Figure 1.1. This
method uses the drifts (also labeled as chambers) to position the mining equipment
below the ore body for extraction. Drifts are also used to place freeze lines for the
freeze walls used to prevent the mine from flooding in areas with water bearing soil,
as seen in Figure 1.1.
Drifts are typically created using the drill and blast method. Drills are used to create
holes into which explosives are placed. After detonation, the blasted rock is removed
and the mine is reinforced. Rock bolts and mesh are applied to the mine surface,
followed by an application of a sprayable concrete liner called shotcrete. When small
sections of the mine are modified, the rock bolts and mesh may be omitted, relying
on the shotcrete alone for reinforcement.
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When mining uranium ore, the shotcrete serves dual purposes. First and foremost,
the shotcrete reinforces the mine. Reinforcement is necessary to protect the workers
from injuries caused by rock fall or becoming trapped should the mine collapse. How-
ever, in a uranium mine, the shotcrete serves an additional purpose: protection from
radiation and radon gas. As uranium decays, it produces multiple types of radiation
and radioactive byproducts. Among these byproducts is an odourless and colourless
radioactive gas called radon. Inhalation of radon gas and its progeny has been shown
to increase the rate of lung cancer in uranium mine workers [2]. For this reason,
shotcrete must be applied to all surfaces of the mine, unlike typical mines that do not
require application of shotcrete to the drift face.
1.1.2 Surface Scanning
Since naturally occurring uranium ore has a known radiation signature, the ore con-
centration can be determined by measuring the radiation energy emitted. This radi-
ation energy is harmful to those exposed to it, so workers attempt to maximize their
distance from the ore when protection from a layer of shotcrete is not available. If the
drift intersects the ore body, geologists may want to inspect the drift face containing
ore. To do so, they use a radiation sensor such as a Geiger-Müller counter mounted
on the end of a long pole (to maximize their distance from the radioactive ore). This
method is crude at best, the geologists are not able to position the sensors with very
high precision or accurately record the position at which they have taken the mea-
surement. The measurements themselves lack accuracy as well, since the radiation
sensors currently in use are unshielded and yield measurements in a cone shaped re-
gion originating at the sensor. With the use of a highly accurate positioning device
along with a shielded sensor that narrows the beam angle from which the sensor de-
tects radiation, geologists can achieve a much more detailed scan of the drift face.
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Such a scan can provide geologists with a more accurate representation of the ore
body, allowing further insight in developing models to represent and predict uranium
ore deposits.
1.1.3 Shotcrete Reinforcement
Shotcrete is applied after rock bolts and mesh are applied to the drift surface. The
rock bolts are driven deep in to the rock to hold the rock mesh securely to the surface.
The rock mesh provides additional support and protection from falling rock before
the shotcrete is applied. As well, the rock mesh provides strength to the shotcrete
layer.
The work instructions for applying wet shotcrete in Cameco’s MacArthur River under-
ground uranium mine can be found in Appendix C. The instructions are summarized
as follows: clean the area; wash the surface; clear the lines; and apply shotcrete.
Cleaning the area is necessary because foreign objects and dirt between the shotcrete
layer and the mine surface will lower the amount of adhesion, possibly leading to
shagging (sections of shotcrete detaching from the mine surface). When particles of
shotcrete do not adhere to the surface they can bounce off it, forming rebound. Even
with ideal application technique there is still likely to be rebound. The shotcrete
rebound can land on and possibly damage equipment, which is why all services (air,
water, electrical cables/boxes etc.) must be protected or cleared from the area as
well. Washing the surface not only clears debris but ensures the surface is moist before
shotcrete application, reducing the risk of low hydration causing cracking and reduced
adhesion. Finally, before application the shotcrete lines must be cleared of the ‘slick’
material left in the lines. Once cleared the operator can begin applying shotcrete
provided they have achieved the correct shotcrete mix and application settings.
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Figure 1.2: Shotcrete application trajectory for a cylindrical surface [3]
To apply shotcrete the operator typically begins at the bottom of the area and works
their way up to the top, as shown in Figure 1.2. When applying shotcrete, the offset
from and angle to the surface have a significant effect on the amount of rebound. The
relationship between offset, angle, and rebound is shown in Figure 1.3. Work instruc-
tions describe the maximum attainable layer thickness given the specific shotcrete mix
used, to achieve a thicker shotcrete layer the operator must wait 30 minutes before
applying another layer. The work instructions do not include a method of estimating
the shotcrete layer thickness.
1.1.4 Shotcrete Thickness
Sufficient thickness of the shotcrete layer is essential in ensuring worker safety. Not
only is the shotcrete required to protect the workers from radiation and radon gas,
but it is responsible for providing structural support to the mine. There are both
destructive and non-destructive methods of measuring shotcrete thickness, but often
it is simply estimated visually by the operator. For this reason, more shotcrete than
6
Figure 1.3: Rebound effect of offset and angle to application surface [3]
necessary may be used to ensure a sufficient factor of safety given the visual estimation
of the operator may not be very accurate and even less so with novice operators.
1.1.5 Problem Statement
The problems with the current approach to underground uranium drift mining in-
clude worker safety, measurement accuracy, and quality control. Any time a worker’s
presence is required near exposed ore or unreinforced sections of the mine, the risk to
their safety increases. When performing radiation scans of the drift face, the work-
ers are not only exposed to increased risk and environmental hazards but are unable
to accurately position and record the location at which the scans are taken. When
shotcrete is applied, much of the quality of work is dependant on the operator’s skill.
The main form of quality control, visual estimation, is heavily dependant on operator
experience and does not guarantee any level of accuracy. At the time of this research,
there were no dedicated robotic systems designed for testing autonomous shotcrete
application algorithms. As well, there were no published algorithms for generating
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and executing shotcrete spray trajectories other than the publication “Automatic Tra-
jectory Generation for Autonomous Robotic Shotcreting in Underground Mines” [4],
submitted as a result of this work along with a publication demonstrating the use of
fiducial marker based registration for the purpose of shotcrete thickness estimation
[5].
1.2 Scope
The scope of this project is to construct and test both the hardware and software
system for a proof-of-concept prototype that addresses the issues discussed in the
problem statement. The focus is on developing a modular and adaptable system on
which future research and novel algorithms can be developed. The actual application
of shotcrete and measurement of radiation is outside the scope of this work, however,
should the appropriate end-effector be installed the system must be capable of per-
forming these tasks.
A successful proof-of-concept prototype will be capable of autonomously navigating
within the mock mine constructed for this work, positioning itself for shotcreting
and scanning tasks, perform the motions required for that task using a manipulator
with equal degrees-of-freedom (DOF) to a shotcreting machine, and advance itself if
necessary to cover an area larger than its stationary workspace. The design of the
end-effector was performed by Travis Guy and can be found in [6]. The prototype
must produce measurements and a visual representation of the shotcrete thickness as
well as a 3D point cloud representation of the entire mine area it operates within.
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The assumptions are that the operator knows the approximate size and shape (to
within a half meter) of the drift. They must be capable of selecting an area to scan
or shotcrete using a graphical user interface (GUI). It is also assumed the robot may
unintentionally move during the shotcrete application process, so localization of the
robot must be performed in order to generate the thickness estimates.
This robot is only intended to operate in a research environment, meaning the modi-
fications necessary to protect the hardware from the mine environment is outside the
scope of this work. The robot must be capable of performing any of the actions a
production level model would, but its design is not required to be as robust as would
be necessary to undergo continuous operation in an underground uranium drift mine.
The software algorithms in this work must be functional when implemented on a robot
capable of operating in underground mining conditions with minimal modification to
the developed code.
A successful test of the prototype entails the following items: navigation, localization,
trajectory generation, and thickness estimation. The robot must begin by generating
a point cloud of the environment and then await navigation instructions from the
operator. When given a goal location, it must navigate to that position and avoid
obstacles if necessary. When taking point cloud scans, the robot must be able to
localize itself and the point cloud obtained. If the operator selects an area, the
robot must generate a trajectory for shotcrete application or radiation scanning and
execute the motions using a manipulator. If no area is selected, the robot must
generate a trajectory for its immediate surroundings and, once the manipulator’s
motion is complete, advance to the next section of the mock mine and generate a new
trajectory. Upon completion of the trajectory motions, the system must display a
visual representation of the thickness estimate of a mock shotcrete layer.
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1.3 Summary of Contributions
1.3.1 Construction of the Prototype
A mobile-manipulator system was constructed to demonstrate the functionality of
the algorithms developed. The system is a skid-steered base with a 6-DOF serial
manipulator and a light detection and ranging (LiDAR) scanner on a nodding head.
The controller for the manipulator, additional batteries, and a generator fit in a
bespoke trailer built for this work through a collaborative effort.
1.3.2 Software Algorithms
A GUI and the accompanying software was developed for use on the prototype as
well as future generations of shotcreting and scanning robots. The algorithms for
performing the required tasks are modular and function on the research platform,
final product, or other robots having similar needs. The algorithms are implemented
individually as nodes in the Robot Operating System (ROS) framework allowing users
to easily apply them to their own hardware and software packages.
1.3.3 Trajectory Generation
An algorithm for generating manipulator trajectories for shotcrete spraying and ra-
diation scanning was developed, implemented, and tested. The algorithm requires
minimal input from the operator and is robust to a number of environmental factors,
such as surface roughness, yet allows for fine tuning to improve results. The algorithm
was successfully tested in a mock mine with surface features similar to those found in
underground mines, however, features not found in a mine may produce unpredictable
results.
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1.3.4 Shotcrete Thickness Estimation
An efficient approach to shotcrete thickness estimation was implemented as a modular
portion of the software developed for this work. Modern point cloud comparison meth-
ods were implemented in the software package allowing portability through the ROS
framework. It is more accessible to other researchers and easier to use by untrained
end-users who choose to use ROS instead of stand alone point cloud comparison soft-
ware.
1.3.5 Localization
A novel localization algorithm was developed and implemented in the ROS framework
using the same modular approach as the trajectory generation and thickness estima-
tion algorithms. The localization method was designed for use in underground mining,
adapting to the specific challenges and exploiting the unique advantages associated
with the environment.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The following chapters discuss the development of the Mobile Autonomous Shotcret-
ing and Scanning System, herein referred to as MASS. Chapter 2 discusses the current
state of the art and Chapter 3 gives an overview of the MASS and the research con-
tributions. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 discuss robot localization, trajectory generation, and
thickness estimation, respectively. The testing and results are presented in Chapter




The intention of this chapter is to provide a background on the current state of the art
with respect to autonomous shotcrete robots. To provide context, the literature review
summarizes the research done in the fields of automated robotics then discusses sensor
technologies for localization and interaction. Finally, autonomous shotcrete robots are
investigated.
2.1 Literature Review
2.1.1 Autonomous Robotics in Mining
Automated robotics in the mining industry began in 1967 when the first unmanned
rail haulage system was used at the underground mine known as “General Blumen-
thal” in Germany. Nine years later the first remote controlled manipulator for use
in the extraction of thin coal seams was demonstrated [7]. Over the next 20 years
more than 160 papers were published on applications for robotic mining and currently
they number in the thousands. With so much research done in this field, there are
surprisingly few mines that fully exploit the potential of automated mining equipment.
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The two biggest factors driving the adoption of autonomous robots in the mining
industry are safety and efficiency. In a typical coal mine, workers are exposed to tem-
peratures over 30∘C, humidity between 90%-100%, loud noise, dust, and potentially
harmful toxins [8]. Safety is achieved by using a robot in place of a human, as well as
using robots alongside people to monitor the conditions of the mine while workers are
present. Robots developed by Green [9] and Vogt [10] have been deployed alongside
workers to assess the safety conditions inside a gold mine after a blast has occurred
and the workers are waiting for the noxious fumes to be ventilated. Using a thermal
camera and a manipulator to test for loose rocks, Green, et al. developed a robot
that would create safety forecasts. These daily safety forecasts resemble a weather
forecast and identify potential hazards and estimate their risk [11]. The “Numbat”
robot has been designed to navigate a mine after a collapse to asses safety conditions
and perform reconnaissance before emergency personnel are deployed [12].
Robots far outperform human operators when it comes to efficiency, being able to
perform tasks with better accuracy and speed while not requiring breaks or rest. In
a 2002 report on robotics in mining a comparison of the feasibility of certain tasks
between a worker and a robotic machine was presented and can be seen in Table 2.1.
One of the leaders in adoption of automated mining equipment is the coal industry.
In Australia, 50% of all longwall coal mining operations use automated shearing ma-
chinery [14]. Mining companies are integrating robotics into their operations in two
different ways, either autonomously or through teleoperation. Autonomous robots are
able to perform tasks without any human supervision and they can work continuously
without breaks as long as their power source does not deplete. Sometimes it is more
desirable to have a human in the loop, but for various safety reasons, not near the
actual location of interest. For these tasks teleoperated robots are ideal.
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Table 2.1: Miner or robot: The differing possibilities [13]
Function Miner Robot
mining in a dangerous environment impossibly simply
actions in narrow places impossibly simply
raise mining impossibly simply
transference of heavy loads up 50 kg depends on individual up 200 kg
decision-making in non-standard situations hard rapid
stable work without intervals low simply
speed of manipulation simply high
machinery maintenance hard impossibly
integration of information limited simply
information change simply rapid
assembly simply hard
intellectual recognition of technological situa-
tions
hard impossibly for the present
machinery diagnostics visual simply
sensing acoustic (50-12000 Hz) visual in non-optic range,
acoustic in non-audible range,
ranging, exact measurement
of speed, temperature, depth,
forces, acceleration, slip, travel
Autonomous robotic mining vehicles are able to navigate and avoid obstacles, make
decisions based on their environment, and interact with their surroundings. They
have an advantage over human operators because they never tire, make quick deci-
sions, have the potential for greater environmental awareness, and are well suited for
dangerous or hazardous tasks.
Autonomous vehicles have increased mining efficiency in some mines by 30% [15].
There are many examples of autonomous vehicles used in mines to perform tasks
like hauling ore [16], drilling blast holes [17], and excavating material [18]. Automa-
tion is not limited by size, as there are extremely large automated machines like the
3,000-4,000 tonne electric walking dragline in [19] or the stationary one weighing 3,500
tonnes from [20]. Often there are many autonomous vehicles in a mine operating si-
multaneously. Coordination of multiple vehicles requires robust transfer functions like
the ones used in [21] to control dump trucks or discrete event control using Petri nets
[22]. Strategies for automating multiple vehicles in a mine environment are discussed
well in [23].
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Autonomous vehicles require a wide variety of sensors based on their specific applica-
tions. These sensors enable a robot to extract information during its task that humans
may not have the ability to discern. In [24], fuzzy logic is used on sensor information
from a force/torque sensor to extract ore. Even during drilling operations the type
of rock being drilled can be determined [25]. Using sensors that can perceive fea-
tures invisible to people, radiation hazards can be identified [26], mining equipment
can be guided to follow specific materials, and mines can be mapped with a variety
of information. Longwall mining operations can automate the drill to follow a coal
seam using infra-red sensors [27] and track their location with centimetre accuracy
[28]. Open pit mines can be examined and mapped at great detail using hyperspectral
imaging that can determine ore composition [29].
2.1.2 Sensor Technologies for Robotic Mining
A popular saying goes “In the land of the blind the one eyed man is king”. In many
cases, a robot can be that one eyed man. Robots can be equipped with sensors that
give them a far greater perception of their environment than human senses can achieve.
Some mining robots have the ability to sense information about their surroundings
like air toxicity, while others can perform simple tasks based on sensor information
[30].
In order to perform remotely operated, semi-autonomous, or autonomous mining tasks
a robot is required to have some perception of its environment. The least automated
machines, such as the remotely operated “Numbat mine emergency response vehicle”
require a human operator to control the machine from a safe distance [31]. In order
to control the machine, the operator requires some knowledge of the machines posi-
tion, status, and condition. Semi-autonomous tasks require more information about
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the environment to complete, and autonomous vehicles require a great deal of envi-
ronmental information to perform their tasks safely and effectively. Robotic mining
equipment can also increase safety by removing a human operator from the most haz-
ardous areas of a mine.
Sensors are used to detect environmental information as well as internal information
about the machine such as the positions and rates of change of its components. Sen-
sors are crucial for robotic systems to operate and provide information such as the
location of obstacles, the type and concentration of material encountered, and the
position and orientation of the robot both with respect to its immediate surroundings
as well as its position within the mine. There are many different types of sensors
but most are used to perform one of two tasks, either localization or detecting and
interacting with the environment. Without localization, the robot would not know
its configuration or location within its environment. In order to navigate, the robot
must have some idea of where it is and where it needs to go. While in transit, a robot
must detect and avoid any obstacles in its path. When it reaches the desired location,
the robot will often use the same sensors it used to detect obstacles to perform its
required task, which often requires some interaction with its environment.
While some types of sensors can be used for both localization and interaction, the
best way to discuss robotic sensors is to investigate how they are used to perform
either of these two tasks.
2.1.2.1 Localization
Localization is the process where the robotic vehicle estimates its pose (position and
orientation) in its environment. Localization can be done either locally, which is a rel-
ative estimate to its previous location, or globally where it tracks its absolute position
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using some fixed frame of reference. The goal is to determine the position and orien-
tation of the robot with reference to either a known location or the robot’s starting
point. When localizing globally the robot either starts with a map of its environment,
or builds a map as it navigates in a process known as Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM).
Some methods of localization use sensors that measure the distance travelled. By
mounting encoders on the wheels of a vehicle the system can estimate where it is
using dead reckoning. The problem with using encoders is they cannot account for
wheel slippage and, as slippage occurs, the position error grows unbounded and can
very quickly lead to an inaccurate position estimate. Madhavan, et al. decreased this
error by using an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) along with encoders to make a
more accurate estimate, but without some sort of reference to a map or absolute posi-
tioning device the error will still grow unbounded over time [32]. Banta and Rawson
used a neural network to periodically correct an encoder based position estimate by
recognizing landmarks within the mine using ultrasonic range finders [33], effectively
limiting the error over time.
Ultrasonic sensors are used to measure distance between the sensor and an object
using time-of-flight data. They are well suited for underground mines because of the
rough surface of most obstacles [34]. Steele, Ganesh, and Kleve used ultrasonic sen-
sors to navigate a scale model of a Load-Haul-Dump (LHD) machine in a mine-like
environment [35]. Borthwick and Durrant-Whyte used an infrared range scanner and
an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to compare detected features with an a-priori map
of the mine [36]. These features known as landmarks can be recognized using neural
networks [37] and video cameras [38] amongst other techniques. There are many al-
gorithms for pose estimation using landmarks such as a feature based pose estimator
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[39], iconic pose estimator [40], or a combination of the two [41], all of which use a
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensor.
The first publication on the topic of SLAM was in 1986 by Smith and Cheeseman [42,
43]. The topic was further developed by Leonard and Durrant-Whyte in 1991 [44].
Since SLAM can be achieved using rich sensor data like a 3D camera or with very
sparse data like a single touch sensor, the methods of implementing SLAM vary with
the sensor data available. When sensor data is unique enough to form landmarks,
topological maps can be formed where the connectivity of the landmarks is used
rather than generating a grid style map. Using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to
localize the robot with respect to landmarks, EKF SLAM [45] was a popular choice
until FastSLAM [46] was introduced followed by FastSLAM2 [47] . The EFK SLAM
algorithm’s computation time increases quadratically with the number of landmarks
used, while FastSLAM earned its name because the algorithm scales logarithmically
with landmark quantity. When landmarks cannot be relied upon, an array of discrete
cells indicating occupancy is used to build the map in Occupancy Grid SLAM [48].
The task of localizing a robot in a previously constructed map or one that is currently
being built is often achieved using particle filters. Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) is
a method of localizing a robot using particle filters [49]. The system generates many
estimates for its current location, each one called a particle. When the sensor data
changes, each particle is updated and the expected sensor data is compared to the
actual data for each particle. New particles are added near the particles that agree
with the sensor data and conflicting particles are removed. Eventually, the system
converges on the position estimate with the highest confidence. Since the particles
must initially be evenly distributed across the map, the particle set can be quite large.
As the particles converge, the need to occupy the entire map with particles becomes
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unnecessary. Using Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) as an error estimate, the par-
ticles can be sampled in an adaptive manner [50, 51]. KLD sampling for Adaptive
Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) has been shown to consistently converge faster
than traditional MCL [52].
One of the more accurate but challenging and costly methods of localization employs
the use of external devices to triangulate the vehicle’s position. Shaffer and Stentz
use a reflector on the vehicle to triangulate the position using a scanning laser system
called Lasernet [41]. Others mount computer recognizable images like barcodes that
the vehicle can track its relative location to in order to determine the vehicle’s abso-
lute location [53]. If a wireless network is already installed in the mine, robots can
use the unique signal strength conditions that exist at each point in the mine to esti-
mate their locations [54]. Rusu, et al. created a 2D a-priori node map using passive
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags [55]. The RFID nodes located within the
predefined node map allow the mobile robot to periodically correct its position esti-
mate when detecting the unique signature of a RFID node. The Mobile Automated
Scanner Triangulateration (MAST) technique presented in Simela’s work uses unique
shapes specifically designed for detection by 2D laser scanners mounted in known lo-
cations within the mine to achieve the same results as the RFID node map but with
much greater accuracy [56]. While these methods are attractive because they can
provide a reliable and accurate absolute position, they are often costly to implement
since line-of-sight requirements means beacons must be mounted throughout the mine.
To improve the accuracy of any one type of sensor, an additional set of related sensor
data can be fused with the original. Sensor fusion often leads to more accurate
localization and obstacle avoidance. Localization can be done through the sensor
fusion of video and laser range finder data as in [57] and [58], using infra red and
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ultrasonic sensors in [59], or using an entire sensor suite including laser scanners,
rotary encoders, inclinometers, infra red, and attitude heading reference systems to
perform MCL as done in [60]. The sensor fusion can be done through Kalman filters
or more advance techniques like geometric optimization [61].
2.1.2.2 Interaction
While localization is a feature required in many different types of mobile robot applica-
tions, the interaction between a mining robot and the mine is much more specialized.
For that reason, and to protect trade secrets, there is much less work published on
automated robotic mining. Based on a literature review, the mining industry that
is adopting automation the fastest is coal mining. Various processes have been au-
tomated such as rock breaking [62], slope monitoring [63], or continuous mining [41].
Sahoo and Mazid developed an opto-tactile sensor that detects the coal-rock interface
to automate a shearer machine in longwall mines [64]. Other techniques to detect the
coal-rock interface include gamma ray coal thickness measurement systems [65], an
induced vibration touch sensor [66], or Kelly’s coal interface detector that uses pick
force, rock vibration, and video [67].
Though extremely little research has been published in the field of automated ura-
nium mining, there is a range of sensors available to detect the radiation emitted by
uranium ore. By using multiple sensors, a directional gamma ray detector can be
built [68]. Alternatively, direction can be determined through electron-gamma and
gamma-gamma directional correlation [69]. A device similar to the directional hand-
held gamma ray probe developed by Larsson and Djeffal may be implemented in a
uranium mining robot to help it detect the location of the uranium ore [70]. There are
no off-the-shelf components that are designed specifically to be used autonomously
in a mine for the detection and location of uranium ore, but many of these detectors
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have the properties and functionality necessary. The next step in developing these
sensors is to overcome the harsh working conditions of a robotic mining vehicle.
Surface scanning techniques are currently being researched in Cameco’s Cigar Lake
Mine where jet boring is used. In order to measure the size and shape of the cavity left
behind after the jet boring process, a 3D surface scan is done. Ingram and Marshall
researched three different scanner technologies in determining what functions best in
the jet bore mine conditions [71]. Their greatest obstacle was the fog created by the
freezing pipes used to keep the ground solid. Laser scanners offered high accuracy but
performed poorly in fog. Ultrasonic sensors worked well in fog but did not provide
as good accuracy. For their application a time-of-flight camera was chosen. The
camera provided a 3D surface representation of the cavity and performed well in
foggy conditions.
2.1.3 Autonomous Shotcrete Robots
Few autonomous shotcrete systems have developed primarily for research purposes,
and, therefore, not as many papers are published on the design of the systems them-
selves. Shandong University in China was tasked with the kinematic analysis of an
autonomous shotcrete robot and their findings can be found in [72]. In a paper pub-
lished by Macmahon Mining Services located in Australia an autonomous shaft lining
robot is presented [73]. The shaft lining robot is lowered down a vertical shaft and
applies shotcrete along the side walls. Using ultrasonic range finders the system es-
timates the thickness of the shotcrete layer by comparing pre- and post-shotcrete
measurements.
Nabulsi et al. developed a full scale autonomous shotcrete robot in [74]. They use a
3D LiDAR scanner by AITEMIN called the LIDAC-16 to perform scans before and
after shotcrete application. The sprayer trajectory is determined using the design
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profile of the tunnel rather than laser scans. They also use a mathematical model for
shotcrete application to estimate shotcrete thickness in real-time based on the control
inputs to the machine.
This work will improve on Nabulsi’s work in a number of ways. Though they are
taking before and after scans of the surface, they do not discuss using these scans to
perform thickness estimation in [74], instead they use estimates based on a vehicle
and shotcrete application model. While this provides real-time thickness estimates, a
much more accurate estimate can be achieved using point cloud comparison methods.
Doing so requires accurately aligning the before and after point cloud scans of the
surface, a novel solution to which is presented herein. Shotcrete application can be
done more accurately if the laser scans are used for trajectory generation as proposed
in this work, yet Nabulsi’s robot uses a predetermined path. In order to decrease
dependence on human operators, this work will also introduce the functionality to
autonomously improve the shotcrete layer if the detailed analysis of shotcrete thickness
indicates it to be necessary.
2.2 Patent Survey
At the time of publication, there were no patents for autonomous shotcrete systems
with the capabilities of the Mobile Autonomous Shotcreting and Scanning System
(MASS) presented in this work. There are many patents for various types of shotcrete
application systems [75–82], however, none have implemented autonomous application
of the shotcrete. The closest patent to this technology with respect to shotcrete
application is a paint spraying robot, but it requires far more input from the operator
than the MASS and can only paint flat vertical walls [83]. There are few patents
on robotic monitoring systems for mines, moreover, they do not specify measuring
shotcrete thickness or discuss in detail what measurement capabilities they possess
[84, 85]. 22
2.3 ROS: The Robot Operating System
ROS first emerged in 2007 from a company called Willow Garage as they adapted
software originally developed in Stanford’s Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Devel-
opment continued and in 2009 the first paper on ROS was published [86], ROS.org
was launched, and the first tutorials were released. In 2010 the first official version
ROS 1.0 was released followed by 11 more versions over the next 7 years as well as
development of the next generation of ROS, called ROS 2. As of 2017, there are 9,395
unique packages available for users to download, implement, modify or use in any way
allowed under the BSD license [87].
ROS is middleware designed specifically for robotics. It is a software framework that
allows users to create software in a variety of programming languages such as C++,
Python, and Lisp. Software packages written for ROS can include nodes, message
types, configuration files, and function libraries. The foundation of a ROS package
is usually the nodes that are written for it however there are ROS packages available
that do not include any software nodes. ROS nodes are software programs written in
one of the supported languages for use within the ROS framework. Nodes are respon-
sible for executing the given task. Nodes can communicate with each other regardless
of what programming language they are written in. Multiple nodes can be run on
a single machine or many machines can be used with one or more nodes running on
each one.
Nodes use the ROS framework to communicate with each other by publishing mes-
sages and subscribing to topics. Figure 2.1 shows a simple diagram of how two ROS
nodes may communicate with each other. In this example, Node 1 is a ‘Publisher’
and publishes a message to ‘Topic’. Node 2 is a ‘Subscriber’ and subscribes to all











Figure 2.1: Simple ROS usage
messages when they ‘Spin’. When a publisher spins, any messages waiting to be pub-
lished to a topic are published. When a subscriber spins it will look at all the topics
it is subscribed to and execute a callback function using the data contained in the
message from the topic if one is available. Whenever a node subscribes to a topic, a
callback function must be defined. This function is executed when a ROS message
is retrieved from a topic, usually processing the received message in some way. ROS
messages contain data that can be divided into four categories: built-in datatypes,
other message types, arrays, or headers. The built-in datatypes are commonly used
datatypes like booleans, strings, floats, and integers of various precision. For example,
when creating a message to describe a student, one might use a string for their name,
an integer for their student ID, and a float for their GPA (or an array of floats to store
grade points from each course they have taken). If one were to make a message to
describe a classroom, they could include a string for the course name, an integer for
the maximum capacity, and use an array of ‘student’ messages to contain information
of all the students in the class. A ‘header’ is a message that is so commonly used it is
treated as its own datatype. Headers are usually included in a message because they
contain a unique ID, time-stamp, and frame-id. The frame-id is particularly useful in
mobile robotics and helps organize all the possible frames of reference in a project by
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Figure 2.2: Advanced ROS usage
Figure 2.2 shows a more complex utilization of the ROS framework. In this example
Node 3 and Node 4 run on a separate machine, but ROS allows them all to commu-
nicate seamlessly as if they were on a single machine. As shown in Figure 2.2 nodes
can publish to one or multiple topics (Node 1), subscribe to multiple topics (Node 4),
or both publish and subscribe to one or more topics (Node 2). The topics are simply
named channels for nodes to send and receive messages along.
The ROS ‘Master’ is a special node that enables the core functionality of ROS. It is
never modified by the user and must always be run before executing ROS nodes. The
master node allows nodes to find each other, exchange messages, and invoke services.
Services are used when bidirectional communication between nodes is necessary (as
shown in Figure 2.3). A service will advertise its name using the ROS master and










Figure 2.3: ROS node and service bidirectional communication
is called it is passed a request message and when it completes it returns a response
message. Services are created just like nodes and can also publish and subscribe to
topics as well as performing the service they advertise. Actions are very similar to
services, but provide periodic updates as they are executing and can be preempted.
An example usage for a service would be to generate a shotcrete spraying trajectory.
A node would send a point cloud message representing the mine surface to the tra-
jectory service and the service would send and arm trajectory message in response.
An action could be used to execute the arm trajectory, where a node would send
the arm trajectory as a goal, and the action would complete the motion. While the
arm is moving, the action could provide feedback on the current position of the arm.
At completion the action can provide a result, like a boolean for success, triggering
another action to be performed. Should the user need to halt the spraying process or
execute a different trajectory, the action can be preempted by sending a new goal.
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The master node is also used to store information on the parameter server. The pa-
rameter server is a central location for ROS nodes to store and retrieve data. Data
stored on the parameter server is usually values that do not change often. Nodes
can place or retrieve data on the parameter server, which is typically used for various
configuration settings. Any node can retrieve this information for their own use or
modify it for use by other nodes. An example usage of the parameter server is to
customize shotcrete spray patterns. Values like shotcrete flowrate, via-point distance,
sprayer velocity, and surface offset can all be stored on the parameter server and
loaded from disk at launch. When a shotcrete spraying trajectory is requested, the
service can read the relevant specifications from the parameter server. A user can
directly change the values on the parameter server, it can be loaded from a file, or
modified by another node during runtime. A configuration file is used to save the
parameters for future use when the robot is brought back online.
ROS can also record communication across topics using the rosbag() function. A
‘rosbag’ is a file with a .bag extension and holds all the messages sent across a given
topic or topics. This tool is particularly useful for simulations based on existing data.
A ROS bag file can be recorded on a laser scan topic as a robot drives around. The
bag file can then be played back while a mapping algorithm is running to produce a
map. Using a bag file, many different mapping algorithms can be developed and tested
on previous experimental data without having to physically drive the robot every time.
Typical execution of a ROS package begins in the terminal window. The terminal
window is a command line interface to the operating system. From there nodes can
be run, services launched, parameter server values changed, and many other ROS
specific features. A launch file has the extension .launch and provides a convenient
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way of launching multiple nodes and services at once as well as loading multiple sets of
configuration parameters to the parameter server or to nodes directly. Using a launch
file, all of the command line entries to launch and configure a ROS package can be
executed using a singe command. The syntax of a launch file follows the Extensible
Markup Language (XML) formatting rules, which makes the document readable to
both humans and machines. Launch files can be configured to launch when the com-
puter system starts up, making it so an operator needs only to provide power to the




Mobile Autonomous Shotcrete and
Scanning System Overview
The Mobile Autonomous Shotcrete and Scanning System (MASS) consists of a hard-
ware and software component. Aside from assembly and wiring, the contributions
of this work lie in the software built for the MASS. These contributions are outlined
below, followed by a discussion of the open source software used and hardware chosen.
3.1 Software Contributions
A thorough discussion of the source code is provided in Appendix A with the complete
code given in Appendix B.
The main interface between the user and the control system occurs within an RViz
window. Along with the regular features of RViz, this software adds a panel and a
tool to the RViz interface. The additional features can be seen in Figure 3.1 labeled
as Control Panel (right) and Selection Tool (top). The code for the control panel
is split between two files. For the system’s current purpose, it would be far less
functional to have a standalone GUI and not use RViz for visualization. Therefore,
control_dashboard was designed as a plugin for RViz. As future work on this
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project continues, the need for RViz visualization may diminish, so the node was
designed to make converting it to run without RViz a trivial task. Eventually, when
this system is implemented in a mine, no graphical interface at all will be required
on the machine itself. For that reason, the core functionality of the system lies in the
control_panel node. The control_dashboard node simply relays the actions
from the user interface to the control_panel node.
Figure 3.1: RViz user interface
The control_panel node is the heart of the control system. It is responsible for
calling the localization, trajectory generation, and thickness estimation services, as
well as communication with the DENSO arm, Powercube servo, and Husky UGV.
Other MASS-specific requirements such as cropping regions from the robots percep-
tion that are occupied by the robot itself or modifying trajectory points to fit within
the DENSO arm’s workspace are performed by the control_panel node.
The main contribution of this work to the ROS community are the localization, trajec-
tory generation, and thickness estimation services. These three services are intended
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to be as portable as possible so they can be useful in any robotics project, regardless
of the system configuration. Should other researchers have a need for the service they
provide, one simply needs to install the package and they will be able to launch the
desired service from the terminal or their own launch file. Unfortunately, due to this
document’s confidentiality, the source code will not be made available, so the func-
tionality of the compiled binaries are provided as-is. Any of the parameters that can
be modified by the user are still accessible, but the source code cannot be viewed or
modified.
3.1.1 User Interface
Figure 3.2: MASS GUI panel
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The tabs of the MASS GUI control panel can be seen in Figure 3.2. The main tab,
called “Operation” is for use while the robot is operating. The red Stop button is
a software activated emergency stop. The operation tab has a LiDAR scan button
that commands the robot to perform a LiDAR scan using the nodding head and
displays the resulting point cloud in the RViz window. The Set Home button is
pressed when the robot is in a location the operator intends to define as the origin.
The home position is then used as the coordinate frame into which all other point
clouds are transformed into. The Generate Trajectory button generates a trajec-
tory based on the current selection. Clicking Apply Shotcrete performs the motions
for shotcrete application. If no area is selected, the default region (modified using
rqt_reconfigure) is used and the system enters autonomous shotcrete mode.
While in autonomous shotcrete mode the system will apply shotcrete and advance
the robot until it is halted using the Stop button. Every time a point cloud is ac-
quired, it is saved to disk. The textbox allows the user to declare where they would
like the point clouds to be saved. The interface for recording localization markers
is also present and its usage is discussed in Appendix A.8.2.2. The load button can
be used to load the indicated point cloud file from disk for display or analysis purposes.
Though the shotcrete thickness is automatically saved and displayed after applying
shotcrete, the user may want to perform additional thickness calculations with RViz
data or previously saved data. Selecting an area of a point cloud, clicking Set Initial
Cloud, and repeating the steps for the final point cloud allows the operator to calcu-
late the shotcrete thickness at a specified region by pressing Calculate Thickness. If
they simply want to calculate thickness from two previously saved files, the file names
and locations can be entered and the calculation is performed upon pressing Estimate
Thickness. The resulting data can be saved to disk using the Save button.
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The Denso Control tab allows the user to manually command the manipulator. The
user can initialize the arm, shut it down, or clear the errors. When sending a pose, the
user can specify a target location and Point-to-Point motion (PTP), Continuous Path
motion (CP), or use the Tool coordinate frame (T). Alternatively, the user can specify
specific joint angles to move to. The user can also set the speed of the manipulator,
or use the text box to send a command formatted using DENSO’s WINCAPSIII com-
munication protocol. The current robot pose is displayed as well.
If the debug version is launched, the testing tab shown in Figure 3.3 is available.
The testing tab has many features useful for testing and developing new algorithms.
Table 3.1 explains each button’s function.
3.1.2 Services
Services are standalone ROS nodes that wait for messages to arrive and perform a
given task. When complete, they return a message to the node that called them. The
main services developed for this work are the localization service, trajectory genera-
tion service, and thickness estimation service.
Algorithm A.1 found in Appendix A outlines the steps to localize the robot. It re-
ceives a point cloud and the marker file name, as well as an indicator whether the
robot is setting the home location or not. The service will analyze the point cloud
and determine the location of the marker keypoints using Algorithm A.2 by first fil-
tering the point cloud so that only points of sufficiently high reflectivity remain. The
remaining points are then grouped together based on location and the centre of each
group is used as a keypoint candidate. The keypoint candidate locations relative to
each other are then compared to the marker keypoint relative distances in the marker




Allows user to step through manipulator
trajectory one via point at a time
Reset




Display markers for via points instead of moving
the manipulator
Set Home Set home location
Generate
Poses
Calculate required positions the robot must move
to to apply shotcrete over selected area
Figure 3.3: MASS GUI
testing tab
Pose Step Move to next location




Generates a trajectory based on the current
selection or default area, then saves to location




Moves manipulator to simulate shotcrete
application or radiation scan
Plot Path
Show the intended path the robot will travel to
reach the desired location
Execute
Path
Move robot to desired location
Show Nav
Goal
Show robot’s desired location
Estimate
Thickness




Move LiDAR nodding head to a position for
navigation (-1.57 radians, other positions can be
commanded by changing the value of the text box)
Localize Localize the robot
Auto
Crop
Automatically crop an area behind the robot that
the trailer is likely to occupy from the point cloud
Load
Scan
Load a point cloud from file and treat it as if it
was a newly acquired scan
Load Tra-
jectory
Load a trajectory from file (at the location
specified under “Trajectory Save Location”)
Reset
Map
Reset the SLAM map
Scan Perform a LiDAR scan
Table 3.1: Testing functions
tiple markers are found, the one with the highest correspondence is chosen. When
a marker is found, the corresponding transformation matrix is used to transform the
input point cloud to the home coordinate frame (or left unchanged if a homing scan
was performed) and returned to the node that called the service.
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The trajectory generation service algorithm is discussed in detail in Appendix A.4.2.
It receives two point clouds and returns a set of trajectory points. The first point
cloud is the selected area and the second point cloud is a larger section of the sur-
face. When calculating the surface normals at the edge of the selection area, the
larger point cloud is required to ensure the normal is calculated using the surround-
ing points. The trajectory points are generated in two steps, Algorithm A.4 is used for
vertical sections of the mine surface and Algorithm A.5 for horizontal sections. These
algorithms generate a trajectory by taking “slices” of the point cloud. For the vertical
sections, a horizontal slice is taken by cropping a thin rectangular prism from the
point cloud. The rectangular prism is oriented as a horizontal plane with a thickness
of 2 cm. The horizontal slice is used to determine evenly spaced points at which to
calculate vertical slices called “ribs”. The points along each rib are sorted by distance
from the ground. Once the sorted ribs are determined, via points are generated by
selecting the lowest point of each rib in order and stored in a trajectory message. The
via points are offset from the surface along the surface normal by the offest value
defined in the configuration file. Via points are then added to the trajectory message
from each rib in reverse order by selecting a point on the rib height_step from the
previous via point. The process is repeated, alternating the order in which the ribs
are selected until via points have been generated for the entire selection area. The
process is repeated for a horizontal section in a similar way as outlined in Algorithm
A.5.
The thickness estimation service is implemented using Algorithm A.6. It compares
two point clouds, a target and a source. For each point in the source point cloud,
the nearest point in the target point cloud is determined. The source cloud data
point then stores the distance as a thickness value, along with the existing X, Y, Z,
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and intensity values. When complete, the source cloud is returned with each point
containing a thickness value. RViz is then used to display the thickness estimate by
colouring each data point according to the thickness value it contains.
3.2 Open Source Software
All software integrated and developed for this research is intended for use within the
ROS framework. Since ROS is an open source community with many packages avail-
able for use in research, it offers a wide selection of resources useful to this work.
Many of the tasks required for operation of the MASS have already been developed
by the ROS community. Hardware drivers, motion controllers, LiDAR scan to point
cloud assemblers, navigation, and mapping packages are already available for use
through ROS and the open source licenses they contain. The following open source
packages were implemented on the MASS.
3.2.1 RViz
Complete documentation on RViz can be found at http://wiki.ros.org/RViz
RViz is a powerful visualization tool developed for use with ROS. There is a large
quantity of information that can be generated using ROS that is not easily inter-
preted without the use of an interactive graphical user interface. RViz allows users
to view, interact with, interpret, and modify the data handled within ROS. RViz is
an invaluable tool in mobile robotics: it can display a model of the robot, a map the
robot has generated of its environment, the path it intends to follow, and display sen-
sor data the robot acquires. The user can interact with RViz and send commands to
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the robot such as: position goals, movement commands, status changes, or selecting
parts of the sensor data to be used in other software algorithms.
RViz is designed to be adaptable for whatever the operator needs. Custom tools and
plugins are easily developed to make RViz helpful in the context it is used. In this
work, a custom tool was implemented for selecting sections of the mine surface to
be scanned or shotcreted. A custom plugin called the control panel was created to
provide a user-friendly interface to command and control all relevant aspects of the
MASS.
RViz configurations can be saved to a file and loaded at launch when the robot control
system is brought online. The configuration file for this work sets the RViz environ-
ment in a way that is practical for the operator, but includes options to reveal infor-
mation useful for debugging and research. For example, under most circumstances the
point cloud representation of the mine surface should be shown but individual laser
scans hidden. If the operator wanted to see the instantaneous view of the robot’s en-
vironment represented as a laser scan, the topic’s checkbox simply needs to be clicked.
When generating trajectories the surface path, surface normals, and end-effector path
are shown, however, the operator may only want some or none of the information
displayed so they are all easily hidden or shown. This is all accomplished through the
“Displays” panel of RViz. The configuration file subscribes RViz to all the relevant




The Husky package is made by Clearpath Robotics to provide ROS functionality to
their Husky Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV). The package is discussed in Appendix
A section A.9.1.
3.2.3 Move Base
The move base package provides much of the navigation functionality. Using a goal
location, the move base package will generate a global plan using the map available
to it to drive to the location. It generates a local plan to navigate around obstacles
that appear during navigation. The details of the move base package can be found in
Appendix A section A.9.2.
3.2.4 Laser Assembler
The laser assembler package discussed in Appendix A section A.9.3 combines LiDAR
scans in to a single point cloud. As the nodding head moves, the location of it is
sent to the laser assembler service along with the scan taken at that moment. When
the nodding head movement is complete, the laser assembler is notified and returns a
point cloud.
3.2.5 Hector SLAM
Hector SLAM is the SLAM implementation used in this work because of its ability
to function without wheel odometry. Though wheel odometry is available, one of the
assumptions of this work is that the wheels will slip and the odometry cannot be
considered reliable. For that reason, Hector SLAM was chosen so wheel odometry
can be ignored. Appendix A section A.9.4 discusses Hector SLAM in greater detail.
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3.2.6 RQT Reconfigure
RQT Reconfigure is a ROS service that allows parameters to be changed during
runtime using a graphical interface. A discussion is provided in Appendix A section
A.9.5 along with and example of the user interface display.
3.3 Hardware
3.3.1 Husky
Clearpath Robotics’s Husky Unmanned Ground Vehicle (Husky UGV) shown in Fig-
ure 3.4 is the mobile base used for the proof-of-concept prototype. It is a four wheeled
skid steer vehicle, capable of driving on uneven ground or loose gravel. It has a wheel
diameter of 330 mm, and external dimensions of 990 mm × 670 mm × 390 mm. Its
maximum payload is 75 kg and has a maximum speed is 1.0 m/s. Skid steer vehicles
have notoriously unreliable odometry data which makes the Husky an excellent choice
as a mobile base, since it creates a more realistic representation of the final product.
Figure 3.4: Husky UGV [88]
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3.3.2 Husky Peripherals
Figure 3.5: Husky with peripherals attached
The Husky required a few modifications to support the additional hardware used.
A top plate was machined to mount the manipulator as well as a mounting bracket
for the nodding head servo. A trailer hitch was installed and a trailer was built to




Figure 3.6: DENSO VP6242 manipulator [89]
The final product will likely use hydraulics to position the shotcreting and scanning
end-effector. Since the payload and forces will require a high strength and rigidity
manipulator, using electric motors would be infeasible. Designing a manipulator for
this task is outside the scope of this research, so a suitable analogue was chosen. The
requirements of the manipulator is that it can position its end-effector with 6 degrees-
of-freedom like the final version, but does not require the same workspace, strength,
or rigidity the final product would in order to accurately position the end-effector and
apply shotcrete. The DENSO manipulator shown in Figure 3.6 was chosen since it
fulfils all the application requirements and was available at UOIT for use in this work.
It has a maximum reach of 432 mm and a maximum payload of 2.5 kg.
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3.3.4 LMS101
Figure 3.7: SICK LMS101 LiDAR [90]
The LMS101 shown in Figure 3.7 is a LiDAR scanner manufactured by SICK. It has
an aperture angle of 270°, angular resolution of 0.25° at 25 Hz, and optimal range of 0.5
m - 20 m. SICK is a well know brand of LiDAR scanners, with lots of software drivers
available for the various systems it works with. The ROS driver for this LiDAR does
not natively support 0.25° resolution, so it has been modified accordingly for this work.
It has a systematic error of ±30 mm and statistical error of 12 mm, though through
testing it was found the LiDAR performs much better in the given test conditions.
With an Ingress Protection (IP) rating of IP65, it is suitable for indoor use but can
be replaced with another model from the same family with equal performance but
higher IP rating (up to IP67).
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3.3.5 Schunk Powercube PR70
Figure 3.8: Schunk Powercube PR70 [91]
The LiDAR used must be mounted on a nodding head to generate 3D point clouds.
The Powercube PR70 made by Schunk was chosen for this task partly since it was
already an asset of the UOIT MARS Lab and can be seen in Figure 3.8. The module
has higher accuracy and payload than the application requires, but since it was an
unused asset it was chosen for this application for practicality reasons. It has a nom-
inal torque of 15 Nm, repeat accuracy of 0.03°, maximum angular velocity of 240°/s,
and maximum acceleration of 960°/s2. The Powercube PR70 can be seen mounted on
the MASS with the LMS101 LiDAR attached in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: MASS nodding head assembly
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3.4 Operation Overview
This section is intended to serve as an overview of how the MASS performs the
following tasks:
 Setting the Home Coordinate Frame
– Navigating the Robot to Home Position
– Performing a Localization Scan
 Recording the Fiducial Marker
– Selecting Marker Keypoints
– Training Additional Markers
 Shotcrete Application
– Applying Shotcrete to a Selected Area
– Autonomous Shotcrete Application
 Shotcrete Thickness Estimation
– Automatic Thickness Estimation
– Thickness Estimation From File
– Loading a Point Cloud From Disk
– Estimating Shotcrete Thickness Between Two Selected Areas
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3.4.1 Setting the Home Coordinate Frame
Navigating the Robot to the Home Position
Manual Navigation The MASS can be driven using a standard USB joystick connected to any computer on the
same network that hes been configured and running ROS.
Autonomous Navigation The MASS can
autonomously navigate to a goal specified
using the 2D Nav Goal tool located at the top
of the RViz window (see Figure 3.10). The
MASS performs SLAM as it is navigating and
is capable of avoiding obstacles and planning
paths around them. To set a goal click the
RViz window where the robot should to
navigate to, and drag the cursor in the
direction the robot should face. A green arrow
is shown representing the final position and
orientation the navigation system will attempt
to achieve. Though not required, it is
recommended the operator perform a
non-homing scan (by clicking the Scan button)
so RViz can display a rendering of the
environment.
Figure 3.10: Setting a navigation goal
Performing a Homing Scan
Click the Set Home button on the
Control Panel (see Figure 3.11).
All future scans will be localized to
this coordinate frame.
Figure 3.11: Control panel, operation tab. Set home button highlighted
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3.4.2 Recording the Fiducial Marker
Selecting Marker Keypoints
Using the Selection Tool, click and
drag to form a box surrounding
the marker keypoint (see Figures
3.12 and 3.13).
Figure 3.12: Selecting a marker keypoint
Figure 3.13: Marker keypoints are easily visible when colours are set to indicate intensity
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Selecting Marker Keypoints (Continued)
The selected points are highlighted
in blue (see Figures 3.14 and 3.15).
Points with intensity below
intensity_min (which can be
changed using rqt_reconfigure)
are automatically removed.
Figure 3.14: Selected points highlighted in blue
Figure 3.15: A closer view of the selected points
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Selecting Marker Keypoints (Continued)
Click the Cluster Pt. 1 button (see
Figure 3.16).
Figure 3.16: Teaching the first marker keypoint
Repeat the process for the second
and third marker keypoints (see
Figures 3.17 and 3.18).
Figure 3.17: Teaching the second marker keypoint
Figure 3.18: Teaching the third marker keypoint
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Selecting Marker Keypoints (Continued)
Once Complete, the text displays
“Marker Recorded”. The Auto
Localize feature is automatically
enabled, as indicated by the
checkbox (see Figure 3.19).
Figure 3.19: Fiducial marker completed
Training Additional Markers
Multiple fiducial markers can be used, the localization
algorithm will select the best one to use for localization.
All fiducial markers are stored in a file at the same
location where point clouds are automatically saved. The
point cloud and fiducial marker save location is indicated
by the “Point cloud Save Location” text box in the
operation tab of the Control Panel (see Figure 3.20).
Additional markers can be added using the same
procedure as the first marker. New markers must be
added using a localized point cloud if the operator
requires all point clouds to be localized to the same
coordinate frame. To localize a point cloud and teach a
new marker, the robot must take a scan from a position
that includes both the old marker keypoints as well as the
new ones to be taught. Figure 3.12 shows a point cloud
scan taken from a location in which two individual fiducial
markers can be taught.




Applying Shotcrete to a Selected Area
To autonomously apply shotcrete
to a selected area, use the
Selection Tool located at the top of
the RViz window and drag a box
to encompass the desired area to
apply shotcrete (see Figure 3.21).
More complex selections can be
achieved by holding the keyboard’s
Ctrl button while selecting
additional areas or points.
Figure 3.21: Manual selection of shotcrete area
Once the desired area has been
selected, press the Generate
Trajectory button to generate a
trajectory for the manipulator to
follow (see Figures 3.22 and 3.23).
Figure 3.22: Generate trajectory
button
Figure 3.23: Trajectory generated from shotcrete selection
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Applying Shotcrete to a Selected Area (Continued)
Inspect the trajectory to ensure a
satisfactory result. Via points
outside the robot’s workspace are
shown in red, while via points
within the workspace are shown in
green (see Figure 3.24). The path
along the surface the robot will
follow is shown in red, the path
the end-effector will follow is
shown in green, and the surface
normals are shown in blue.
Figure 3.24: Robot workspace (white) with via points highlighted in red (outside
workspace) or green (within workspace)
If the trajectory is satisfactory the
operator can press the Apply
Shotcrete button (see Figure 3.25).
Once pressed, the robot will
navigate to the wall if necessary
and the via points outside the
manipulator’s workspace are
moved. As the algorithm executes
the trajectory, the blue lines
connecting the surface path to the
via points are turned white after
each via point is completed. Figure 3.25: Apply shotcrete button
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Autonomous Shotcrete Application
When the robot autonomously applies shotcrete it acts similar to a wall following
robot; it will follow the mine surface beside it until the operator commands it to
stop using the STOP button on the Control Panel (see Figures 3.26 and 3.27).
Figure 3.26: STOP button
Figure 3.27: Multiple trajectories generated as robot autonomously follows mine applying shotcrete
The operator should navigate the
robot to a location where the
automatic shotcreting can begin,
using the Set Goal tool as shown
in Figure 3.10. Once there, the
operator should ensure the
automatic shotcrete selection area,
as well as the automatic occlusion
area is suitable. The area of the
mine scan that is kept for
trajectory generation is shown in
blue and can be changed using the
rqt_reconfigure panel (see
Figure 3.28).
Figure 3.28: Points to be kept for automatic shotcrete application
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Autonomous Shotcrete Application (Continued)
To ensure the robot does not
attempt to apply shotcrete to itself
it is important to ensure the
occlusion zone is set appropriately.
Using rqt_reconfigure, the
area to be cropped in which the
robot’s components may be
detected by the LiDAR scan is set.
The volume enclosed by orange
lines will be automatically removed
before shotcrete trajectory
generation (see Figure 3.29).
Figure 3.29: Points to be removed before trajectory generation
If no area of the mine has been
selected for manual shotcrete
application, the operator can click
the Apply Shotcrete button to
begin the automatic shotcrete
application (see Figure 3.30).
Figure 3.30: Clicking apply shotcrete without a selection begins the autonomous
shotcreting process
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3.4.4 Shotcrete Thickness Estimation
Automatic Thickness Estimation
During normal operation, the
shotcrete thickness is
automatically estimated after
shotcrete has been applied (see
Figure 3.31).
Figure 3.31: Automatic thickness estimate
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Thickness Estimation From File
To apply the shotcrete thickness estimation algorithm to
point clouds saved to disk, use the Thickness tab of the
Control Panel to indicate the file location of the initial
and final scans, then click the Estimate Thickness button
(see Figure 3.32). The resulting estimate can be saved by
clicking the save button.
Figure 3.32: Estimating shotcrete thickness from two
saved scans
Loading a Point Cloud From Disk
To load a point cloud, scan, or thickness estimate from
disk, click the Load button on the Operation tab of the
Control Panel (see Figure 3.33).
Figure 3.33: Point cloud files can be loaded from disk
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Estimating Shotcrete Thickness Between Two Selected Areas
To estimate shotcrete thickness for
a specific area, the first point
cloud should be loaded from disk
(see Figure 3.33). Using the
Selection Tool, select an area
slightly larger than the desired
measurement area and click Set
Initial Cloud (see Figures 3.34 and
3.35). Load the final point cloud,
and select the area in which to
estimate thickness (see Figure
3.36). Click the Set Final Cloud
button. Once the initial and final
point clouds have been set the user
can click Calculate Thickness to
generate a thickness estimate like
the one shown in Figure 3.31.
Figure 3.34: Calculating shotcrete thickness for a specific selection
Figure 3.35: Selecting the initial point cloud Figure 3.36: Selecting the final point cloud
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3.5 Chapter Summary
The software contributions along with an overview of the MASS software package and
external libraries were presented. The software packages for RViz, Husky, and SLAM
along with their dependent packages are available through ROS and were configured
to operate with the MASS. The Husky UGV, DENSO manipulator, SICK LiDAR,
and Powercube servo were discussed as they are the main hardware systems used. A




Localization is a crucial component of any mobile robot control system. In order to
interact with its surroundings a robot must have a way of detecting what is nearby.
While robots can perform many tasks without localizing, the ability to determine
where it is allows it to perform many more. When a robot is required to navigate, the
controller creates a plan to navigate to the desired goal. The plan is subdivided in to
a global plan and a local plan. The global plan can be likened to driving directions,
one would have a goal such as an address and a global plan like a set of streets and
turns to take. The local plan is a set of rules used along the way, like stopping at red
lights, changing lanes, and avoiding collisions. Local planning can be done without
localization, but global planning requires knowing where the robot is with respect to
its fixed surroundings.
Localization requires a fixed global frame of reference to which a map is placed or
built. This coordinate frame is often referred to as the world coordinate frame. The
map can be very rich, containing more than just the physical layout of the environ-
ment. Maps may contain information on colour, brightness, elevation, temperature,
radioactivity, or any other data the system is capable of detecting. The map can also
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be incredibly sparse, the minimum amount of information required is simply an origin
and scale to which the robot can be localized relative to.
Robots can estimate their position without any perception of their environment using
a technique called dead reckoning. By using their starting position and orientation as
the fixed frame of reference and measuring the locomotive output of the system, the
robot can track what motions it has performed and estimate what its location is. In
open loop control, the system estimates its motion based on what output signals are
sent. In closed loop control, the outputs are measured and used as feedback for the
system to correct its state estimate. For wheeled robots, odometry allows the robot
to measure how much each wheel has rotated through the use of wheel encoders. Us-
ing the physical specifications of the robot, such as wheel diameter, its position can
be estimated. Wheel odometry is considered to have poor reliability over time be-
cause there are a number of factors that can limit the accuracy of the estimates. The
biggest concern when using wheel odometry is slippage. Wheel slippage is impossible
to detect using wheel encoders alone and occurs often when robots are in low traction
areas or while turning, especially in skid-steered vehicles. Other factors can affect
odometry accuracy like the diameter of the wheel, which can change with wear or
internal air pressure changes, may not be measured with high accuracy, or may not
be equivalent in all wheels. As well, sensor noise can further reduce the accuracy of
the measurements.
To improve a dead reckoning localization estimate, wheel odometry is often paired
with an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). Using a combination of gyroscopes, ac-
celerometers, magnetometers, or barometers the IMU can report its rate of rotation,
acceleration, orientation, and altitude. By combining the two, filters can be used to
ignore IMU noise when encoder data reports no movement, or correct turning rate
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estimates when the wheels are likely to be slipping. The most popular way to filter
IMU and odometry data is the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is best explained as
two steps, a prediction step and an update step. The prediction step uses the system
outputs to predict the current state of the system. The update step then compares
what the sensors should detect based on the given outputs to what the sensors ac-
tually detect. Using the actual sensor data, the robot’s state estimate is updated.
With each step the filter generates a confidence value to represent how accurate the
estimate is likely to be. Using the confidence to weigh the sensor data for fusion
allows the Kalman filter to generate state estimates more accurate than any of the
individual sensors could provide.
Even with the improved accuracy a Kalman filter provides, dead reckoning alone is
rarely sufficient for robot localization. The reason for this is estimation errors can
grow unbounded. Since dead reckoning position estimates are always relative to the
previous position estimate, each estimate’s accuracy is dependant on the accuracy of
the previous estimate. If the pose estimate is wrong by 0.1% each control loop, by the
100th estimate the robot position could be off by as much as 10%. With no absolute
point of reference there is no way of correcting the position error.
Landmark based localization techniques avoid the unbounded error growth of dead
reckoning by detecting the location of fixed reference points with respect to the robot.
These fixed reference points, or landmarks, can be either passive or active. Passive
landmarks are simply unique portions of the robot’s environment that can be reliably
identified by the robot. Since the landmarks do not move, anytime one is detected
the error generated through dead reckoning can be corrected. In this way the robot is
able to navigate without consistently detecting a landmark but can correct the error
generated in its position estimate when it does. Passive landmarks can be manually
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added to the environment, the benefit of doing so is the landmarks can be made so
that they are highly unique and identifiable, like the QR code shown in Figure 4.1.
The greatest obstacle to using passive landmarks is the possibility they can become
obscured from vision by dirt or other material in the mine. If the robot environment
cannot be customized prior to navigation, the system must determine suitable land-
marks using a set of predetermined criteria. Landmarks must be unique, detectable
from multiple angles and distances, and unmoving (or moving along a known trajec-
tory). Active landmarks emit a signal from components such as LEDs, speakers, or
radio antennae. The signal can be a simple identifier and the active markers are used
in the same way passive markers are, or information can be passed along the active
marker’s signal for more advanced localization techniques.
Figure 4.1: Example landmark, a QR code
One of the most familiar active landmarks is the Global Positioning System (GPS)
used by many of our electronic devices. The landmarks are a constellation of satel-
lites orbiting Earth, each one transmitting their unique identifier and current time.
By comparing the current time of the receiver with the time transmitted from the
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satellite, the time of flight of the signal can be measured. The distance to the satellite
can be calculated using the speed the signal is travelling and the time it took to travel.
By calculating the distance to three or more satellites the location of the receiver can
be determined through trilateration as long as the ephemeris data (satellite trajec-
tory) is known. GPS signals do not penetrate solid objects very well so using GPS in
indoor or underground environments may not be possible. In many situations indoor
systems that mimic GPS are developed for use in robot localization. Rather than use
satellites, fixed beacons are placed in the environment. Time of flight of electromag-
netic signals may not be a feasible measurement over such short distances, but slower
propagating signals such as sound can be used. Alternatively signal strength alone
can estimate distance to the beacons, or the signal strength variations within an area
can be mapped [54].
In other forms of localization the robot is tracked externally. The robot can have a
marker installed on it like a QR code, LED, reflective marker, or ultrasonic beacon as
well as any number of passive and active identifying devices. One such system is the
OptiTrack motion capture system. It uses a series of cameras to monitor a workspace.
Objects of high reflectivity with specific features can be detected and tracked within
the workspace. In this work, the OptiTrack motion capture system is used to obtain
high accuracy ground truth measurements for verifying the robot’s localization accu-
racy.
Often robots are needed in environments that cannot be modified prior to use and
maps of the environment may not be available or usable by the current sensor suite.
In this case Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) can be used. SLAM
robots build a map of their environment, and then localize themself within that map.
This is often accomplished through the use of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)
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devices. LiDAR sensors usually measure objects intersecting a horizontal plane in the
robot’s environment through the use of a laser range finder and an internal rotating
mirror. Each LiDAR scan is aligned using landmark recognition and dead reckoning
estimates to form a map of the robot environment. Once the map is complete, the
SLAM algorithm simply matches the landmarks it detects with the landmarks it has
recorded on the map to localize the robot.
4.1 Localizing the MASS
For this work, a novel localization method was developed to suit the needs and ca-
pabilities of the MASS. The MASS’s main sensor for navigation and localization is
a LiDAR scanner on a nodding head. During navigation the MASS uses its wheel
odometry and IMU together with a Kalman filter to generate a dead reckoning posi-
tion estimate, as well as its LiDAR scanner to perform SLAM and detect obstacles or
movement in the environment. For reasons discussed in Chapter 6, the MASS requires
a localization algorithm with high accuracy. To achieve such accuracy, the robot en-
vironment is minimally modified with fiducial markers. A fiducial marker is a marker
placed within the field of view of a vision system specifically for the purpose of deter-
mining the frame of reference of the sensor. Localization can be performed without
the use of fiducial markers, but the accuracy improvement they provide makes their
installation worthwhile. For the purpose of this research the most accurate approach
to this technique is used, but more convenient methods of applying fiducial markers
can be used with little expected loss of accuracy.
4.1.1 Fiducial Markers
The fiducial markers used in this work are IR reflective spheres produced by OptiTrack
and can be seen in Figure 4.2. They are attached to the mock mine environment using
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Figure 4.2: IR reflective spherical fiducial marker keypoint
a threaded mount and double sided tape, though any suitable adhesive or threaded
rod can be used. If the spheres are too costly or time consuming to apply, reflective
spray paint like that in Figure 4.3 can be used to quickly and conveniently apply
fiducial marks to the environment.
Figure 4.3: Reflective spray paint [92]
4.1.1.1 Perceiving the Fiducial Markers
The robot is able to perceive the fiducial markers by making use of the nodding head
the LiDAR is mounted on. By tilting the LiDAR scanner up and down, the LiDAR
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beam sweeps across the surface of the robot’s environment. Using the laser_scan_
assembler package available through ROS, the system can use the positions of the
nodding head to combine the individual LiDAR scans into a single point cloud repre-
sentation of the environment. Since the LiDAR scanner returns reflected intensity, the
highly reflective fiducial markers are easy to detect, particularly in an underground
mining environment where there are very few highly reflective objects.
4.1.1.2 Placing the Fiducial Marker
The fiducial markers in this work are formed from three keypoints. Each keypoint
is a highly reflective region created through the use of reflective material such as the
keypoint shown in Figure 4.2. Using a single keypoint the localization algorithm can
determine its distance from the marker, but cannot determine its orientation. Two
keypoints provide incomplete data on the robot’s pose, but three keypoints allow the
robot to determine the position and orientation of the marker and, therefore, the po-
sition and orientation of itself with respect to the marker.
The only true restriction on the placement of the marker keypoints is that they are not
colinear or equidistant. Placing the keypoints collinearly makes the orientation around
their colinear axis ambiguous and impossible to determine. Placing two equidistant
from each other yields two possible orientations, and all if three are equidistant there
are six possible orientations. As long as the keypoints are not co-linear or equidistant,
they are suitable for use as a fiducial marker.
To yield the greatest accuracy, the fiducial marker keypoints should be placed as
far apart as possible while remaining close enough to be captured in a single point
cloud. Figure 4.4 demonstrates a worst case scenario for position estimation using
fiducial markers when the keypoints are not detected accurately. This occurs when
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the two closest keypoints within the fiducial marker are measured incorrectly by a
distance equal to the maximum error of the LiDAR scanner (𝑒1), in opposite collinear
directions. When this occurs, the error at the point furthest from the marker centre
is calculated to be 𝑒2 from:










Figure 4.4: Accuracy loss from keypoint measurement error
With an accuracy of 1 mm (𝑒1), if the two closest marker keypoints (shown in grey)
are 2 m apart (𝑑1), the entire scanned area has a 10 m radius (𝑑1+𝑑2), and the fiducial
marker centre is chosen coincident with the centre of the scanned area (top left actual
keypoint), the maximum error in measurement will be 10 mm (𝑒2).
Once the fiducial marker has been placed, it must be recorded by the software for
future identification. To do so, the user must command the robot to take a scan of its
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environment while the marker is in view. Using a graphical interface window and a
selection tool the user will select a region that contains a single marker keypoint and
click the “Record Marker Keypoint” button in the Graphical User Interface (GUI).
The software will use its intensity cutoff filter and clustering algorithm (found in Ap-
pendix A Algorithm A.2) to determine the location of the centre of the keypoint. The
operator then repeats the process for the other two keypoints and the fiducial marker’s
identifying parameters are recorded to a marker file. To identify a fiducial marker the
distance between all three keypoints must be known. Alternatively, two distances and
the angle between them can be used. The marker file can contain multiple markers,
be shared among machines, multiple marker files can be used, and if necessary the
marker files can be modified directly by the user. Detailed instructions on how to
record markers was presented in Section 3.4
Installing the IR reflective spheres that serve as marker keypoints is not necessary
since there are many alternatives. IR reflective spray paint can be used in place of
the spheres at minimal cost to accuracy. As shown in Figure 4.5, there is already
an established practice of installing permanent markers in the mine for surveying
purposes and there is no issue or limitations with applying spray paint to the mine.
Even without using IR reflective spray paint, the LiDAR will easily detect the white
paint shown. For greater accuracy, solid IR reflective spheres can be attached in a
removeable way to the permanently installed marker shown, allowing re-use of the
markers when localization in that area is no longer necessary. Using that approach,
keypoints can be placed on the surface that requires shotcrete as long as the metal
marker protrudes far enough that it does not get covered by the shotcrete layer.
In future work the marker recording process can be automated, where the system
detects possible keypoints and selects the three furthest apart to use as a fiducial
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Figure 4.5: Permanent marker for mine surveying
marker but this may lead to the system selecting keypoints that are not intended
for use as keypoints. It is possible that movable or temporary objects in the robot’s
environment may be reflective enough to be considered a keypoint, but if chosen there
is a likelihood the keypoint will move and become impossible to detect.
4.1.1.3 Detecting the Fiducial Marker
Detecting the fiducial marker first requires detection of each keypoint, then by cal-
culating the distance between the keypoints a correspondence between the fiducial
marker and the keypoints can be determined. Once the correspondence of each key-
point is determined, the position and orientation of the marker can be calculated.
When the pose of the marker is represented using a transformation matrix, the pose
of the robot with respect to the marker can be determined by inverting the transfor-
mation matrix representing the marker’s location.
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Since the keypoints are much more reflective than their surrounding environment,
their initial detection is quite straightforward. A cutoff intensity has been determined
experimentally. This value represents the minimum acceptable intensity to consider
the data point part of a marker keypoint. The minimum and maximum intensity val-
ues are set using the localization configuration file but can be changed during runtime
if necessary. The LiDAR scanner’s resolution is high enough that there are typically
5-10 data points detected for each of the keypoints shown in Figure 4.2. When the
point cloud is filtered such that only the data points above the cutoff intensity re-
main, the data points must then be grouped to represent the individual keypoints of
the fiducial marker. This is performed by the clustering algorithm (Algorithm A.2).
In the case of the spherical keypoints used, only half the sphere can be detected as
the other half would be occluded by the portion facing the scanner. For this reason
the location of the keypoint must be offset by the radius of the keypoint sphere in the
direction of the keypoint as seen from the scanner.
The clustering algorithm turns a cluster of data points into a single keypoint location
by calculating the mean location of the data points. Using the cluster_size param-
eter in the localization service configuration file the user can set the the maximum
allowable diameter for a group of data points to be included in a cluster. The algo-
rithm will iterate through every remaining point after intensity filtering and calculate
the mean of all the data points within the cluster distance set by the user. Ideally,
only three keypoints will remain, but if multiple markers are used or highly reflective
objects are within view, they will appear as potential keypoints.
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The localization algorithm is responsible for determining which, if any, fiducial mark-
ers are in view. If there are multiple entries in the marker file the algorithm will choose
the marker with the highest correspondence. The algorithm iterates through every
keypoint candidate and calculates the distance to every other keypoint candidate. If
any three distances correspond to the distances recorded in the marker file, a match
has been found. The algorithm compares all the matches to determine which one has
the least amount of error. The three keypoints that most closely match the marker
file parameters are then considered to be a fiducial marker. The amount of allowable
error can be set using the accuracy parameter of the localization configuration file.
Any parameters in the configuration file can be changed during runtime using the
GUI launched by the dynamic_reconfigure node.
4.1.1.4 Determining the Location of the Fiducial Marker
The location of the robot with respect to the marker is found by inverting the transfor-
mation matrix that represents the position and orientation of the marker with respect
to the robot. Since the marker consists of three keypoints, a centre must be chosen.
The default choice is selecting the mean of the keypoints, but if the operator desires,
they can define an offset to place the centre of the marker in the location of their
choosing (relative to the keypoints’ mean). The transformation matrix representing
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o = a× n (4.6)
and p𝑐 is the centre of the fiducial marker (either the centroid of the three keypoints
p1, p2, p3 or a user defined location). To determine the robot base location with







To localize, a robot must determine its location in a fixed coordinate frame. If having
a single fixed point of reference for the robot to determine its location relative to is the
only requirement, using the transformation matrix 𝑀𝐵 T is sufficient for describing the
robot’s location. However, using the fiducial marker’s coordinate frame as the world
coordinate frame would not yield an intuitive display of the robot’s environment. For
this reason, the system was designed to allow the user to specify a world coordinate
frame.
The world coordinate frame is a frame of reference to which all pose dependant infor-
mation is transformed into before being presented to the user. Since all data is placed
in this coordinate frame when displayed and recorded, it is useful for the operator to
be able to choose the location of it. To define the world coordinate frame, the operator
can manually drive or autonomously navigate the robot to a position and orientation
they want to use as the origin of the world coordinate frame and perform a homing
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scan. The homing scan is initiated by the operator pressing the “Set Home” button
on the user interface panel. If the desired world origin location cannot be accessed by
the robot, an additional transformation matrix must be defined to specify the world
coordinate origin with respect to the robot location at the time of recording the world
coordinate frame. Alternatively, the transformation matrix from the marker centre to
the world origin can be manually defined and the homing scan can be skipped entirely.
The world coordinate frame is defined relative to a fiducial marker. After a homing
scan, when the localization algorithm detects a marker and produces the transforma-
tion matrix describing the robot base with respect to the marker, 𝑀𝐵 T, it is renamed
to 𝑀𝑊T to denote the transformation is from the marker centre to the world origin.
When a new scan is performed, it is transformed from the base coordinate frame to







Point clouds are recorded in the robot base’s coordinate frame. Using the function
transformPointCloud() from the Point Cloud Library (PCL) and 𝐵𝑊T, the point
cloud is transformed to the world coordinate frame. The localized point cloud is saved
to disk in the world coordinate frame so when it is viewed at a later time it is oriented
in a meaningful way to the user.
4.1.3 Using Multiple Markers
As the mine grows the robot will be required to operate in areas where it cannot detect
the original marker. The operator has the option of creating a new world coordinate
frame or performing a transition scan to detect the new marker in the original world
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coordinate frame. The transition scan must be done in a location where both fiducial
markers can be detected. If this is not possible, surveying methods can be used to
determine the position and orientation of the second marker with respect to the first.
A second marker can be created by installing one additional keypoint and using two
of the previous marker’s keypoints as long as distances between the marker keypoints
are not identical to that of the previous marker. Given the transformation matrix to
the first marker from the world origin 𝑊𝑀1T and the transformation matrix from one
marker to the next 𝑀1𝑀2T, the robot can localize itself using the transformation matrix

















4.1.4 The Marker File
A marker file contains the information of one or more markers. Using ROS’s bag file
format, each marker is stored in the form of a ROS marker message. The bag files
and their messages can easily be read and written to using the ROS functions for
reading and writing bag files. ROS command line utilities allow users to view the
contents of the marker file, add to them, or publish the messages they contain. The
marker files can be copied as backups or for use in other machines. If multiple marker
files have different markers recorded within them, they can be combined. Existing
marker files can record additional markers without the need to predetermine or limit
their maximum size. The marker file is a highly portable and accessible container
optimized for the ROS framework capable of storing any number of markers.
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4.2 Chapter Summary
A custom localization method was developed for this work. Aside from the point
cloud manipulation functions from the Point Cloud Library, the entirety of the soft-
ware algorithms were written and implemented specifically for the MASS. Design
choices were made to yield high accuracy by exploiting some of the unique proper-
ties of the environment. Since accuracy is of great importance in this application, a
method involving fiducial markers was chosen. The localization algorithm detects the
marker’s keypoints and represents the location of the marker using a homogeneous
transformation matrix. Using the transformation matrices, point cloud data collected





The purpose of trajectory generation is to create a set of via points for the manipula-
tor to follow. In following these points, the system can perform certain tasks assuming
it has been fitted with an appropriate end-effector. In the work published by Guy,
a scanning and shotcreting end-effector was developed which will allow the system
to perform shotcrete application as well as scan the drift face to map the radiation
intensity [6].
5.1 Requirements of the Trajectory
Trajectory generation is used for two tasks that have very different applications but
very similar execution. The purpose of the scanning task is to position a shielded radi-
ation detector along the surface of the mine to determine ore concentration, while the
shotcreting task is to apply shotcrete to a mine surface of unknown geometry. Though
the tasks and their purpose differ, their needs are the same. Both tasks require the
manipulator to position itself orthogonal to the mine surface, execute a motion that
maintains a certain distance from the mine, and cover a specified region. Figure 5.1
shows the trajectory that would be required to scan or shotcrete a flat square, the
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Figure 5.1: Trajectory generation template
black arrows indicate via points and the various parameters necessary to generate the
pattern are labeled.
To be functional as a trajectory generation algorithm for both scanning and shotcret-
ing, some parameters of the generated trajectory must be easily changed. This is ac-
complished through the use of configuration files and the rqt_reconfigure node.
The configuration files contain the specifications that are used each time a trajectory
is generated. They can be edited by the user and shared among multiple systems. If
they need to be changed during runtime or modified for a single use, the GUI provided
by the rqt_reconfigure node (shown in Fig. 5.2) allows the user to quickly and
easily modify the parameters. Two of the main parameters can be seen in Figure 5.1:
step_height and via_distance. As well, a third main parameter is the offset from
the surface. Finally, the selection width and height can be specified by the user or
left for the system to determine automatically. If no area is selected for scanning or
shotcreting, a region next to the robot is selected with a size that is optimal for the
manipulator’s workspace. The control system uses the location of the default scan
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and shotcrete region when autonomously positioning itself to scan or shotcrete the
next section of the mine such that it will not miss any sections.
Figure 5.2: rqt_reconfigure GUI
Specifically for shotcrete, the sprayer distance from the surface and angle relative to
it are of the highest importance. Optimal distance and orientation maximizes the
amount of adhesion and minimizes rebound [93]. When the sprayer is too far away
from the surface, not enough shotcrete sticks to the surface and when the sprayer
is too close, shotcrete will bounce off the surface. In both cases, either shotcrete is
wasted or the applied layer is of insufficient thickness. The former is uneconomical
and the latter is unsafe. Similarly, the amount of rebound is related to the amount
the sprayer is off from the ideal 90° angle to the surface. The importance of choosing
an appropriate radius at which to calculate the surface normal is illustrated in Figure
5.3. The height step and surface offset is determined by the amount of spread from












Figure 5.3: Effect of surface normal calculation radius
The scanning configuration is dependant on the shielding used with the radiation
sensor. In an effort to improve current techniques, shielded detectors will be used to
measure a precise region and avoid detecting energy from the surrounding ore. The
sensor will detect a conical area in the direction it is facing. The shape of the cone is
dependant on the sensor and shielding used. The surface offset for radiation scanning
is determined by how detailed of a scan the operator wants from the mine surface.
Offset can be increased to scan a larger region or complete the area scan faster, or
decreased to measure smaller regions and achieve higher resolution. Step height can
be determined to ensure full coverage with no overlap or can be increased to reduce
scanning time by not scanning the entirety of the selected area.
The via points and via distance allow the robot to follow the uneven surface of the
mine. In the example shown in Figure 5.1, there is no need for via points at locations
along the straight lines, but when the image is overlaid on the mock mine surface
as shown in Figure 5.4, the need for via points becomes apparent. The red circles
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Figure 5.4: Trajectory overlaid on mine surface. Via points for angle shown in green,
distance in blue, and missing points in red
highlight areas where additional via points are required to maintain optimal distance.
The blue circles show the via points that help to maintain optimal distance, and the
green circles show the via points used to achieve optimal angle. The via distance
is the amount of space between via points and is set by the user. Determining the
via distance requires knowledge of how rough the surface is likely to be, a parameter
that would likely remain constant throughout the region in which the MASS is used.
In extreme cases, via points can be calculated at every data point measured by the
scanner. However, such high via point density leads to longer computation time and
can become detrimental to the accuracy of the shotcrete application. Figure 5.5 shows
how choosing too high a via point density leads to a convoluted spray path that may
be less effective than a lower via point density. The diagram demonstrates the efficacy
of using wider via point spacing. When the finer spacing was used, the additional via
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points caused the sprayer to move along a trajectory that is unnecessarily complex.
In practice, small obtrusions on the mine surface are better ignored than attempting











Figure 5.5: Effect of via point spacing
5.2 Background: Techniques for Generating Trajec-
tories
Though it is a simple pattern, generating the trajectory shown in Figure 5.1 on an un-
even surface such as those found in a mine drift is not a simple task. In [94] the authors
offered two approaches to generating shotcrete trajectories. Their first approach was
termed semi-autonomous and relies on the user defining the trajectory while the robot
executes it autonomously. The fully automated approach does not take in to account
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the surface it is applying shotcrete to, but simply moves along a pre-programmed
path similar to the one shown in Figure 5.1. In reality, the pattern is to be generated
on a surface that may contain sections in front, above, beside, or angled relative to
the robot. The research in [95] positions the nozzle normal to the surface, however,
it relies on the design profile of the tunnel to generate spray trajectories and normal
vectors rather than using a 3D scan of the mine environment. The authors of [96] use
LiDAR scans to position the spray nozzle but not to generate spray trajectories. The
work presented does not only generate trajectories in which the spray nozzle remains
normal to the surface at each via point, but also generates trajectories that follow the
contour of the mine surface without requiring detailed knowledge of its design profile.
As well, if the shotcrete area is larger than the manipulator’s workspace, the robot
will autonomously re-position itself.
5.2.1 Flattening Approach
One attractive solution to generating a 2D trajectory on a 3D surface is to convert the
3D surface to a 2D surface through a flattening process. Earth has been represented
on flat surfaces many times throughout history, but all projections distort the original
in some way. Most often either the shapes are distorted but the scale remains the
same or the shape is maintained and the scales distorted. A summary of flattening
approaches can be found in [97], in which the authors divide the approaches into
two categories: geometric and mechanical methods. The classic geometry flattening
method is called the “Triangular Patches Flattening Method” where the Non-Uniform
Rational B-Spline (NURBS) surface is represented using a mesh of quadrilaterals that
can each be subdivided into two triangles. The corners of the quadrilaterals are called
nodes and the nodes are mapped to the 2D surface using the principal of increas-
ing inner angle. The mechanical methods treat the connection between each node
as a spring and try to minimize the energy of the surface as it is flattened, thus re-
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ducing the amount of distortion during the flattening process. NURBS surfaces are
not always flattenable, so the “Flattenable Laplacian Mesh” is presented in [98] as
an alternative mesh representation and the local flattenable perturbation approach is
discussed explaining how such a mesh is flattened.
Flattening approaches are often used when clothing or sheet metal objects are man-
ufactured from cut pieces of flat material called developments. The “Woven Cloth”
approach is well discussed in [99, 100], using a mechanical flattening method where the
cloth’s weft (horizontal) and warp (vertical) fibres are considered in-extensible but the
angle between them flexible. Further energy based approaches are explored in [101]
where popular methods are compared to an angle and area energy based technique.
Woven cloth techniques often produce discontinuities like cuts or overlapping folds,
which may be suitable for clothing design but causes unpredictable shotcrete spray
trajectories, given there is no guarantee the selected area is a developable surface.
Though there are many approaches to flattening surfaces, nearly all result in some
form of distortion. The distortion can cause the spray trajectories to leave unsat-
isfactory shotcrete thickness, either too much or too little. Specific feature curves
can be chosen such that they are not distorted, as presented in [102, 103], however,
that would require the same amount of operator instruction as manually selecting the
shotcrete spray path.
5.2.2 Microscopic Approach
An ant crawling along the mine surface would experience it as a 2D surface. Though
the ant is moving in three dimensions, it only has two positional degrees-of-freedom.
When trajectory generation is reduced to microscopic sizing, the problem becomes
one of path planning. To generate a trajectory like that in Figure 5.1, the ant simply
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needs to walk selection_width, make a 90° turn, walk step_height , and make another
90° turn. The ant can then alternate directions and repeat until it has covered the
entire selection area. The two challenges with this approach is travelling in a straight











V45 = V34 X -N4





Figure 5.6: Determining via points using microscopic path planning
For testing purposes, the algorithm assumes the selection area begins on a vertical
section. While this is a reasonable assumption to make, had this technique been
implemented in the final trajectory generation algorithm the surface normal at the
start of the selection area would be used to determine an appropriate direction for
the trajectory to begin with. With the vertical wall assumption, the second via point
(P2) is simply constrained to be within the same vertical height as the first via point
(P1) and via distance away within the selected area. The third and all subsequent via
points (P3,P4) are calculated by moving the via distance amount along the vector
created by the previous two via points (V12 = P1P2 & V23 = P2P3). The actual
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via point is found using PCL’s nearest neighbour search in the area of the expected
via point. At the edge of the selection area the 90° turn must be made. The direction
vector to the expected point (V45) is calculated using the cross product of the vector
from the previous point (V34) with the negative vector of the surface normal at the
current point (N4). The next expected via point location is then determined using
that direction vector (V45 = V34 × −N4) and the step height. The same steps are
taken for the next 90° turn (V56 = V45 ×−N5), then the path continues horizontally
until reaching the starting edge of the selection area. A diagram illustrating this
method is shown in Figure 5.6.
Since the robot is able to detect areas of insufficient shotcrete thickness, this method
is viable, however, in practice it did not consistently yield a satisfactory trajectory.
An example trajectory using this method is shown in Figure 5.7. Though the path
does not fail entirely, the problems become evident - via points are not sufficiently
constrained to vertical and horizontal paths. The direction vectors proved unreliable,
so to test the algorithm in a best-case scenario, the selected area was chosen to be
mostly vertical and the direction vectors were replaced with horizontal vectors. The
direction vectors shown in red, surface normals in blue, and end-effector path in green
show how the nearest neighbour search and expected via points approach causes the
spray trajectory to become uneven.
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Figure 5.7: Trajectory generated using microscopic path planning
5.2.3 Plane Intersections
One simple technique to generate a shotcrete trajectory is to calculate the intersection
between a horizontal plane and the surface. Though the robot may not be on a level
surface, it can use its built in Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to determine its ori-
entation with respect to gravity and determine a level plane. By using the cropbox()
function of the PCL library the software can inflate the plane to a rectangular prism
of a desired thickness and crop all surface data points that do not lie within the box.
Using the crop box approach reduces computation time since it eliminates the need to
form a mesh of the mine surface and calculate the intersection between the mesh and
a plane. Moving the crop box by the user specified step height allows the algorithm to
generate a series of lines across the detected surface. These lines can then be sorted
and downsampled to produce the via points necessary for a trajectory. If the surfaces
to be scanned or sprayed were all vertical this technique would be simple and effec-
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tive, however, when applying it to angled or horizontal sections the algorithm may
fail. Figure 5.8 shows how using non-vertical planes fails when applied to horizon-
tal surfaces due to the crop box approach generating wider lines than desired (note
the uppermost intersection). As well, the step height measured along the surface will
not be correct, since the step height was measured along the vertical axis of the robot.
Figure 5.8: Horizontal plane intersections
Another technique investigated was keeping the plane centred on the robot and rotat-
ing around the robot’s axes as shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Once again, using a fixed
step angle will not yield a consistent step height. Moreover, the lines will converge at
a point on a non-orthogonal wall. Consistent step height can be achieved by sorting
the points on a line and determining the distance along the surface, then calculating
the angle from the robot centre to the point at the appropriate step height. Using
that angle, the plane can be rotated by the appropriate amount to yield consistent
and accurate step heights, but the converging patterns cannot be avoided. If the crop
plane is centred on a point on the mine surface and rotated to an angle normal to the
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surface, some converging lines disappear but the overall trajectory is still insufficient
as shown in Figure 5.11.
Figure 5.9: Pitch and roll plane intersections
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Figure 5.10: Yaw plane intersections
Figure 5.11: Normal-to-surface plane intersections
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5.2.3.1 Measuring Distance Along the Surface
In this work, a sorted line is a line of points which are sorted by distance measured
along the surface on which they lie. To produce a sorted line, first the line is extracted
using a plane intersection as shown in Figure 5.12. The beginning of the line is
determined by finding the point with the lowest vertical height. The nearest neighbour
search is used to find the next closest point and the distance between the two points
is calculated. Each successive point’s distance is added to the cumulative point-to-
point distance so that each point contains the distance from that point to the first
point, travelling through each point along the way. Choosing the plane on which to
extract points can be arbitrary, but if it is not vertical, the end points of the line are
determined by finding the two furthest points along the line. Ideally the vertical line
would be one dimensional, but since the crop box technique was used, the line can
have a width of a few data points.
Figure 5.12: Single line from plane intersection
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One of the problems with sorting the vertical line using nearest neighbours is that
some points may be missed entirely. The missed points are then added once the
line is complete, forming a sorted line similar to the one shown in Figure 5.13. In
the figure, the point distance is represented by colour, red being the smallest, then
yellow, green, blue, purple, and pink. The points ranging from blue through pink
are all extra points that should have been ignored or used in the initial calculations.
As well, when too many points are used, the cumulative distance is longer than the
true surface distance. Figure 5.14 highlights a small portion of a larger section of a
sorted line. Figure 5.15 shows how using the nearest neighbour approach can miss
points and how it takes a much longer path than necessary. Figure 5.16 shows how
down-sampling the data allows the surface distance to approach a value much closer
to the true value by ignoring all points within a certain radius (the white circles) of
the accepted points (centred within the circles).
Figure 5.13: Sorted line failure
Another error check performed when sorting a line is to ensure the distance between
two points is not too far apart. Since Figure 5.14 is only a section of a larger por-
tion of a sorted line, the majority of the points are orange, indicating they were all
sorted together. The purple points were not sorted when the algorithm initially passed
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through, but since the algorithm will continue until all the points have been sorted it
will eventually return to them (though the distance will be significantly larger due to
each point storing the cumulative distance travelled). To avoid this case, a maximum
distance between sorted points is set such that when the sorting algorithm reaches
the end of the line it will not jump backwards to sort the remaining points it may
have missed.
Figure 5.14: Large portion of a sorted line
Figure 5.15: Long path produced by nearest neighbour approach
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Figure 5.16: Improved accuracy using downsampling
5.3 Algorithm Used for Trajectory Generation
The final algorithm chosen for implementation uses a combination of the yaw plane
intersections from Figure 5.10 for the wall sections and the pitch/roll plane intersec-
tions from Figure 5.9 for the roof sections. This algorithm was chosen over the others
presented due to its ability to produce consistent and reliable results. Due to the
many facets of this work, a more straightforward approach to trajectory generation
was chosen rather than devoting a large amount of resources towards developing the
other approaches with no guarantee of better performance and reliability. To generate
trajectories the algorithm uses the structure outlined in Algorithm 5.1.
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Algorithm 5.1 Trajectory generation algorithm
1: Extract horizontal plane intersection and sort line
2: Extract vertical plane intersection and sort line
3: Use horizontal line to generate vertical ribs with sorted points
4: Use vertical line to generate horizontal ribs with sorted points
5: Select first point of each vertical rib, calculate surface normal, apply offset, and
store trajectory point
6: Select a point step_height away from first point on each rib (in reverse order),
calculate surface normal, apply offset, and store trajectory point
7: Repeat Step 6 until trajectory points have been generated for all vertical ribs,
alternating direction
8: Repeat Steps 5-7 with horizontal ribs
Figure 5.17: Trajectory generated (top left and top right) showing surface path (red),
offset normals (blue), end-effector path (green), downsampled ribs (bottom left), and
rib location points (bottom right)
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Figure 5.17 shows the final trajectory in the upper right. Steps 1-2 can be seen in the
bottom right, Steps 3-4 in the bottom left, and the surface path in the upper left. It
should be noted the spray head will be instructed to shut off while it is moving from
the final trajectory point of the wall section to the initial trajectory point of the roof
section.
5.3.1 Extracting Plane Intersections
Steps 1-2 of the algorithm require extracting a vertical and horizontal plane intersec-
tion. The height of the horizontal plane can be set using the mid_height parameter.
The vertical plane is centred on the robot. The thickness of the plane is set using
the slice_thickness parameter. Once extracted, the line of points is sorted and points
that are via_distance apart are used as locations to calculate ribs. The horizon-
tal and vertical plane intersection lines after their points have been downsampled to
via_distance apart can be seen as two, four-point lines in Figure 5.18. The final point
of the sorted vertical line is not via_distance from the previous point, but is included
to ensure the trajectory covers the entire selected area. This behaviour was chosen
because additional shotcrete usage is preferred over missed areas.
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Figure 5.18: Sorted and downsampled vertical and horizontal plane intersections
5.3.2 Sorting Vertical and Horizontal Ribs
At each point generated from the sorted vertical and horizontal plane intersections,
a vertical or horizontal rib is generated as shown in Figure 5.19. The ribs, receiving
their name due to the similarity in appearance to a human rib cage, have their points
sorted using the line point sorting algorithm. The spacing between points within a rib
is determined by the rib_downsampling parameter. The maximum height of the wall
section is defined using the max_height parameter. It does not need to be exact, but
should approximate the height of the transition from a vertical wall section to a hori-
zontal roof section. Trajectories for the curved sections between wall and roof sections
can be generated with either vertical or horizontal ribs making exact determination of
max_height not a necessity. Additional parameters to prevent trajectory generation
failure and improve accuracy are max_rib_length, z_vert_limit , and rib_tolerance.
The parameter max_rib_length limits the maximum length the rib can be. However,
to ensure ribs are not unintentionally shortened, knowledge of the mine size and shape
is required to fully utilize this parameter. To achieve more accurate coverage of the
wall sections, z_vert_limit is used to define the vertical limit where exclusively 𝑍-
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values are used to determine the point-to-point distance along the rib. This decision
was made since an accurate step_height is more important for trajectories than the
true surface distance. When sorting the rib points, it is possible the scanner may
pick up erroneous data points from particulate in the air or unexpected objects in the
work environment. These data points are usually significantly further away from the
line of rib points, so any points further than rib_tolerance from the previous point is
considered an outlier and ignored. The rib_tolerance parameter reduces the need for
the max_rib_length value, so it is used when the operator has little knowledge of the
mine dimensions.
Figure 5.19: Sorted and downsampled vertical and horizontal ribs
5.3.3 Selecting Trajectory Via Points
Once the ribs have been generated and sorted the trajectory via points are selected to
form the path shown in Figure 5.20. Beginning with the vertical ribs, the first point
of the first rib is selected. The surface normal is calculated at that point and the via
point is offset from the surface along the surface normal by the amount defined in the
configuration file. The orientation of the spray nozzle at each via point is determined
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as the negative value of the surface normal. Going through each rib in order, the
first point of the rib is offset and added to the list of trajectory points. After the
first point of each rib has been converted to a trajectory point, the same process is
repeated using the ribs in reverse order. Rather then picking the first point on the rib,
a point step_height away from the previous point is used to calculate the trajectory
point. This process is repeated while alternating the order of ribs from which the
points are selected until the trajectory reaches the top of the wall section that was
defined by max_height . The process repeats itself for the ribs generated for the roof
section to complete the trajectory generation as shown in Figure 5.20.
Figure 5.20: Path generated through selecting trajectory via points
5.3.4 Advancing the Robot
If the user selects an area to shotcrete that is outside the manipulator’s workspace, it
will autonomously navigate to an appropriate start position. Similarly, if the shotcrete
area is larger than the manipulator’s workspace, the robot base will move as neces-
sary to ensure the entire selected area receives a shotcrete application. If no specific
area is selected the system enters continuous operation mode, and will autonomously
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apply shotcrete to an area the size of its workspace, then move along the mine surface
continually applying shotcrete until the operator instructs it to halt.
The robot determines an appropriate position for shotcreting by orienting itself par-
allel to the mine surface at a predetermined offset to maximize the area of the mine
surface that is within the manipulator’s workspace. If the initial pose of the robot is
beyond the manipulator’s reach, it will search the selection area for the closest point,
navigate to an appropriate location, and begin the shotcrete process there. If the
robot begins at a location close enough to the mine surface to begin shotcreting, it
will start immediately. When it completes the area within its workspace, it crops
the completed section from the selection area leaving only the parts that have not
received shotcrete. With only the incomplete section of the selected area remaining,
the system selects the nearest point as a goal location and repeats the shotcrete ap-
plication process until the entire selected area is complete.
When advancing itself, the robot determines a location one half its workspace beyond
the nearest point to it. By choosing a point further along the selected area it can
minimize the number of times it has to move and maximize the amount of area it
covers at each location. At the location it determines to be optimal, the surface
normal is calculated and used to position the robot parallel to and offset from the
mine surface.
5.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the method in which the MASS generates a trajectory for
its manipulator to follow when performing scanning or shotcreting tasks. The main
requirement for both scanning and shotcreting is to orient the end-effector perpen-
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dicular to the the mine surface. As well, the manipulator trajectory must maintain
consistent and optimal distance from the mine surface and not miss any portion of
the selected area. A LiDAR scanner on a nodding head produces point clouds that
are used as the input for the trajectory generation algorithm using sorted lines from
horizontal and vertical plane intersections. The algorithm then generates a set of po-
sition and orientation via points that the manipulator must follow in order to perform




6.1 Requirements of the Estimate
Currently at the MacArthur River mine, sufficient shotcrete thickness is ensured using
the operator’s visual estimation. This is a single point of failure and requires a highly
trained and experienced operator to be able to visually identify if the shotcrete is thick
enough. Thickness verification is rarely done once operator training is completed. Pro-
viding a comprehensive and accurate thickness estimate will not only ensure safety
while reducing material usage, but will reduce training time as well due to the rapid
generation of graphical thickness estimates for the entire shotcrete surface. Using the
autonomous functionality of the MASS, shotcrete application training in its current
form can be eliminated.
Since the current method of thickness estimation has such a low guarantee of accuracy,
the requirements for the automated system are fairly simple. At the time of research,
no shotcrete operators with shotcrete systems were available to test the accuracy of
their visual thickness estimation ability. It is the goal of this work to produce the
most accurate estimates with the least amount of site specific tuning required. At
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the very least, each data point measured by the Light Detection and Ranging (Li-
DAR) scanner should be converted to a thickness estimate. Interpolating between
data points is not only computationally intensive, but generates thickness estimates
at a resolution much higher than necessary. The methods proposed all provide sig-
nificantly improved accuracy, but some require more tuning than others since many
of the thickness estimation techniques involve the use of surface normals. Surface
normals are calculated using the surrounding data points, so tuning involves choosing
how large a portion of the surface to use when determining the surface normal. An
appropriate radius for determining surface normals is based on the surface roughness
and feature sizes as discussed in Section 5.1. As well, using too many data points
can lead to unnecessarily demanding computational needs so downsampling the point
clouds may be necessary depending on the computing hardware used and the response
time required to produce the estimate. Typical shotcrete layer thickness is 50 mm, so
the goal chosen for thickness estimation accuracy is less than 5 mm.
6.2 Background: Thickness Estimation Techniques
There are many techniques to measure shotcrete thickness, which can be divided into
destructive and non-destructive categories. Destructive testing means physically re-
moving a section of the shotcrete until the ore is exposed and measuring the thickness
of the applied shotcrete or driving an object into the shotcrete and measuring pen-
etration depth and removal force. These methods can weaken the shotcrete layer,
reducing its effectiveness, and if left unrepaired can become a source of radon gas
leakage among other hazards. As well, destructive techniques only measure the thick-
ness of the tested sections leaving no guarantee the untouched sections are of equal
thickness. This method may be useful in evaluating an operator’s effectiveness, but
offers no assurance the entirety of the shotcreted surface is sufficiently thick.
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Non-destructive techniques can cover the entirety of the shotcrete surface or be lim-
ited to small areas. Impact echo testing is an example of a non-destructive technique
[104], but only measures a single point at a time, making the measurement of the
entire shotcrete surface tedious and impractical. Currently, the most robust measure-
ment of shotcrete thickness can be achieved using LiDAR or photogrammetry. These
methods use optical measurements, both before and after applying shotcrete, and rely
on software algorithms to calculate thickness estimates based on the measured data.
The accuracy of these estimates are heavily dependant on the prior and posterior
measurements being spatially aligned in the same coordinate frame. Any alignment
inaccuracy translates directly to thickness estimation inaccuracy. For this reason,
accurately aligning the two measurements is crucial for accurate results.
Photogrammetry is the use of photography for the purpose of surveying and map-
ping. By taking photos from multiple locations, images can be combined to produce
3D datasets. Knowing the location of where the images were taken, the images can
be rectified like in a stereo camera system. Photogrammetry is not limited to camera
photography and can include fusion of images and 3D point clouds [105] as well as
fusion of aerial and ground based images with LiDAR scans [106]. Without knowledge
of the camera’s location at the time of photographing, image analysis techniques can
be used to find keypoints that allow software to reconstruct multiple images into a
3D environment. These techniques are excellent for open-pit mining and aerial sur-
veying, but suffer greatly when lacking an adequate source of illumination such as
the environment in an underground mine. Above ground techniques can use GPS for
localization, but the GPS signals cannot be used in underground mines.
LiDAR uses pulsed laser light to measure distances from the scanner. Using an internal
rotating mirror, the laser can sweep about an axis and measure a cross section of
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data points. By mounting the scanner on a nodding head, a 3D reconstruction of the
environment can be obtained. The data returned by the scanner is a series of measured
points often called a point cloud due to its similarity in appearance to a cloud. LiDAR
is much better suited for underground monitoring, since the technology incorporates
its own light source. Internal software can be used to remove false readings from
dust or water particles suspended in the air. The LiDAR scanner not only records
the spatial position of the data points, but their reflected intensity as well. It is
the reflected light intensity that allows the registration algorithm presented herein
to function. Without it, users would be limited to registration algorithms based on
surface geometry alone, but much of the surface changes after applying shotcrete.
When including intensity values in the LiDAR measurements Abedini, et al. were
able to identify seven to eight times as many keypoints than using range data alone
[107].
6.3 Background: Registration
In order to calculate the shotcrete thickness from point cloud scans taken before and
after shotcreting they must be spatially aligned. The process of aligning the point
clouds is called registration. Simply not moving the scanner during the shotcreting
process eliminates the need for registration, however, this requires guaranteeing the
robot does not move between scans. Registration algorithms align two point clouds







Keypoint identification involves selecting specific points in the dataset that fit a certain
criteria. A good keypoint can be identified regardless of viewpoint, scale, and illumi-
nation. There are many ways of describing keypoint features such as NARF (Normal
Aligned Radial Feature [108]), SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform [109]), and
FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment Test [110]). Filipe and Alexandre pro-
vide an excellent summary and comparison of some of the popular keypoint detection
methods[111]. Often occurring simultaneously, feature descriptors are calculated at
each keypoint. This allows the correspondence matching algorithms to distinguish be-
tween keypoints, making each one (hopefully) unique. Since the purpose of keypoint
identification and feature description is to decrease the size of the dataset, the cor-
respondence matching can be brute forced or done using a nearest neighbour search
like FLANN (Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors [112]). The uniqueness
of each keypoint helps eliminate false correspondences. Once a final correspondence
is selected, a rigid transformation between the two scan locations is computed. The
point clouds can then be aligned and the entire process can be repeated iteratively to
improve accuracy.
In order to maximize the accuracy of registration, keypoints can be manually selected
or placed within the field of view of the scanner. Objects placed in the field of view
of an imaging system for reference purposes are known as fiducial markers. Fiducial
markers can be specific shapes, orientations, colours, reflectivities, or any combina-
tion of the above. Without the use of fiducial markers, registration requires constant
tuning and quality control [113]. Morrison published a thesis testing a variety of
shapes to be used as fiducial markers [114]. Habib, et al. used straight lines that have
been detected to generate keypoints [115]. Martinez-Sanchez, et al. trained a neural
network to recognize rock bolts and used their locations as featureless keypoints to
perform Iterative Closest Point (ICP) registration of point clouds from before and
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after shotcrete application [116]. When used in combination with shotcrete applica-
tion, care must be take not to place fiducial markers in areas that will get covered
in shotcrete. An alternate solution is to place mounting points on which the fiducial
markers can be attached and removed during shotcrete application. Thus the markers
will remain in place and accessible after the shotcrete application.
Since the scanner in this research returns reflected intensity and mines have very few
highly reflective areas, reflection based fiducial markers are very well suited for regis-
tration keypoints. Kukutsch, et al. used circular markers with high reflectivity that
can pan and tilt without moving the centre of the marker [117]. A fiducial marker
based on two cylinders was able to be localized to within 7.5 mm in [118].
As discussed in Chapter 4, localization is achieved through the use of fiducial markers.
The localization of the robot eliminates the need for registration, since the point clouds
can be spatially aligned using the location of the robot at the time it takes each scan.
For this application, the localization method implemented is more accurate than any
of the registration approaches tested and discussed.
6.4 Thickness Estimation Methods
With two registered point clouds, the distance between each point represents the
thickness of the applied shotcrete layer. Calculating the distance can be divided into
three main categories, depending on how each point cloud is treated. In the Point-to-
Point (P2P) method the point clouds do not require further processing. The Point-
to-Mesh (P2M) method requires converting one of the point clouds to a mesh and the
Mesh-to-Mesh (M2M) approach requires converting both point clouds to meshes.
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6.4.1 Point-to-Point
The P2P approach shown in Figure 6.1 is the simplest yet most robust method for
thickness estimation. If the initial and final point clouds are sufficiently dense, it can
be the most accurate as well. The P2P method loses accuracy when the surface scans
have a significant amount of noise or low point density. Calculating the shotcrete
thickness using P2P is done using the nearest neighbour search method from the PCL
library. For each point in the source cloud, the nearest point in the target cloud is
found. The distance between the two points is calculated and stored in the final point
cloud used for thickness analysis. To achieve the best results, the denser point cloud




Figure 6.1: Point-to-point thickness estimation
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6.4.2 Point-to-Mesh
The P2M approach requires first generating a mesh of the final point cloud. The most
common approach to forming a mesh from a set of points is Delaunay triangulation
[119]. Using this method the points are grouped in threes to form a continuous surface
of triangles. Slob and Hack divide surface reconstruction techniques into polygonal
and parametric categories [120]. Polygonal techniques, like 3D Delaunay triangula-
tion, use linear interpolation to create triangular patches between 3D points and can
be used to fill gaps in the scan data [121]. Parametric techniques like NURBS (Non-
Uniform Rational B-Splines) or Fast RBF (Radial Basis Functions) use parametric
functions to define surface patches and generally yield more natural looking and ac-
curate surface reconstructions [120]. Preprocessing of the point cloud to remove noise






Figure 6.2: Point-to-mesh thickness estimation
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Thickness calculation is done by finding the nearest point or edge in the source cloud
for each point in the target cloud. The distance is then calculated using a normal
vector to the source cloud triangle’s plane that intersects the point in the target
cloud. As can be seen in Figure 6.2, if the surface meshing is performed at too
high a resolution, the accuracy is significantly reduced. The original point cloud can
be downsampled using averaging methods to yield a lower resolution point cloud,
however, the process requires tuning specific to the surface features it is used upon.
As well, different sections of the surface may have significantly different roughness







Figure 6.3: Point-to-mesh thickness estimation using local features
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To reduce the accuracy loss of using a single density for downsampling the point
cloud, local features can be computed. Local features are computed by averaging a
group of points to form a single plane using a method such as least squares. The least
squares method attempts to find a plane having the least distance to each point in
the local area. By computing local features, the accuracy loss shown in Figure 6.2 can
be reduced to the scenario presented in Figure 6.3. Local features once again require
knowledge of the surface roughness or scan specific tuning. The P2M approaches can
provide greater accuracy in low density point clouds than P2P can offer, but they
require tuning and calibration from the operator and an increased amount of compu-
tation time.
6.4.3 Mesh-to-Mesh
The M2M approaches are the most computationally intensive methods and have the
highest sensitivity to computation parameter selection. Both point clouds, initial
and final, will have different surface roughness and require individual site specific
tuning. In M2M, the midpoint of the line (or centroid of the triangle) formed by
the meshing of the source point cloud is used as the location to calculate a thickness
measurement. The orthogonal distance from the line (or surface) of the source mesh
to the intersection with the line (or surface) of the target mesh is used as the thickness
estimate. Similar to P2M, M2M requires specific tuning to ensure the point clouds
are accurately represented as meshes. A visual representation of the M2M approach







Figure 6.4: Mesh-to-mesh thickness estimation
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6.4.4 Multiscale Model-to-Model Cloud Comparison
Multiscale Model-to-Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2) is visually summarised in Fig-
ure 6.5 and 6.6 and presented in [123]. This approach is similar to the local feature
P2M approach in which local areas of the point cloud are averaged to generate planes
whose normals are used for thickness estimation. The accuracy loss from choosing an
inappropriate scale at which to calculate local surface normals is shown in Figure 6.6.
Though M3C2 is also dependant on site specific calibration, the user is able to specify
a confidence value for the accuracy of the surface scans (𝜎1, 𝜎2) with the algorithm
producing a confidence value for each thickness estimate.
Figure 6.5: Multiscale model-to-model cloud comparison [124]
6.5 Method Implemented for Estimating Thickness
Ultimately, the user is free to use alternate methods of thickness estimation. Ev-
ery point cloud obtained by the MASS is localized to a common coordinate frame,
making it simple to use external software for point cloud comparison. CloudCom-
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Figure 6.6: Multiscale model-to-model cloud comparison with complex topography
[124]
pare (https://www.cloudcompare.org/) is an open source 3D point cloud and mesh
processing software that can use the output files generated by the MASS without
the need for converting or preprocessing the data. CloudCompare allows the user to
calculate shotcrete thickness using a number of different approaches, with whatever
computation parameters they choose. Using the CloudCompare software P2P, P2M,
M2M, and M3C2 was compared. It was found they all yielded similar results (within
10%) however the other methods required a great deal of site-specific parameter tun-
ing.
For the specific scenario the MASS was designed to simulate, P2P was determined
to be the best approach. It requires the least amount of user input and provides the
highest accuracy for the given test conditions. Though CloudCompare provides an
external solution for P2P thickness estimation, in the interest of providing a complete
package, the P2P algorithm was integrated into the MASS software package. Future
research in which novel thickness estimation techniques are developed can be inte-
grated directly into the MASS software package or developed as a standalone service.
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The user can view and interact with the thickness estimates within the RViz envi-
ronment using the MASS software package. Due to the modularity of ROS, alternate
thickness estimation algorithms can be selected by launching an alternate thickness
estimation service either manually or within the ROS launch file.
6.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the techniques explored and the method chosen for determin-
ing the thickness of an applied shotcrete layer. The requirements of the thickness
estimate was discussed followed by a summary of the approaches one can take to
measure shotcrete thickness using the data provided by the MASS. The point-to-
point (P2P) method was implemented and tested since it was found the difference in





Testing of the MASS occurred in the Mechatronic and Robotic Systems (MARS)
Laboratory mock mine at UOIT. Figure 7.1 shows a picture of the area used to creat
the mock mine. The mine is 6 m long, 3 m wide, 1.5 m tall, and the roof overhang
is 1 m. Since Cameco’s MacArthur River mine corridors are approximately 6 m tall
and 5-8 m wide, the mock mine is considered a quarter scale representation. It is
constructed from wood framing with foam surfaces and features. Figure 7.2 shows
an image of some of the surface features installed on the mine. The uneven surfaces
and features are similar to what can be found in the MacArthur River mine. Due
to practicality, the surface roughness is much smoother than the actual mine. The
main difference with the lack of surface roughness is the normal estimation will be
more accurate over smaller regions, but using a larger radius to calculate the surface
normals will yield similar results. Through testing it was determined the measurement
error of the LiDAR produced results similar to what would be obtained under ideal
conditions with realistic surface roughness. Currently the mock mine floor is plywood
material, but it has been designed to support a gravel surface. The gravel adds an
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Figure 7.1: MARS lab mock mine without surface features
additional source of error when using wheel odometry for dead-reckoning estimates,
as does the skid-steer drive of the robot. For these reasons the wheel odometry was
regarded as highly unreliable. The MASS relies on a number of alternate sensors
and algorithms to estimate its pose since the software designed for the MASS treats
dead-reckoning as an unacceptable source for localization.




The MASS has a number of options for verifying its fiducial based location estimation
algorithm. In order of increasing accuracy, they are:
 Odometry - Tracking motion from wheel encoders
 Inertial Measurement - Tracking motion using acceleration and rotation data
 Laser Scan Matching - Generating odometry from sequential laser scans
 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping - Using laser scan data for mapping
and localization
 Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization - Localizing within a previously generated
map
 OptiTrack Motion Capture - External tracking hardware
Odometry is measured using encoders mounted along the drive-train of the wheels.
The main source of error in odometry readings is from wheel slippage, but there is no
way to detect if the wheels are slipping from the encoder readings alone. Inertial mea-
surement units (IMU) use accelerometers, gyroscopes, and sometimes magnetometers
to estimate relative motions of the unit. Accelerometers can estimate position by in-
tegrating the acceleration data twice to produce position data, but the effect of noise
in the signal is amplified with each integration. Gyroscopes can measure angular
acceleration, but the data and its accompanying noise must also be integrated twice
to estimate orientation. A magnetometer can provide an absolute reference using
the Earth’s magnetic field, but must be calibrated for its environment and performs
poorly in the presence of electronic interference or ferrous materials. Since there is
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no absolute reference, all position estimates are made relative to the previous read-
ings. This means any error introduced in an estimate is added to all the errors of the
previous estimates and the cumulative error can grow unbounded. Dead-reckoning
is generally regarded as a low accuracy form of localization. Since the MASS is a
skid-steered vehicle, the odometry estimates are particularly unreliable due to the
slippage that occurs when turning. Dead-reckoning estimation is most accurate when
odometry and inertial measurement data are fused using a Kalman filter, however,
without an absolute measurement of the system, it is impossible to provide a suf-
ficiently accurate position estimate to use as a ground truth for comparison to the
fiducial based location estimation algorithm.
Using the LiDAR scanner on the robot, odometry can be estimated by matching laser
scans and calculating the transformation between them. Laser scan matching does
not lose accuracy due to wheel slippage since it is measuring distances to fixed surfaces
in its environment, but it still only produces relative position estimates and as such
its error can grow unbounded.
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) uses the LiDAR scanner to build a
map of the environment and localize itself within the map. Since it uses fixed points of
reference, the error remains bounded. While some SLAM algorithms employ Adaptive
Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) to localize within the generated map, it is possible
to generate a highly accurate map prior to testing and only use AMCL for localiza-
tion. Since a previously generated map can be post-processed to optimize accuracy
and reduce errors, AMCL alone has been placed higher than SLAM for localization
estimation accuracy.
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The most accurate localization system available for this research is the OptiTrack
motion capture system. The manufacturer states the system regularly achieves a po-
sitional error less than 0.3 mm and rotational error below 0.05°. Since the motion
capture system is an absolute measurement system, any errors in previous measure-
ments have no effect on the current position estimate. The OptiTrack system uses
an array of cameras optimized for detecting infrared (IR) light. Each camera has
IR LEDs to increase the amount of infrared light available for reflection. To use the
tracking system, IR markers are placed on the robot to be tracked. The IR markers
can be active or passive. Passive markers are coated with a material that is highly
reflective to infrared light and can be easily seen by the cameras. Active markers
contain high powered IR LEDs that emit IR light. Each active marker blinks at a
specific frequency so that it can be uniquely identified by the tracking system. A sin-
gle marker can only provide position information, so three markers are combined to
form a trackable object whose pose can be determined. The trackable object is taught
to the system using the Motive tracking tools software. Three or more markers are
selected and the distance between each of the markers form the parameters of the
trackable object. Figure 7.3 shows one of OptiTrack’s rigid body trackable objects
formed using one of OptiTrack’s rigid bodies and three reflective markers. Figure 7.4
shows the three reflective markers selected within the Motive software to form the
trackable object. IR reflective markers are placed on three or more of the six arms
of the rigid body. Using between three and six markers on the six arms of the rigid
body, 28 unique configurations can be assembled. If more than 28 objects need to be
tracked at a time, alternate rigid body shapes or active markers are required.
The OptiTrack cameras are placed in the robot environment such that the field of
view of the cameras cover as much of the workspace as possible, with as much over-
lap between the cameras’ field of view as possible. Once the cameras are placed in
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Figure 7.3: Rigid body trackable object with three IR markers installed
Figure 7.4: OptiTrack interface, trackable object selected
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Figure 7.5: OptiTrack calibration wand [125]
Figure 7.6: OptiTrack ground plane tool [125]
their fixed locations, the system can be calibrated. Calibration is achieved using the
calibration wand shown in Figure 7.5. Having specific spacing between the collinear
markers allows the tracking software to recognize the calibration wand when in view
of the cameras. The operator moves the wand through as much of each camera’s field
of view as possible. The software records the wand trajectory seen by each camera
until the wanding process is complete. Once finished, the software computes each
camera’s location and image distortion in an iterative process. The longer this pro-
cess runs for, the more accurate the results are. Once the system determines each
camera’s location and image distortion, the system is calibrated and ready for use.
The origin and ground plane is set using the ground plane tool shown in Figure 7.6.
It is placed level with the ground at a point the operator wishes to define as the origin
for OptiTrack’s coordinate system.
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Since the OptiTrack motion capture system is the most reliable localization system
available to track the location of the MASS, it was chosen as the ground truth for the
system. Ground truth is the positional data that is considered the most accurate value
available. The accuracy of the MASS localization system is determined by comparing
the location estimates generated by the system to the ground truth values. The origin
of the world coordinate frame generated by the MASS is set by the user when they
perform the initial localization scan so it may not be coincident with the coordinate
frame of the OptiTrack system. When testing the accuracy of the localization system,
the offset between the MASS coordinate frame origin and the OptiTrack coordinate
frame origin was determined by recording the MASS location measured by OptiTrack
at the time a homing scan was performed.
7.2.1.1 Localization Test
The localization test was intended to verify the accuracy of the localization algorithm
by comparing the location determined by the robot to the location determined by
the fixed tracking system known as ground truth. The localization algorithm must
detect the fiducial marker and determine its location. To do so, it uses the LiDAR
and nodding head to create a point cloud of the environment, detect the position and
orientation of the fiducial marker, and calculate the coordinate frame transformation
from the LiDAR to the marker. The inverse of the transformation indicates where
the scan was taken from. The aim of this test is to confirm the algorithm is capable
of providing localization estimates within 5 cm of the ground truth location.
The OptiTrack motion capture system was used as ground truth for the robot. The
MASS can be seen with the rigid body marker in Figure 7.7. The marker was taught
to the OptiTrack software as a trackabale object.
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Figure 7.7: MASS with trackable rigid body marker
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When the system performs a localization scan, it detects and reports the location of
the fiducial marker. The transformation matrix from the robot base (B) to the fiducial
marker centre (M) is defined as 𝐵𝑀T. To verify the accuracy of the localization system
the matrix 𝐵𝑀T is computed and the location of the marker,
𝐵
𝑀p, is determined using
the fourth column of an affine transformation matrix as shown:
T =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
𝑟11 𝑟12 𝑟13 𝑝𝑥
𝑟21 𝑟22 𝑟23 𝑝𝑦
𝑟31 𝑟32 𝑟33 𝑝𝑧
0 0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
The location of the robot with respect to the origin of the world coordinate frame





with 𝑂 representing the world coordinate frame origin, 𝑀 the marker location (with
respect to the robot base), and 𝐵 the position of the robot base.
The test was performed 50 times at different locations, as indicated in Figure 7.8. The
locations were chosen by driving the robot around the mock mine area and taking
scans at regular intervals. The size of the MASS restricts access to locations with
close proximity to the mine surface. Seven marker keypoints were placed on the mine
and their positions saved to a marker file as five individual markers, allowing the
localization algorithm to select the marker which it can most accurately locate when
performing localization.
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Figure 7.8: Localization testing scan locations
7.2.1.2 Localization Test Results
Defining the error as the absolute distance between the localization system’s position
estimate and ground truth, the mean error was 37.8 mm with a standard deviation
of 18.3 mm. Shown visually, the distribution of error across the testing data can be
seen in Figure 7.9. This table illustrates the majority of the localization tests yielded
an accuracy between 30 mm and 50 mm, with a large number of results having an
accuracy better than 30 mm. It also shows there are few results with worse than 50
mm accuracy. It can be concluded the localization system will most often give an
estimate better than 50 mm, but can be as bad as 90 mm. Table 7.1 shows each
localization scan and its respective accuracy.
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Localized Position Ground Truth Error Localized Position Ground Truth Error
X(m) Y(m) X(m) Y(m) (m) X(m) Y(m) X(m) Y(m) (m)
0.7384 -1.3880 0.7244 -1.3846 0.0072 0.5060 1.0610 0.4608 1.0915 0.0380
-0.4010 -1.5420 -0.4216 -1.5353 0.0086 -0.0154 -1.4604 -0.0078 -1.4172 0.0386
-0.9384 -1.3487 -0.9471 -1.3284 0.0106 0.3848 1.2865 0.3340 1.2860 0.0395
-0.6185 0.0380 -0.6352 0.0372 0.0119 -1.4465 -1.3406 -1.4982 -1.3213 0.0398
-1.4818 -1.3196 -1.4975 -1.3211 0.0124 0.0224 -1.4635 -0.0074 -1.4162 0.0404
-0.3920 -1.5397 -0.4196 -1.5343 0.0156 0.5774 0.9583 0.5228 0.9667 0.0418
0.4421 0.0111 0.4196 0.0352 0.0166 -0.2736 1.0389 -0.3271 1.0646 0.0434
0.4386 0.0065 0.4197 0.0360 0.0198 -0.8033 0.8371 -0.8401 0.8845 0.0439
-0.9400 -1.3573 -0.9468 -1.3275 0.0202 0.5704 0.9631 0.5251 0.9438 0.0440
1.4172 1.5971 1.4185 1.5930 0.0204 0.3845 1.2982 0.3344 1.2850 0.0441
0.7192 -1.3828 0.7249 -1.3843 0.0222 -1.3545 1.2250 -1.3406 1.2709 0.0444
0.8888 0.0411 0.8669 0.0751 0.0251 0.2809 1.6782 0.2236 1.6918 0.0445
0.8869 0.0414 0.8648 0.0755 0.0252 -0.1324 -0.0390 -0.1698 0.0088 0.0446
1.0642 1.1003 1.0299 1.0968 0.0256 1.5628 -0.0435 1.5458 0.0144 0.0476
1.4259 0.4453 1.4324 0.4366 0.0273 -0.1226 -0.0363 -0.1715 0.0071 0.0488
-0.8060 0.8516 -0.8400 0.8806 0.0280 -0.0921 -0.0222 -0.1275 0.0319 0.0491
1.4119 1.5968 1.4204 1.5878 0.0289 -0.6706 0.0491 -0.6382 0.0396 0.0495
1.3574 -0.2296 1.3584 -0.2450 0.0295 0.5087 1.0540 0.4562 1.1042 0.0561
-0.1549 1.1922 -0.1911 1.2217 0.0300 -0.0785 -0.0263 -0.1264 0.0296 0.0573
-1.3592 1.2650 -1.3407 1.2715 0.0316 -0.6441 0.9206 -0.6273 0.8752 0.0633
0.8002 1.0567 0.7600 1.0864 0.0334 -1.1577 0.2472 -1.1730 0.3260 0.0684
-0.2748 1.0372 -0.3208 1.0525 0.0335 0.7214 1.6581 0.6426 1.6960 0.0713
1.5598 -0.0415 1.5453 0.0052 0.0362 -0.6479 0.9212 -0.6223 0.8689 0.0736
1.0792 1.0974 1.0301 1.1037 0.0364 1.5845 1.0444 1.5201 1.1090 0.0747
0.8028 1.0619 0.7575 1.0908 0.0372 1.5807 1.0336 1.5210 1.1200 0.0892
Table 7.1: Localization testing results
7.2.1.3 Localization Sources of Error
The ground truth determined by the OptiTrack system is the first significant source of
error. Though the manufacturer states a typical accuracy of 0.3 mm, and the calibra-
tion at the time of testing reported similar accuracy, the trackable marker mounted
on the MASS was not tracked to that level of accuracy. When multiple scans were
taken at a single location it was found the OptiTrack position estimate would vary
an average of 9.2 mm. This error is most likely due to the tracking marker used with
the MASS. Since the tracking marker is the passive type, the marker may appear
distorted relative to the way it appears in other areas of the system’s field of view.
This distortion is increased when the trackable marker is located near the perimeter
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Figure 7.9: Histogram of localization errors
Figure 7.10: Histogram of repeatability errors
of the tracking area or when a portion of the marker is partially occluded. The use
of active markers will yield more accurate ground truth measurements.
Another limiting factor in the accuracy of the localization estimate is the accuracy of
the LiDAR scanner. The manufacturer states a systematic error of ±30 mm and sta-
tistical error of 12 mm, however, the accuracy decreases with larger distances and less
reflected light. Boehler and Marbs provide a comprehensive analysis of the sources
of error in laser measurement devices [126]. To determine the experimental accuracy
of the LiDAR device, repeatability testing was performed in the MARS lab mock
mine. Accuracy testing is difficult to achieve, but can be performed by physically ver-
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ifying distance measurements using a measuring tape or placing markers detectable
by both the LiDAR and OptiTrack system and comparing the measured distances.
Since these techniques introduce either human or measurement error, and algorithms
for thickness estimation and localization require repeatability more than accuracy,
the focus was to determine the repeatability of the LiDAR scanner more so than the
accuracy. By performing 12 scans at the same location, and comparing the distance
from each scan’s point to a mesh generated by the combined point clouds it was found
the LiDAR’s repeatability had a standard deviation of 6.7 mm as shown in Figure
7.10. The the reported accuracy meets the requirements but the true accuracy of the
localization system was in fact better than the reported accuracy. Using the localiza-
tion system to register two point clouds, the thickness estimation algorithm can be
used on portions that remain unchanged. The resulting thickness estimates represent
the error in localization combined with the measurement error of the LiDAR. Similar
to the scenario discussed in section 4.1.1.2, the reported accuracy is proportional to
the distance from the scanner to the location within a point cloud, making it difficult
to provide a true estimate of the localization accuracy. Since the purpose of the lo-
calization system is to accurately register point cloud scans for thickness estimation,
OptiTrack was only used as a form of verification for localization accuracy.
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Figure 7.11: High reflectivity areas creating false contours (Top image shows reflected
intensity)
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For determining the accuracy of the point-to-mesh (P2M) thickness estimation tech-
nique (in which the distance is calculated normal to the mesh surface), infrared (IR)
reflective stickers were placed on the simulated shotcrete and mine surface such that
they are collinear along a vector normal to the simulated shotcrete surface. When the
LiDAR scans were analyzed, it became apparent how the reflectivity of the surface
affects the distance measurement error as shown in Figure 7.11. It was found the false
contours protruded from the surface approximately 20 mm.
The LiDAR scanner is mounted on a servo motor acting as a nodding head. The servo
is a SCHUNK PR70 rotary module having a 0.08° repeatability. Since the encoder is
relative, there is no absolute accuracy specifications provided by the manufacturer. It
uses end stops and a homing routine to determine its position when brought online.
When the nodding head moves the LiDAR scanner, each individual laser scan is com-
bined to form a point cloud. If the nodding head reports an incorrect position, the
laser scan will be positioned incorrectly in the point cloud. Nodding head position
error can come from the servo itself, or occur due to software latency. Since the oper-
ating system is not designed as a real-time operating system, the servo position data
may get delayed when being sent to the laser scan assembler. The LiDAR, DENSO
controller, and WiFi connection require the MASS to have an on-board router. For
teleoperation and communication with the OptiTrack system the on board router
must connect to a wireless network. The network is not configured to prioritize Li-
DAR data, presenting an additional source of latency. Figure 7.12 shows a point cloud
where the laser scan data had significant latency. Though all non-essential processes
are halted during the scanning process, due to the current hardware limitations of the
MASS many scans had latency errors.
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Figure 7.12: Point cloud data with visible gaps due to latency
The mounting bracket for the laser scanner was designed to flex as little as possible.
If the mounting bracket flexes or vibrates, the calculated position of the LiDAR will
differ from the true position. Since the laser scan assembler uses the forward displace-
ment solution to calculate the nodding head position and cannot detect mechanical
vibration or deformation, these sources of error can cause inaccuracy in the assem-
bled point clouds. With this potential for error in mind, the mounting bracket was
designed to allow as little vibration and deformation as possible.
The LiDAR scanner measures a single point at a time and uses an internal rotating
mirror to sweep the laser in a horizontal line at a frequency of 25 Hz. If the nodding
head moves fast enough the position of the first point in the scan will be on a different
plane than the last point in the scan. If the nodding head transmits the servo position
at a higher frequency than the LiDAR scans, the laser scan assembler can transform
each individual point measurement into the fixed coordinate frame rather than the
whole scan at once. The slew rate of the nodding head was chosen such that the skew








where 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum skew angle from the first point in the scan to the last, 𝜔𝐻
is the nodding head angular velocity, and 𝑓𝐿 is the scanning frequency of the LiDAR.
Figure 7.13: Edge veiling effect
One source of error easily visible to the human eye is the edge veiling effect and can be
seen in Figure 7.13. Since the laser beam is not a single point but a ray that spreads
over distance, when it lands on an edge, it is possible that the area of measurement
may only partially lie on a surface. The remainder of the measurement area may lie on
a further object or beyond the measurement range of the scanner. The area that lands
on the object’s edge could be anywhere from a tiny fraction to a large majority of the
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measurement area. Depending on how much of the measurement area lies on the edge,
how far the remaining measurement area is from the edge, and what the reflectivity
of the surfaces are, the measured point will be reported as somewhere between the
edge and the surface beyond. The edge effect can be minimized using the Intensity
Recovery Algorithm presented in [127] and [128]. The laser_filters package for
ROS provides a ScanShadowsFilter() function that attempts to minimize the edge
effect using the angle between the laser origin and two points. Given 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 with
an origin 𝑂, the user can specify if ∠𝑂𝑃1𝑃2 is beyond an acceptable range to remove
the specified number of neighbouring data points. Since the fiducial marker keypoints
used in this research are mounted such that they stand offset from the surface, it is
possible the edge effect may affect the measured location of the keypoint.
Figure 7.14: Two sections of a point cloud containing keypoints. Left: Keypoint near
the scanner. Right: Keypoint far from scanner
Though the edge effect can lower the accuracy of the measured location of the fiducial
marker keypoint, the resolution of the point cloud has a far greater impact. Figure
7.14 shows two sections of a point cloud containing marker keypoints. Since the res-
olution and reflected intensity decreases over distance, the marker keypoints further
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away from the scanner will have less data points and a lower intensity. As well, the
edge effect occurs not just to discontinuous surfaces, but also to discontinuities in
the reflectivity of the surface. At further distances from the scanner, the laser point
measurement area is larger and a significant enough portion may overlap the highly
reflective surface of the marker keypoint to return a measured point with high enough
intensity to be considered a portion of the marker keypoint. Figure 7.15 shows a
portion of a point cloud containing a keypoint taken from a distance and highlights
the possible area in which the keypoint may be. Since it is impossible to determine
exactly where the keypoint is from that data, an averaging algorithm takes the mean
location to be the assumed location of the keypoint.
Figure 7.15: Keypoint detected at a distance
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7.2.2 Trajectory Generation
The testing of the trajectory generation algorithm is difficult to quantify. Through-
out development, visual confirmation was the main criteria for verifying successful
trajectory generation. If the trajectory fails, the end-effector path shown will appear
erratic with large motions beyond the desired work area. As the development process
continued, the algorithm demonstrated consistently suitable trajectories. The criteria
for failure are:
 No trajectory generated
 Trajectory point outside robot workspace
 Trajectory does not maintain optimal distance from surface
 Trajectory does not cover the entire selected surface
 Trajectory path has undesirable overlap
As long as none of the failure criteria are met, the trajectory generation was consid-
ered successful. The testing strategy consists of generating trajectories from a variety
of positions and orientations relative to the mine surface, as well as selecting different
sections of the mine. Trajectories are generated at positions near and far from the
walls, with the robot positioned parallel or perpendicular to the surface, as well as
on wall sections, roof sections, and combined sections. Straight sections of the mine
as well as curved sections were selected for trajectory generation. Figures 7.16, 7.17,
and 7.18 show trajectories generated for various sections of the mine. For debugging
purposes, the surface path the manipulator is to follow is shown in red, the actual
path the end-effector follows is in green, and the normal vector of length equal to the
desired offset is shown at each via point in blue. The lines that are used to calculate
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distance measured along the surface is shown with points ranging in colour from red
to pink, with colour representing distance measured along the mine surface (or in the
case of wall sections, simply the Z-height from the ground).
Figure 7.16: Trajectory generation for a wall section
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Figure 7.17: Trajectory generation for a wall and roof section
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Figure 7.18: Trajectory generation for a flat, curved, and overhung section
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In the following sections, the causes of the failure criteria are discussed.
7.2.2.1 No Trajectory Generated
If the user commands the robot to spray an empty area, an empty point cloud is sent
to the trajectory generation service and no trajectory is generated. Similarly, if the
robot is not close enough to the mine surface and there exists no surfaces in the auto-
matic shotcrete zone, or the automatic shotcrete zone is positioned such that it does
not intersect with the mine surface, the trajectory service will not return a trajectory.
In any of these scenarios, it is entirely operator error that caused the failure. To avoid
such failures properly trained operators or autonomous functions and default values
can be used.
There is a verification in the control_panel node to ensure it does not execute an
empty trajectory. The result of this type of failure would be no action on the robot,
a desired behaviour.
7.2.2.2 Trajectory Point Outside Robot Workspace
The trajectory generation service was designed to be as modular as possible. None of
the restrictions specific to the MASS manipulator have been applied to the algorithm.
The intention is that the service can be used in future work and on alternately config-
ured systems. It is up to the user to ensure trajectory points are within the manipu-
lator’s workspace when using the trajectory generation algorithm as-is. In the MASS,
when executing a trajectory, each point is verified to be within the robot workspace.
If a trajectory point lies outside the robot workspace, the control_panel node will
move the trajectory point to the nearest location within the manipulator’s workspace.
This decision was made to allow the MASS to demonstrate its trajectory generation
and execution capabilities without workspace limitations. Since the MASS will move
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trajectory points that are not within the robot’s workspace, a trajectory point outside
the workspace does not result in an error in trajectory execution.
Additional causes of trajectory points lying outside the robot workspace is erroneous
point cloud data. If the laser scanner detects a portion of the MASS such as the
manipulator when generating point clouds, the trajectory generation algorithm will
attempt to generate a trajectory that includes those points as part of the surface. To
avoid false readings of the environment, the manipulator is moved outside the field of
view of the LiDAR when it is performing a surface scan. As well, the resulting data
is cropped to remove any points that may result from the robot detecting portions of
itself.
Without relocating the trajectory points, the manipulator will halt operation if com-
manded to move to a position outside its workspace. Since the control_panel
node should automatically move trajectory points if necessary, halting operation is the
desired behaviour if a trajectory point still exists outside the manipulator’s workspace.
In future work, additional verification can be done by setting a minimum number of
neighbouring points that must be found within a given distance of a via point, or
the via point is ignored. Since this type of failure rarely occurred, the additional
computation was deemed unnecessary.
7.2.2.3 Trajectory Does Not Maintain Optimal Distance From Surface
Though normally this would result in a failure of the manipulator to reach the desired
via point, due to the workspace limitations of the MASS this scenario happens often
due to moving the via point to fit within the manipulator’s workspace. The only way
to avoid this scenario with the MASS is to navigate very close to the mine surface
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and apply shotcrete to small sections at a time. A robot designed to operate in an
actual mine will require a manipulator with a sufficiently large workspace. Since the
algorithms developed in this work was tested using the current workspace limitations,
and this configuration of the MASS is not designed to apply actual shotcrete, moving
the trajectory points such that they are not properly offset from the mine surface
is not considered a failure of the trajectory generation algorithm. When generating
and displaying shotcrete trajectories, optimal distance was consistently achieved. It
is only when executing the trajectory on the MASS that non-optimal distances from
the mine surface may occur.
Due to the robust algorithm developed, the trajectory points will only be created
at optimal distances from the mine surface. The only possibility of generating a
misplaced trajectory point is if the Point Cloud Library (PCL) normal estimation
function fails unexpectedly. This has never occurred during testing or development
and verifying the reliability of PCL algorithms is outside the scope of this work. Dur-
ing execution, the trajectory points may be moved from outside the manipulator’s
workspace to within, which would result in sub-optimal distance from the mine sur-
face. Being the intended action of the system, this scenario of sub-optimal spray
distance is not considered a failure.
7.2.2.4 Trajectory Does Not Cover The Entire Selected Surface
The trajectory algorithm uses a subtractive approach to generating a shotcrete appli-
cation trajectory. As it generates trajectory points it removes the original points from
the point cloud passed to it. Using this approach the entire surface will be covered
by the generated trajectory.
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If a section of the surface does not receive shotcrete, the thickness estimation will
detect the area has insufficient shotcrete and the system can autonomously navigate
to that area and reapply shotcrete. Without the additional verification of shotcrete
thickness performed by the MASS, not covering the intended surface with shotcrete
could be a significant failure resulting in risk to humans present. It is therefore rec-
ommended that the thickness estimation service be used to verify successful shotcrete
application.
7.2.2.5 Trajectory Path Has Undesirable Overlap
A certain amount of overlap may be desirable when applying shotcrete. This can be
configured using the dynamic_reconfigure node, ROS parameter server (through
command line utilities), or changing the configuration file for the MASS. An undesir-
able overlap occurs if the trajectory passes over a previously shotcreted area. Since
the trajectory generation algorithm removes the points it has generated a spray tra-
jectory for, it is unlikely the system can produce a trajectory that overlaps itself.
During testing and development, the trajectory generation algorithm never produced
overlapping shotcrete spray paths.
Should the algorithm be modified in a way that results in undesirable overlapping
spray patterns, additional shotcrete will be wasted. As well, applying too thick of
a shotcrete layer before allowing it to dry may cause shagging due to loss of adhe-
sion. Overlapping dry layers of shotcrete does not reduce the safety provided by the
shotcrete layer and the material wastage is minimal. In the absence of shagging this
failure is not critical to human safety or mine operation, but should the shotcrete ma-
terial not remain where it was applied the thickness estimation algorithm is capable
of detecting it and reapplying as necessary.
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7.2.3 Thickness Estimation
Figure 7.19: Control points marked on mine and simulated shotcrete
To estimate the thickness of the applied shotcrete, an artificial shotcrete is applied
to the surface of the mine. Magnets are used to ensure consistent placement of the
artificial shotcrete. Control points were placed on the surface of the mine as well as
the surface of the artificial shotcrete as shown in Figure 7.19. The control points are
highly reflective to infrared light, so they are easy to distinguish from the surround-
ing area when examining Optitrack or LiDAR point cloud data. The control points
were placed normal to the artificial shotcrete surface. Using the control points, the
point-to-mesh (P2M) thickness estimation can be verified, however the point-to-point
(P2P) approach would require different placement to verify. As discussed in Section
7.2.1.3 and shown in Figure 7.11, the control points became a source of error rather
than a verification tool.
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Accuracy is verified through the use of control measurements. By taking scans before
and after the artificial shotcrete is applied without moving the MASS, thickness es-
timates can be generated without introducing the localization algorithm as a source
of error. Though the thickness estimates using the P2P approach cannot be physi-
cally verified, the high repeatability of the LiDAR scans can be used to produce a
reasonably accurate control measurement. To generate an accurate estimate of the
thickness of the artificial shotcrete layer, 12 scans were taken from a single location of
the bare surface, and another 12 were taken from the same location after applying the
artificial shotcrete. The 12 bare surface scans were combined to a single point cloud,
then processed to remove outliers and reduce the density using the CloudCompare
software. The downsampled point cloud was then converted to a mesh representa-
tion using Poisson surface reconstruction to form a continuous surface. The initial
mesh had much more surface roughness than the true surface due to sensor noise,
so surface smoothing was performed to improve the quality of the mesh representa-
tion. The 12 post-shotcrete scans were also combined but not downsampled. The
combined post-shotcrete point cloud was compared to the pre-shotcrete surface mesh
using CloudCompare’s P2M tool to produce a high density point cloud of thickness
measurements to which other thickness estimation point clouds can be compared to,
herein referred to as the control cloud.
Thickness estimation was performed on the same section of artificial shotcrete from a
variety of locations. Since the accuracy of the localization was tested separately, the
most accurate fiducial marker configuration was chosen. If using a similar configura-
tion for the marker is not possible, the accuracy confidence can be lowered accordingly
for the shotcrete thickness estimation. The robot was positioned at multiple locations,
both near and far from the region of interest. The locations of the scans can be seen
in Figure 7.20.
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Figure 7.20: Thickness estimation scan locations (Pre-shotcrete in green, post-
shotcrete in red)
There were 19 locations chosen as pre-shotcrete scans, and 12 locations chosen as
post-shotcrete scans. Comparing each post-shotcrete scan to every pre-shotcrete scan
yielded 228 thickness estimation point clouds. The point clouds were compared to
the control cloud and the measurement error was computed at each point. The mean
error of each cloud was computed to give each cloud a single error measurement. The
mean error of all the clouds was 23.3 mm with a standard deviation of 13.7 mm and
a histogram of the data can be seen in Figure 7.22. Table 7.2 shows the mean error of
each point cloud along with the number of data points per cloud. Figure 7.21 shows
a typical thickness estimate point cloud.
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Figure 7.21: Thickness estimates presented as point cloud
Figure 7.22: Histogram of thickness estimation errors (m)
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1 27.6 29.9 50.3 61.0 39.1 44.6 43.3 54.8 38.6 16.7 40.6 34.0
2 20.7 22.9 42.8 48.6 31.9 36.2 35.8 46.4 31.7 11.1 33.3 26.8
3 15.5 16.5 30.6 38.6 21.3 26.3 24.5 35.1 19.7 15.6 21.9 19.0
4 12.4 13.9 33.5 40.5 22.2 27.8 26.3 37.1 22.4 12.2 23.8 17.4
5 13.5 12.9 13.0 22.3 8.7 13.3 9.7 17.2 7.2 26.1 7.5 11.7
6 12.0 13.2 30.0 37.3 19.4 25.0 23.4 33.8 18.9 13.7 20.6 16.0
7 12.7 12.7 18.7 25.5 11.8 17.0 14.4 22.4 9.7 21.5 11.2 13.4
8 11.9 11.8 16.0 24.6 9.8 14.8 11.6 20.2 7.9 23.4 8.9 11.4
9 10.4 10.2 17.9 25.7 9.8 14.7 12.1 22.0 10.1 21.2 9.9 10.1
10 11.3 11.1 21.0 28.2 11.8 17.7 15.1 24.4 12.0 19.7 12.9 11.8
11 12.0 12.2 22.2 31.7 13.3 19.0 16.8 26.0 11.8 18.9 13.7 13.7
12 9.6 9.4 17.2 24.6 9.2 13.9 11.4 21.2 10.2 21.7 9.4 8.8
13 15.4 13.8 9.5 17.1 7.6 9.7 7.2 12.9 8.4 28.9 7.0 10.8
14 20.3 18.7 7.0 11.3 10.9 10.0 8.7 9.5 11.2 33.9 9.7 15.0
15 29.9 32.1 52.6 61.8 41.4 46.0 45.4 57.0 40.7 17.5 42.9 36.3
16 33.8 36.3 57.4 62.3 45.8 51.5 50.4 60.7 46.0 19.8 47.6 40.5
17 14.5 16.0 33.9 43.3 23.2 28.6 27.1 38.0 22.2 12.8 24.3 19.3
18 18.0 19.9 39.2 44.8 28.3 33.0 32.2 42.7 28.2 10.8 29.6 23.7
19 32.9 31.2 13.1 10.8 23.0 18.4 19.7 10.4 22.6 44.8 21.7 27.6
Table 7.2: Mean thickness estimation error (in mm)
7.2.3.1 Thickness Estimation Sources of Error
Taking multiple scans at a single location for use as a control measurement removes
the potential source of error from the localization algorithm, but factors like sys-
tematic measurement error, robot vibration or deformation, edge veiling, and other
environmental conditions are still present. Any sources of error discussed in Section
7.2.1.3 not dependant on the software algorithm is also a source of error in thickness
estimation.
While the edge effect can be identified and corrected when the edge is far from the
background surface, in the case of small rock outcroppings creating many small edges,
the edge effect will appear to slightly smooth out the surface. The edge effect over
small uneven surfaces will not have a large effect on the accuracy of thickness es-
timation. Since the edge effect effectively interpolates between the edge and the
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background, and proper application of shotcrete should yield a smooth surface, the
main occurrence of this error would lie in the pre-shotcrete scans. However, since the
edge effect would return a point further away from the surface toward the scanner’s
viewpoint than the true value, the error lands on the side of underestimating the
thickness. As long as the thickness estimates are underestimated, safety assurances
are maintained. Shotcrete usage and rebound calculations will be affected, but since
they are not within the main scope of this work, the current level of accuracy has
been deemed sufficient.
Though the control measurements are not subject to errors introduced by localiza-
tion, the actual thickness measurements are. If the robot moves during shotcrete
application, it must use its localization algorithm to register the two point clouds
to a common coordinate frame. Therefore, the thickness estimates cannot achieve
higher accuracy than the localization system. If the accuracy of the localization is
not sufficient, the system can be configured to take scans before each time it has to
move, allowing it to achieve equal accuracy to the control measurements provided it
does not move during shotcrete application.
The control measurements as well as the thickness estimates are subject to errors
caused by the thickness estimation algorithm. As discussed in Sections 6.4.1 and




The results from testing the localization, trajectory generation, and thickness estima-
tion algorithms were presented. The localization testing yielded satisfactory results,
despite the significant amount of error sources as well as verification error. Rec-
ommendations for future work will present strategies to greatly improve the results.
Sample shotcrete application or radiation scan trajectories were shown for multiple
sections of the mock mine. By moving the end-effector via points and aiming at the
surface via point, the MASS was able to execute the generated trajectories without
moving the base. Trajectories that require repositioning of the robot were tested, and
was achieved using multiple single pose shotcrete spray trajectories. The thickness
estimation results were also presented. Given the thickness estimation accuracy is de-
pendent on the accuracy of the localization, the results were quite promising. Many
additional steps can be taken during post-processing of the data if necessary, but the
goals of being robust and easy to use lead the author to present the data as-is. If
greater accuracy at the cost of increased expertise and post-processing is desired, the






The mining industry is slow to adopt new technologies, but the testing results provided
by the MASS shows the algorithms used hold great promise in automating aspects
of the mining process. The MASS can achieve greater consistency in the tasks it
automates and offers much better verification for the work it does. It offers the ability
to remove an operator from a hazardous environment, allowing them to work remotely.
Between 2012 and 2017, there were 17 deaths and 169 critical injuries in the Ontario
mining industry as reported by the Ministry of Labour [129]. If this work could save
a single life, the economic benefits would pale in comparison. Though worker safety
is of utmost importance, a secondary goal of this work was to reduce the financial
cost of mining, through efficiency, reduced training time, and/or increased operational
availability. The research indicates that both worker safety and mine efficiency will
increase with the use of the MASS or its algorithms.
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The fiducial marker localization algorithm was developed for use in underground min-
ing where GPS is not available. Localization can be achieved without the use of
fiducial markers, but installing them in the mine yields far greater accuracy than
alternative methods. The fiducial marker keypoints were chosen for their highly re-
flective properties, allowing them to be reliably and consistently detected.
The localization algorithm can be used by much more than just the MASS. Any
autonomous vehicle in the mine can use the fiducial markers for localization. The
markers can be used for loop closure, a common problem in SLAM algorithms. When
a robot navigates using SLAM and drives in a loop, the algorithm often has errors
in the map when it completes the loop. Upon completion of the loop, the algorithm
must reconcile the difference between the environment it currently sees versus the
map it previously built in a process called loop closure. Since SLAM generates posi-
tion estimates based on previous information, errors can build over time but do not
grow unbounded since the landmarks used are absolute references. Having a highly
accurate absolute reference point allows for much more accurate loop closure.
The whole purpose of mining is to extract material from the earth. To do so, a large
volume of material must be transported and often requires processing. Transporting
material from the removal site to the processing site is another task well suited for
automation. To automate the transport of material, localization is necessary. Vehi-
cles that autonomously transport material, equipment, or workers can benefit from
the use of this localization algorithm.
The marker keypoints can be used for more than localization as well. Since every
scan is localized to a common coordinate frame, the point clouds can simply be com-
bined to produce a 3D model of the mine. This information is useful for visualization,
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planning, backfilling, and monitoring of the mine. Over time the weight of the earth
compresses the mine in a process called rockmass convergence. By comparing initial
parameters of the marker with scans taken at a later date, the relative motion of the
keypoints can be used to measure uneven rockmass convergence. If the keypoints are
fixed such that they do not move as the rockmass converges, they can be used to gen-
erate a second 3D model of the mine at a later date. Using the thickness estimation
algorithm and the two 3D models of the mine the amount of change can be displayed.
Alternatively, keypoints can be placed in areas where rockmass convergence is not
likely to occur, such as the floor or the entrance to the mine. The system can deter-
mine how the keypoints have moved relative to the fixed keypoint locations.
Trajectory generation for shotcrete application and radiation scanning yielded consis-
tent and satisfactory results. Some of the initial concepts seemed more elegant and
robust, but in practice the simpler approach was more reliable and effective. The
parameters of the spray pattern are easily changed, allowing users to apply the algo-
rithm to many other applications. Alternate sensors or mobile-manipulator systems
can be used with the algorithms to perform tasks like temperature mapping of a
surface, acoustic sampling, or measuring the penetration of electromagnetic signals
through a surface. The shotcrete and scanning tool changer developed at the MARS
Laboratory can be replaced or modified allowing the trajectory generation algorithm
to be applied to tasks like painting, coating, or washing a surface.
The thickness estimation algorithm implemented in ROS allows users a seamless ex-
perience when applying shotcrete and measuring its thickness. The framework built
in this research allows for the possibility of implementing existing or novel point cloud
comparison algorithms within the ROS environment. Though alternate point cloud
comparison software is available, as of the time of publication none have been im-
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plemented in ROS other than those discussed herein. With the ability to compare
previously saved point clouds or selected portions of them, the point cloud comparison
algorithm can be used as-is for applications other than shotcrete thickness estimation,
such as rockmass convergence, erosion calculations, or forest canopy growth. As long
as two point clouds can be generated, they can be compared using the MASS thick-
ness estimation algorithm.
When the MASS is deployed in an underground uranium mine, the robot or its al-
gorithms will perform a number of tasks. Initially, as the robot enters the mine it
will begin performing SLAM to build a map as it travels through the mine to the
work area. As the robot builds the SLAM map, it can periodically perform a LiDAR
scan to build a 3D map of the mine as well as the 2D map generated through SLAM.
For greater accuracy, localization of other robots, and drift shape monitoring fiducial
markers can be installed. Once the robot reaches the drift face it can make use of its
tool changer’s shielded radiation detector and the trajectory generation algorithm to
scan the surface. Recording the location of the sensor and the measured radiation in-
tensity, the information is later analyzed by geologists for use in mine planning. After
installing and recording the fiducial markers the MASS is ready to apply shotcrete
to the drift. The operator will select an area to apply shotcrete to using the GUI or
initiates autonomous shotcrete mode if the area is larger than can be shown in a single
scan. The MASS will perform an initial point cloud scan to determine the contours
of the mine before applying shotcrete. Using the trajectory generation algorithm the
shotcrete is applied in a consistent and reliable manner. Once the robot completes
the shotcreting task, navigating along the wall as required, it performs another point
cloud scan of the mine. The thickness estimation algorithm calculates and displays
the achieved shotcrete thickness and, if necessary, performs additional shotcreting to
guarantee a minimum shotcrete thickness. The SLAM map, 3D mine model, and
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fiducial markers can be used by other robotic systems for localization and navigation
as automation in the mine increases.
The MASS or a similar robot using the MASS software cannot function without the
algorithms developed in this work. Localization is crucial for a robot to navigate the
mine, but is even more important when performing shotcrete thickness estimation
using localization for point cloud registration. Using the localization and navigation
systems developed for the MASS it is capable of approaching the drift face and po-
sitioning or re-positioning itself in locations necessary to perform its instructed task.
The localization system is also integral in the process of building a 3D model of the
mine.
The two tasks the MASS algorithms are able to perform while removing workers from
the hazardous environment are accomplished through trajectory generation. Radia-
tion scanning and shotcrete application is typically done by one worker at a time and,
though replacing the worker with a robot removes them from the hazardous environ-
ment, the system still requires a human in the loop. It is not the intention to replace
workers with robots, but simply to relocate the worker from a hazardous environment
to a safer one. The skill and experience of a shotcrete worker is no longer necessary
since the MASS performs reliably and consistently, and perhaps more importantly
the work performed by the MASS can be easily verified unlike work performed by a
human operator. Training time to operate the MASS is significantly less than the
time it requires to master shotcrete application. The ability to operate the MASS
remotely allows the operators to work from not only a safe but a convenient location
and the task of operating the robot can be performed by multiple workers on rotation
while the MASS operates continuously.
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The most important impact the MASS will have on the mining industry will be with
respect to worker safety. The life and health of the workers that mine the ore used in
all aspects of the modern world are far more important than any robotic system that
can be built. Mines may collapse, robots may be crushed, or environmental hazards
may render the robot inoperable but the algorithms developed for these robots will
further be developed as long as they continue to improve mine safety and working
conditions in an economical way. The ability to perform more accurately and reliably
makes using the MASS or its algorithms not only ethical but economical as well.
Canadian engineers are constantly reminded of their obligation to society by wearing
an “Iron Ring”, an obligation that was not overlooked in the development of the MASS.
Whether the algorithms developed for the MASS are used, or the MASS is used to
develop and test new algorithms, it offers the potential to benefit society by reducing
the risk workers must take to extract valuable materials from the earth.
8.2 Recommendations for Future Work
8.2.1 The Future of the MASS
It is the author’s opinion that future research on the MASS will have two areas of
focus, one academic and one industrial. In its current form, the MASS is an excellent
research tool for implementing and testing algorithms for use in mobile robotics. Its
hardware is capable of generating IMU position estimates, LiDAR scans, and point
cloud scans as well as interacting with the environment through the use of its 6-DOF
manipulator. The software can autonomously navigate, generate maps, localize, scan
surfaces, simulate shotcrete application, and measure distances between point clouds.
It is configured to run ROS and can be controlled remotely, making it a suitable re-
search tool for developing and testing novel mobile robotic algorithms. The MASS is
not limited to mining research and can be used to develop novel solutions for many
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other applications or simply used as a research tool to develop algorithms purely for
the sake of research.
To perform industry focused research, the algorithms can be implemented on a new
robot. The MASS is suitable for further testing and development that can take place
in a real mine, but design changes must be made before it is ready to be deployed for
regular use. Firstly, the MASS is built at one third scale so a larger robot is required
for an industrial setting. The skid steered wheels are suitable for the mine envi-
ronment, but a tracked or articulated vehicle similar to a Load-Haul-Dump machine
would likely perform better. The manipulator would also have to be replaced, either
with a hydraulically actuated mechanism or a much larger and stronger version that
has a higher ingress protection rating. The LiDAR and its nodding head mechanism
would also have to be replaced with hardware more tolerant to the mine environment.
The software was built in a modular way such that applying the algorithms on an
entirely new robot would be simple. Alternate hardware drivers would be required,
but the MASS software package will function as intended regardless of the hardware
it uses.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the MASS software package. To implement the MASS algorithms
on a different vehicle, the Husky UGV package must be replaced with a suitable pack-
age for the alternate vehicle chosen. If the system’s hardware is not the same as the
MASS, the peripheral and corresponding nodes will need to be modified as well. Alter-
nate point cloud measurement devices, such as time of flight cameras, may be used in
place of LiDAR, but in order to navigate and perform SLAM, additional data process-
ing of the point cloud or alternate SLAM methods would be required. To modify an
existing shotcrete machine to perform autonomous shotcrete application the system
would require a method of obtaining point clouds of its surroundings. Since current
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shotcrete machines require the operator to manually aim the spray nozzle, there is
no need for closed loop control of its pose. Autonomous operation would require the
system to be able to position the shotcrete spray nozzle at a desired position and
orientation, which requires closed loop control to avoid a significant loss of accuracy.
Closed loop control can be achieved using any sensor capable of measuring the exten-









































MASS  Software Package Peripheral Hardware
Figure 8.1: Visual layout of MASS and accompanying packages
8.2.2 Localization
The localization algorithm requires modification to the environment, but the mine
environment is frequently modified for other purposes. Existing markers like rock
bolts, survey markers, or spray paint can be used instead of placing markers man-
ually. When testing begins in an actual mine, the feasibility and accuracy of using
alternate keypoints to form fiducial markers can be investigated. If the mine has
enough non-uniformity that surface features can be identified, no modification is nec-
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essary to generate keypoints for the fiducial markers. The localization algorithm uses
the locations of the keypoints to determine the markers’ locations. The keypoints
themselves can be anything as long as they can be reliably detected. Alternate key-
point detection algorithms can be used without the need to modify the localization
algorithm.
For this work, a fiducial marker consists of three keypoints, however, that is simply
the minimum number of keypoints necessary. The algorithm can easily be modified
to use more keypoints per marker, but since multiple markers can be used it is not
necessary as the additional keypoints can be used to create additional markers. An
early approach to localization used established registration techniques to align point
clouds that have been filtered for intensity. Using the registration approach unique
shapes can be spray painted and used as markers instead of three keypoints. Initial
testing of the registration approach yielded poor results, so the keypoint based markers
were used instead. Since localization was not the sole purpose of this research, a
simpler yet more accurate method was chosen. If the mine operators truly desire to
use existing markings for localization, the registration approach should be revisited.
8.2.3 Trajectory Generation
For the purposes of this application it is entirely reasonable to assume the opera-
tor would know the approximate height of the mine drift. To reduce the algorithms
complexity the operator will enter this information in the configuration file of the
trajectory generation algorithm. This parameter can be obtained using an algorithm
that examines the surface curvature and normal to determine whether to treat the
surface section as a wall or a roof. This feature was left out of the current design since
the drift dimensions will be readily available and autonomously determining it would
reduce the reliability of the algorithm. With further research, novel techniques in
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determining where to sample the surface for generating via points can be developed.
If alternate applications for the trajectory generation algorithm are desired, there is
much research that can be done to address the specific requirements of that applica-
tion. Though not required for this research, it is possible to develop the trajectory
generation algorithm further to allow it to perform in any environment on any surface
with any curvature. To do so, one must develop algorithms for segmenting the surface
based on its orientation relative to the robot and choosing the appropriate portion of
the trajectory generation algorithm to apply.
8.2.4 Thickness Estimation
Novel thickness estimation techniques would be an entire research project well beyond
the scope of this work. The point cloud comparison algorithm used was chosen from
a well developed field of study, with many alternatives available for implementation if
the use case changes. If the user intends to perform additional processing of the point
clouds, the CloudCompare software is an open-source project capable of executing
many of the point cloud analysis algorithms presented in this research. Alternatively,
the Point Cloud Library (PCL) can be used to develop custom applications. The
MASS already uses the Point Cloud Library so implementing functions from PCL is
simple and straightforward.
8.3 Summary of Contributions
The main contribution of this work comes from the many facets of the MASS work-
ing together. Without any one of them, the system would not function as intended.
The hardware, which includes a mobile base, serial manipulator, and nodding head
with LiDAR, serves as an appropriate one third scale system on which software al-
gorithms can be implemented, tested, and verified. The main software contributions:
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localization, trajectory generation, and thickness estimation, are all contained within
the ROS framework for portability and expandability. The implementation of the
point-to-point thickness estimation algorithm required a novel localization approach
in order to achieve high accuracy registration of point cloud scans. The point clouds
obtained can be used for many useful purposes, one such use is trajectory genera-
tion. The approach taken was to require as little input from the operator as possible.
Using the trajectory generation algorithm, manipulator trajectories are generated for
shotcreting and radiation scanning tasks. The trajectories maintain a desired distance
and orientation with respect to the mine surfaces they are generated for, allowing con-
sistent and reliable shotcrete application as well as accurately recorded radioactivity
information of the drift face’s ore. The algorithms in this work allow workers to
be relocated from some of the most hazardous areas within a mine to a much safer
and convenient location. The proof-of-concept prototype showed that automation in
mining for the purposes of worker safety and task accuracy is an achievable goal, as
demonstrated by the performance of the MASS.
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A package is the most atomic structure in ROS, meaning it is the root of all projects
created for ROS. At its minimum, a package is simply a directory containing package.
xml. As the package expands to contain software nodes, a CMakeLists.txt file is
used to define which software files need to be compiled. The CMakeLists.txt file
also includes the required information to complile the package’s messages, services,
dependencies, and header files. Packages are self contained so they can be easily
shared and implemented on other systems.
A.1.1 package.xml
The file package.xml contains the package name, version number, description,
maintainer, and license. As well, it contains a list of all the other packages necessary to
build and run the package. It contains a reference to plugin_description.xml
so the compiler is aware there are custom plugins for this package and what file they
are located in. The package.xml for the MASS can be found in Appendix B.1.
A.1.2 plugin_description.xml
This package uses a custom plugin and tool for RViz. The plugin, called “Control
Panel” is a ControlPanel object in the “control_panel” namespace and extends the
RViz::Panel class. The “Selection Tool” tool is a fork of the SelectionTool class
called selection_tool and extends the RViz::Tool class. It has been modified to
function more effectively when used with the MASS GUI.
The plugin_description.xml for the MASS can be found in Appendix B.2.
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A.1.3 CMakeLists.txt
The CMakeLists.txt file is the first file ROS uses when compiling the package.
Within this file all the nodes, messages, services, configuration files, and dependencies
are declared. They can be found listed in Table A.1. The file can be found in Appendix
B.3.


















Table A.1: Contents of the CMakeLists.txt file
A.2 Launch Files
Two launch files are provided: main.launch and simulation.launch. The launch files
appear in their entirety in Appendix B.4 and are explained as follows:
A.2.1 main.launch
The main.launch file performs the following actions (using the syntax package_name
: node_name):
 Include other launch files
– MASS_husky_description : description.launch
– husky_control : control.launch
– husky_control : teleop.launch
 Launch nodes
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– MASS : cube_node
– MASS : denso_node
– MASS : joint_fusion
– um6 : um6_driver
– move_base : move_base
– lms1xx : LMS1xx_node
– laser_filters : scan_to_scan_filter_chain
– laser_assembler : laser_scan_assembler
– hector_mapping : hector_mapping
– rviz : rviz
– rqt_reconfigure : rqt_reconfigure
– tf : static_transform_publisher
 Launch services
– MASS : cloud_localizer
– MASS : trajectory_server
– MASS : thickness_server
 Load configuration files
– MASS : rviz_main.rviz
– MASS : my_laser_config.yaml
– husky_navigation : planner.yaml
– husky_navigation : costmap_common.yaml
– husky_navigation : costmap_local.yaml
– husky_navigation : costmap_global_laser.yaml
Since the MASS is a modified Husky UGV, the URDF description has been mod-
ified accordingly. A separate package for the modified URDF description called
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MASS_husky_description was made and the launch file pointing to the URDF
description is included. Including a launch file within another launch file effectively
copies all the code from the included launch file into the main launch file, but keeping
them separate allows the user to keep the package modular and makes the launch files
more compact and readable.
Following the inclusion of the URDF launch file, the Husky specific nodes are launched.
The node responsible for communication between ROS and the Husky is called husky_
node. When launched the parameters indicating which USB port it is connected to,
the controller and diagnostic frequencies, wheel diameter, and speed and accelera-
tion limits are set. Launch files from the husky_control package are included
to instruct the controller how to properly handle move_base velocity and joystick
commands, perform EKF localization, and display the Husky’s movements in RViz.
As well, the driver for the IMU on board the Husky is launched.
When the move_base node is launched the local and global planner configurations
are loaded from a file or stated explicitly. Parameters like the Husky footprint size
and recovery behaviours are not intended to be modified frequently, so they are stored
in a file. The user may want to change other parameters like maximum velocity and
the safety buffer from obstacles, or have multiple launch files with different settings.
They are able to set or overwrite parameters from a configuration file explicitly in
the launch file. Whether the parameters are set using a configuration file or from the
launch file the effect is the same, however, the launch file takes priority so if the same
parameter is set using both methods, the value in the launch file will be used.
When the scan_to_scan_filter node is launched it loads the configuration file
that sets the LiDAR distance, intensity, and angular range to be used. As well, the
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LiDAR driver and laser_scan_assembler node is launched.
To publish the joint states of the robot, cube_node, denso_node, and joint_
fusion are launched. The joint_fusion node combines the individual joint states
from the other two nodes and publishes them as a single joint state message. The
node robot_state_publisher uses the joint state message and the URDF file to
publish the tf tree of the robot. The tf tree, as its name implies, is a tree structure of
coordinate frame transformations. It is used by ROS to calculate the transformation
between any two frames present and is used by RViz along with the URDF to display
the current pose of the MASS and its manipulator.
The node hector_mapping performs SLAM while the robot is operating. When
launched, the parameter for base_frame is set so it has a point of reference for its local
coordinate frame. For the MASS, the value for base_frame used is “base_footprint”
When RViz is launched, rviz_MASS.rviz is loaded to configure the RViz environ-
ment optimally for use with the MASS. Different .rviz files can be loaded for different
scenarios, for example the rviz_debug.rviz configuration is loaded when debugging
because it displays many of the point clouds and visualizations that are helpful in
debugging but unnecessary during normal operation.
The final section of the launch file launches the trajectory generation, localization,
and thickness estimation services, the rqt_reconfigure GUI, and a static_
transform_publisher that aligns the map to the world coordinate frame.
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A.2.2 simulation.launch
For demonstration, experimentation, or debugging purposes, the user may want to
launch an environment where they can use the MASS control panel in RViz with
the localization, trajectory generation, and thickness estimation services without con-
necting to the physical robot. The simulation.launch file allows the user to do so by
launching the following nodes and files:
 MASS_husky_description : description.launch
 MASS : joint_fusion
 MASS : cloud_localizer
 MASS : trajectory_server
 MASS : thickness_server
 rviz : rviz
 MASS : rviz_debug.rviz
 rqt_reconfigure : rqt_reconfigure
 tf : static_transform_publisher
A.3 Messages
Messages are a convenient way of grouping together variables into a single object. In
this work, messages are used to send commands from control_panel to denso_
node and cube_node. As well, custom messages were generated for use in deter-
mining the fiducial marker location and transmitting arm trajectories between nodes.
A.3.1 trajectory_point.msg
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ROS File A.1: trajectory_point.msg
1 f l o a t 3 2 x
2 f l o a t 3 2 y
3 f l o a t 3 2 z
4 f l o a t 3 2 nx
5 f l o a t 3 2 ny
6 f l o a t 3 2 nz
7 f l o a t 3 2 d
Each point used in computing the trajectory requires the position and surface normal
at that position. The trajectory_point message contains that information as well as
a d parameter. The d parameter is used when sorting lines of points to keep track of
the approximate total distance along the surface (see Section 5.3.2).
A.3.2 trajectory_msg.msg
ROS File A.2: trajectory_msg.msg
1 t ra j e c to ry_po in t [ ] po in t s
Messages in ROS can contain a limited variety of datatypes, but among them is the
ability to include other messages or arrays of messages (see http://wiki.ros.
org/msg). For the manipulator trajectories in this work, an array of trajectory_point
messages is used.
A.3.3 arm_msg.msg
ROS File A.3: arm_msg.msg
1 f l o a t 3 2 j1
2 f l o a t 3 2 j2
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3 f l o a t 3 2 j3
4 f l o a t 3 2 j4
5 f l o a t 3 2 j5
6 f l o a t 3 2 j6
7 f l o a t 3 2 x
8 f l o a t 3 2 y
9 f l o a t 3 2 z
10 f l o a t 3 2 rx
11 f l o a t 3 2 ry
12 f l o a t 3 2 rz
13 f l o a t 3 2 ve l
14 f l o a t 3 2 acc
15 i n t32 f i g
16 bool pose
17 i n t32 motion_type
18 s t r i n g use r_st r ing
The arm_msg message was designed to make it easy to send commands to the DENSO
manipulator. The message contains 32-bit floats that can hold joint positions, XYZ
positions (and the rotation around each axis), velocity, and acceleration. The fig
integer allows the user to command the desired shoulder, elbow, and wrist configu-
ration (fig table can be found in Appendix E.1). The pose boolean is used to tell
denso_node whether the XYZ values are positions or velocities. Since the DENSO
manipulator can perform continuous path motion as well as point-to-point, the mo-
tion_type variable holds the desired motion behaviour. For testing and debugging
purposes it may become necessary to manually generate a command string to send




ROS File A.4: cube_msg.msg
1 f l o a t 3 2 j1
2 f l o a t 3 2 ve l
3 f l o a t 3 2 acc
4 bool pose
Originally the cube_node was designed to handle multiple Powercubes at once, but
as research progressed, the Powercube manipulator was replaced with the DENSO
manipulator. Additional joint variables can easily be added should a user want to
control multiple Powercubes, however, a single Powercube for the nodding head servo
is all that is required within this work. The variables in the cube_msg message con-
tain the desired position or velocity (depending on the value of pose), the maximum
velocity (used only in position commands), and maximum acceleration allowed to
reach the position (or velocity) goal.
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A.3.5 marker_val.msg
ROS File A.5: marker_val.msg
1 i n t32 i
2 i n t32 k
3 i n t32 j
4 f l o a t 3 2 va l
When the localization algorithm attempts to detect the markers, it is possible there
may be many potential keypoints to choose from, meaning multiple marker candidates
exist. The marker_val message is used to hold them so a sorting algorithm can find
the closest match in the marker file. The i , j , and k variables hold the position of
the first, second, and third keypoint within the array of keypoint candidates. The val
variable holds a value representing how accurately the keypoints correspond to the
recorded keypoints in the marker file. The value for val is calculated using a weighted
sum of the the distances between 𝑃1 − 𝑃2, 𝑃2 − 𝑃3, and the angle between P1P2 and
P2P3.
A.4 Services
In ROS services are able to receive and return variables and messages. In order for
ROS to determine what messages or variables to expect and what to return, a .srv file
is used to explicitly declare the message types a service is expecting and what message
types it will return. The division between request and response data is marked by a
line containing “---”. The three services built for this work are the “Cloud Local-
ization Service”, “Trajectory Generation Service”, and “Thickness Estimation Service”
discussed below, their source code can be found in Appendix B.9.
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A.4.1 Cloud Localization Service
ROS File A.6: localize_cloud.srv
1 sensor_msgs/PointCloud2 cloud_in
2 s t r i n g marker_f i l e
3 bool homing
4 − − −
5 sensor_msgs/PointCloud2 cloud_out
6 f l o a t 6 4 [ 1 6 ] transform_mat
This localization service expects a point cloud to localize, a string to indicate the lo-
cation of the marker file, and a boolean used to instruct the service if the point cloud
scan is to set the world coordinate frame or localize within it. The service returns
the localized cloud and a transformation matrix from the robot’s frame of reference
to the marker’s frame.
Three helper functions were used to simplify the main portions of the code. They
perform dot products, cross products, and normalized cross products. The main()
function initializes the node, advertises its service on the \localize_pcd topic,
and configures a visualization to show the possible marker keypoint locations on topic
\visualization_marker. The rqt_reconfigure callbacks are set and the
visualization marker style is set. The node then “spins”, meaning it will wait until
a message is received and execute the appropriate callback. A callback is a function
written for a topic the service subscribes to.
The callback function to localize the cloud is explained in Algorithm A.1.
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Algorithm A.1 Localization algorithm
1: function localize(Input cloud, Marker filename, Homing boolean)
2: Filter incoming point cloud based on user-defined maximum and minimum
intensity values
3: if User requests homing scan then
4: Change input point cloud coordinate frame from base_footprint to
world
5: else
6: Open marker.bag file to retrieve markers
7: Cluster point cloud points to generate list of keypoint candidates
8: Determine which keypoint candidates correspond to marker keypoints
9: Select best marker (based on correspondence)
10: Transform input point cloud to world coordinate frame
11: end if
12: end function
return Localized point cloud
A.4.1.1 Clustering Points
Since the LiDAR scanner’s resolution is smaller than the size of the marker keypoint,
it will typically detect multiple data points per marker keypoint. The keypoint candi-
dates are determined by taking the mean location of all data points within a certain
radius and with sufficiently high reflected intensity. The algorithm to cluster data
points into keypoint candidates is Algorithm A.2 (note, the data has already been
filtered for intensity so all data points remaining are possible marker keypoints).
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Algorithm A.2 Clustering algorithm
1: function cluster(Intensity filtered input cloud)
2: for all Points in input cloud do
3: if Intensity > 0 then
4: Add point to clustering array
5: for all Remaining points in input cloud do
6: if Distance between points is less than CLUSTER_DISTANCE
AND Intensity > 0 then
* CLUSTER_DISTANCE set by user using rqt_reconfigure
7: Add point to clustering array
8: Set point intensity to 0 (so it doesn’t get added to another
cluster)
9: end if
10: Average all points in clustering array
11: Add averaged point to array of keypoint candidates
12: Clear clustering array
13: end if
14: end function
return Array of keypoint candidates
A.4.1.2 Determining Marker Keypoints
After the clustering algorithm, an array of keypoint candidates is produced. If there
are less than three points, the marker has not been detected and the service reports
a failure. If there are three or more keypoint candidates, they must be checked to
ensure they fit one of the marker models. If there are multiple groups of keypoint
candidates that fit a marker model, the best fit is chosen. If none of the keypoints fit
a marker model, the service reports it could not detect a marker. Once a marker is
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located, a 3×3 matrix holding the XYZ positions of the marker keypoints and a 4×4
transformation matrix of its position relative to the scanner is stored in the matrices
indicated by the pointers passed to the function. The algorithm for fitting keypoint
candidates and selecting the best three is Algorithm A.3.
Algorithm A.3 Keypoint selection algorithm
1: function locate_marker(Array of keypoint candidates, Marker file location,
Pointer to return transformation martix)
2: Clear marker_found boolean
3: for 𝑖 := 1 to Size of candidate array do
4: for 𝑗 := 1 to Size of candidate array do
5: for 𝑘 := 1 to Size of candidate array do
6: if 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗 ̸= 𝑘 then
7: Calculate distances between 𝑖, 𝑗, and 𝑘
8: Calculate dot product between vector ji and jk
9: for Each marker in the marker file do
10: Calculate accuracy by comparing distances and dot
product to marker file
11: Store 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, accuracy, and marker index in array of marker
candidates
12: if Marker candidate is within user defined accuracy limits
then
13: Set marker candidate as valid
14: if Valid marker candidate already exists then




19: if One or more marker candidates are found then
20: Set marker_found boolean
21: if Optimization flag is set then
22: Select most accurate candidate
23: end if
24: Calculate and return transformation matrix using the indicated pointer
25: end if
26: end function
return Boolean indicating if marker was located
The code for calculating the transformation matrix (where P1, P2, and P3 correspond
to 𝑖, 𝑗, and 𝑘 from algorithm A.3) can be found in Appendix B.10.
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A.4.2 Trajectory Generation Service
ROS File A.7: trajectory_service.srv
1 sensor_msgs/PointCloud2 cloud_in
2 sensor_msgs/PointCloud2 c loud_sur face
3 −−−
4 trajectory_msg t r a j e c t o r y
The trajectory generation service expects two point clouds and returns a trajec-
tory_msg formatted trajectory (see Section A.3.2). The first point cloud, called
cloud_in, is the area to generate a trajectory for. The second point cloud, cloud_surface,
is the entire scan. The full surface scan is required for calculating surface normals at
the edge of the selected area, since without it only a portion of the surrounding data
points would be used to calculate the surface normal.
When the service launches it advertises itself on the /trajectory_gen topic. It
then configures the publishers responsible for displaying the markers that show the
end-effector path, surface path, surface normals, via points within the workspace,
and via points outside the workspace. Finally it configures the callback for rqt_
reconfigure. Once initialized, the service waits to be called upon.
When the service is called, it executes the generate() function. The trajectory is
generated in two stages, the first is for vertical sections and the second is for horizontal
(overhead) sections as per Algorithms A.4 and A.5.
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Algorithm A.4 Trajectory generation algorithm (Vertical sections)
1: function generate(Point cloud selection, Full point cloud)
2: Extract intersection between horizontal plane (at mid_height) and point
cloud selection
3: Sort extracted line (using chunk_radius for downsampling)
4: for 𝑐𝑡𝑟 := 1 to Size of sorted line do
5: Extract intersection between vertical plane (passing through robot
centre and point of sorted line at index ctr) and point cloud selection
6: Sort extracted line (using downsample_radius for downsampling)
7: Add extracted line to rib_array
8: Set height = 0
9: while height < (wall_height and max height of point cloud selection) do
10: for 𝑐𝑡𝑟 := 1 to Size of rib_array do
11: Select point at height in rib at index ctr of rib_array
12: Calculate point normal (using full point cloud), apply offset, and
add point to arm_trajectory
13: Increment height by height_step
14: for 𝑐𝑡𝑟 := Size of rib_array to 1 do
15: Select point at height in rib ctr of rib_array
16: Calculate point normal, apply offset, and add point to
arm_trajectory





Algorithm A.5 Trajectory generation algorithm (Horizontal sections)
1: function generate(Point cloud selection, Full point cloud)
2: Extract intersection between vertical plane (through robot’s X-axis) and
point cloud selection
3: if No intersection exists then
4: Extract intersection between vertical plane (through robot’s Y-axis) and
point cloud selection
5: end if
6: if No intersection exists then
7: Extract intersection between vertical plane (parallel with robot’s X-axis,
but intersecting nearest point in point cloud selection
8: end if
9: Sort extracted line (using chunk_radius for downsampling)
10: for 𝑐𝑡𝑟 := 1 to Size of sorted line do
11: Rotate a horizontal plane around robot’s Y-axis (or X-axis) to intersect
with point ctr of sorted line
12: Extract intersection between rotated plane and point cloud selection
13: Sort extracted line (using downsample_radius for downsampling)
14: Add extracted line to rib_array
15: height = wall_height
16: while height < max height of point cloud selection (measured along the
surface) do
17: for 𝑐𝑡𝑟 := 1 to Size of rib_array do
18: Select point at height in rib ctr of rib_array
19: Calculate point normal, apply offset, and add point to
arm_trajectory
20: Increment height by height_step
21: for 𝑐𝑡𝑟 := Size of rib_array to 1 do
22: Select point at height in rib ctr of rib_array
23: Calculate point normal, apply offset, and add point to
arm_trajectory




A.4.3 Thickness Estimation Service
The thickness estimation service is fairly simple and straightforward. For each point
in the source cloud the nearest neighbour is found in the target cloud. The intensity
value of that data point is replaced with the value of the distance to the nearest
neighbour. The service automatically saves the calculated point cloud to a file. For
the most accurate results, it is best to choose the point cloud with the highest point
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density as the target cloud.
The algorithm for calculating shotcrete thickness is Algorithm A.6.
Algorithm A.6 Thickness estimation algorithm
1: function calculate(Source point cloud, Target point cloud)
2: for all Points in source do
3: Find nearest point in target
4: Calculate distance between points
5: Replace point’s intensity value with absolute distance measured
6: Save point cloud to disk
7: end function
return Point cloud with thickness values
A.4.4 Map Reset Service
The Hector SLAM package does not have the functionality to halt the mapping pro-
cess. It also does not support 3D mapping so it will not take in to account the rotation
of the LiDAR’s nodding head. This means that when the nodding head moves to gen-
erate a point cloud, the SLAM algorithm will attempt to interpret the new laser
scan data as robot motion, most often ending up distorting the map and losing its
position. For this reason, the map must be reset after every point cloud scan. The
Hector SLAM package can reset the map upon receiving an empty service call on the
move_base/clear_costmaps topic, so the message “empty.srv” was generated to
perform such actions. Before each reset the map is saved to disk so SLAM can resume
after the scan is taken.
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A.5 Configuration Files
Configuration files used by the rqt_reconfigure node make the parameters within
them available for modification through the rqt_reconfigure GUI. A configura-
tion file contains the variables’ name, data type, priority level, and text description
as well as the default, maximum, and minimum value. The configuration files for this
work can be found in Appendix B.5.
The control panel configuration file (ROS File B.6 in Appendix B.5) generates an
interface in the rqt_reconfigure GUI which can be seen in Figure A.1. The
variable names are seen on the left of the slider bars, with the maximum and minimum
values on the right and left side of the slider respectively. To the right of the slider
bars, the user can manually enter in a number instead of using the slider. When the
user hovers the mouse over a variable, the text description appears in a black box (as
shown for the “init_clear” parameter in Figure A.1).
Figure A.1: rqt_reconfigure GUI for control panel parameters
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A.5.1 YAML Files
Files with the .yaml extension are used for parameters that should be easily changed,
but do not require modification during runtime. For example, the data from the laser
scanner is filtered before being used to create point clouds. Due to the range of mo-
tion of the nodding head and the angular bounds of the laser scanner, it is capable
of detecting portions of the robot to which it is mounted. This data can be cropped
out at a later time, but it is more efficient to limit the distance, angle, and intensity
values of the LiDAR data so that the laser_scan_assembler node does not have
to handle as much data. The ROS File B.9 in Appendix B.5 shows the .yaml con-
figuration file for the scan_filter_chain node that sets the minimum distance,
maximum angle, and maximum intensity values to keep.
A.6 URDF
The Unified Robot Description Format (URDF) is an XML format for representing
a robot model. A URDF file representing the system in this work can be found in
Appendix B.6. Graphviz is a tool for visualizing URDF structures. The Graphviz
diagram for the MASS URDF can be seen in Figure A.2. In the URDF file each link
within the robot is given a name. The links are shown in Figure A.2 as black boxes.
The links are then connected with joints (either revolute or prismatic), shown as blue
ellipses in Figure A.2. The position and orientation of each link is specified in the
URDF, as well as the 3D mesh for visualizing the links. With a complete URDF,
ROS only requires the angle (or extension) of each joint in order to display a 3D
rendered model of the robot within RViz. The robot_state_publisher node
listens for the joint angles and broadcasts the tf tree containing the coordinate frame
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transformations for each link.
Figure A.2: Graphviz diagram of URDF file
A.7 Header Files
Header files are often used to define various global functions and variables to be
made available to the source files that include it. These globals can be made pub-
lic or private, restricting or allowing them to be accessed by other programs. The
two source files requiring custom headers are control_panel.cpp and control_
dashboard.cpp. As well, the marker_selector plugin has a custom header file
for its internal functionality. The header files can be found in Appendix B.7.
A.8 Source Files
The main component of the source code for this work is the control panel. The
control_dashboard is embedded as a panel in RViz and creates the QNode
object control_panel. The reason for this configuration is modularity; if the
Control Panel is to be moved out of the RViz environment, control_panel is left
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unchanged and control_dashboard is replaced with a standalone container for
the GUI. The complete code for all source files can be found in Appendix B.8.
A.8.1 Control Dashboard
The control_dashboard node was designed as an RViz panel with the intention
to make it replaceable should the designer decide to develop a standalone application
instead of using RViz as the environment for the GUI. To mimimize the amount of
work required to convert the panel to a standalone application, as little code as pos-
sible was implemented in the node.
The dashboard performs the actions that an operator would during manual control.
When the robot is finished taking a scan, the dashboard instructs control_panel
to generate a trajectory. Upon completion of the shotcrete application or radiation
scan the dashboard instructs control_panel to advance the robot to complete its
task if required. After arriving at its new location the dashboard instructs the robot to
begin a scan and generate a trajectory. The GUI layout uses control_dashboard
to call the appropriate control_panel functions when the GUI buttons are pressed,
meaning all commands are passed through control_dashboard.
A.8.2 Control Panel
The control_panel node is the central controller of the system. It is responsible
for executing the commands that are passed to it through control_dashboard.
This node performs the following tasks:
 Visualization










* Via Points Within Manipulator Workspace







 Publishing Motion Commands




– Set World Coordinate Frame
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– Save Point Cloud Selection
– Load Trajectory From File
– Step Through Via Points
– Software Emergency Stop
– Set Manipulator Speed
– Manually Initiate Laser Scan
– Record Marker Location
– Load Point Cloud From File
 Internally Used Functions
– Delete Point From Point Cloud
– Find and Delete Nearest Neighbour
– Delete Points Within Area
– Calculate Vector Length
– Calculate Dot Product
– Calculate Manipulator Roll, Pitch, and Yaw for a Given Surface Normal
– Move Via Point to Workspace
– Find and Publish New Robot Goal Location
A.8.2.1 Visualization
Figures A.3 to A.6 show the visualizations that control_panel generates. The
default area the robot will apply shotcrete to is shown in teal in Figure A.3. Since
the scanner can capture some of the robot body when generating point clouds, it is
useful to automatically crop a region that is likely to contain the robot but unlikely
to contain sections of the mine surface. The auto-crop region is shown in orange in
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Figure A.3. For debugging purposes, the user may want to be aware of the keypoint
candidates the localization algorithm is using, so they are published as translucent red
boxes as seen in Figure A.6. When a trajectory is generated many of the via points
must be moved to within the manipulator’s workspace due to its small size. The
points that must be moved are shown as red points in Figure A.4 and the points that
lie within the workspace are shown in green. A visualization of the robot workspace
is available, as shown in Figure A.5.
Figure A.3: Auto-crop (orange) and auto-shotcrete (teal) area visualizations
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Figure A.4: Trajectory visualization: Surface path (red), end-effector path (green),
surface normal (blue), via points within manipulator workspace (green), and via points
outside manipulator workspace (red)
Figure A.5: Visualization of DENSO workspace
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Figure A.6: Potential keypoint candidates highlighted (red)
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A.8.2.2 Administrative Functions
Most of the administrative functions are functions that are used internally during
autonomous mode. When manually controlling the robot, they can be controlled di-
rectly. Through the use of administrative functions, the operator can manually drive
the robot to a location of their choosing, perform a scan (and either set the location
as the world coordinate frame or localize the cloud within it), generate a trajectory,
load a trajectory or point cloud from file, step through the via points one at a time,
set the manipulator speed, or initiate a software E-Stop (emergency stop) command.
The control_panel is also responsible for recording the marker location. The pro-
cess of recording a marker is presented in Section 3.4. Internally, control_panel
will calculate the marker parameters and store them in the marker file for use during
localization.
A.8.2.3 Internal Functions
In order to perform the required tasks, several internally used functions were created.
TheDeletePointFromPointCloud(), FindAndDeleteNearestNeighbour(), and
DeletePointsWithinArea() functions are used together to remove sections of a
point cloud or line of points. These functions essentially downsample the point cloud
but remove the downsampled points as they are used.
Since the manipulator workspace is small, it is difficult to test if the trajectory ex-
ecution is successful. For this reason a function that moves via points outside the
workspace to within the workspace is used. This function will move points too far for
the manipulator to reach without losing degrees-of-freedom to the edge of the dextrous
workspace. At that point, rather than using the surface normal, the end-effector aims
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in the direction defined by the vector from the workspace centre to the new via point
location. As well, there is a wedge shaped region directly behind the manipulator
base which it cannot reach, so points located within that region are moved inside the
workspace as well. These actions are performed with the help of the vector length
function.
The manipulator requires Roll-Pitch-Yaw (RPY) angles to define the end-effector ori-
entation, so control_panel calculates the corresponding RPY at each via point
based on the surface normal. To calculate the RPY, a dot product function is used.
While there are dot product functions available through the Eigen software library,
they require different data types, so a modified dot product function was used instead
of performing data type conversions on the input and output values of the Eigen dot
product function.
Once the MASS has completed scanning or shotcreting the area within its workspace,
it may be required to advance the base to a new location to complete the scanning or
shotcreting process. It does so using Algorithm A.7.
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Algorithm A.7 Base advance algorithm
1: Acquire point cloud of surroundings
2: Extract a horizontal line from the point cloud at mid_height
3: Crop any points that are within the area that was already scanned or shotcreted
4: Crop an area the size of the workspace, centred at the nearest remaining point
5: Determine surface normal at nearest remaining point, using original point cloud
for normal calculation
6: Define move_base goal using desired offset from wall
7: Define move_base orientation using cross product between Z-axis and surface
normal
8: Publish move_base goal and visualization marker
A.8.3 DENSO and Powercube Nodes
The denso_node is the software interface between the DENSO controller and the
ROS package. The node communicates with the DENSO controller via ethernet using
the bCAP communication protocol and use the WINCAPSIII format for the messages.
Once a connection has been established the node activates the remote operation task
on the controller and can begin sending commands. After initialization, the node
waits for an arm_msg message and sends the appropriate command to the controller
to achieve the desired manipulator motion. When not sending commands to the ma-
nipulator, it is reading the manipulator’s current pose so it can broadcast the data
for other nodes to receive such as the robot_state_publisher responsible for
displaying the 3D model of the robot in RViz.
The cube_node sends commands to the Powercube through a virtual serial port
created by the USB-Serial adapter connected to the system. Similar to the DENSO
node, it initializes the device and waits for cube_msg messages to instruct it to move
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the Powercube to the desired position. Like the DENSO node, it also continually
broadcasts the position of the Powercube.
A.8.4 Additional Nodes
To utilize the data structure of this package a modified version of RViz’s Selection
Tool was used. The modifications allow the tool to broadcast a point cloud message
containing the selected points. This point cloud message is used by the various ser-
vices and nodes that require user input (such as the marker or shotcrete area selection).
The robot_state_publisher node that provides the tf tree of the system was de-
signed to have a single source broadcasting the joint states over the /joint_states
topic. However, in this work there are three separate sources for joint states: the
Husky, the DENSO manipulator, and the Powercube module. To fuse the three sep-
arate joint state messages the joint_state_fusion node subscribes to all three
sources and broadcasts a single message containing the pose of all the links in the
system.
A.9 External Packages and Libraries
Some of the nodes in this work use messages or functions created for other packages.
In order for the nodes to use them, they must be added as a dependency to the
























Complete documentation of the Husky package can be found at http://wiki.
ros.org/Robots/Husky









husky_base The husky_base package provides the low level communication be-
tween ROS and the robot. It contains all the necessary drivers to allow the robot to
operate under ROS control.
husky_bringup The husky_bringup package contains a number of scripts to
that launch all the necessary packages (like husky_base) for the robot to function.
Many applications for the Husky robot are intended to be turnkey, so the bringup
package allows the designer to set what packages to launch when the robot boots
up. Using the bringup package the robot can be configured to commence its control
system as soon as it is powered on.
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husky_gazebo Gazebo is a simulation tool used in ROS. With a fully defined robot
model, Gazebo can simulate the robot in a user defined environment. If an operator
intends to test their algorithms on a Husky robot, but does not have access to a phys-
ical robot they can test their software on a simulated version of the Husky. Similarly,
if the operator wants to test their robot in a scenario that may cause damage to the
robot or in an environment they are unable to create, they can use Gazebo to test
their algorithms in simulation.
husky_viz RViz configurations can be saved and loaded by ROS. The husky_viz
package contains various configurations for RViz that optimize its configuration for
use with the Husky.
husky_control The package husky_control turns motion goals into actual
robot motion. The motion goals are published using ROS topics and the husky_
control package subscribes to these topics and moves the robot accordingly. The
motion goals can be provided directly from the operator using an input device such as
a joystick or generated from autonomous navigation packages acting on a goal location
provided by the operator. The source of the motion commands does not affect how
the package functions, so it is able to receive motion commands from a wide variety of
sources as long as the commands are formatted using the appropriate ROS message
type.
husky_description In order to visualize the robot in the RViz environment, the
robot requires a description. The robot description contains all the relevant informa-
tion about the robot parts, which way they can move, what material they are, and
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how to visually represent them. The description also contains the relevant physical
characteristics to simulate the robot in Gazebo. The husky_description pack-
age uses the Unified Robot Description Format (URDF) to describe the model for the
Husky UGV.
husky_msgs To communicate with other packages, or within the Husky packages,
custom messages for the Husky robot are used. The husky_msgs package contains
these custom messages. An example of the HuskyStatus message can be found in
Appendix D.1
husky_navigation The husky_navigation package provides configurations and
examples for using varous navigation packages with the Husky. It contains all the rel-
evant information a navigation package requires to successfuly apply the navigation
algorithm on the Husky. Parameters such as the robot’s footprint size, how far away to
stay from obstacles, what sort of behaviours to exhibit when encountering obstacles,
and what sensor information is available are contained within the configuration files.
Navigation packages configure their global and local planners with the files contained
in the husky_navigation package. The configuration file for producing costmaps
for use in navigation is shown in Appendix D.2 . The package contains launch files
to use various navigation packages with the Husky robot as well as demos that will
launch the required accompanying packages. Launch files for AMCL, GMapping,
Frontier Exploration, and Move Base packages are included as well as an empty map
for use when the robot is being simulated in Gazebo.
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A.9.2 Move Base
Complete documentation of the Move Base package can be found at http://wiki.
ros.org/move_base
Figure A.7: Overview of the move base package [130]
The move_base package takes high level commands such as a location goal and per-
forms the necessary actions to drive the robot to that location. A graphical overview
of the package is shown in Figure A.7. It divides the task among two planners, the
global planner and the local planner. The global planner is responsible for creating
the overall plan for the robot path. It uses a global costmap generated by the map
server, which holds the map generated by the SLAM algorithm or loaded from file.
The global costmap includes things like the inflation layer, which acts as a safety
buffer by creating a region surrounding any obstacles within the map that the robot
cannot enter. The local costmap is generated based on what the robot’s sensors cur-
rently detect. If a person were to walk in front of the robot they would appear in
the local costmap and the local planner would generate a path around the obstacle,
attempting to return to the path generated by the global planner. If a person or
object is placed close enough to the robot such that the robot is now within the infla-
tion layer of the obstacle, it is considered stuck. Once stuck, the robot must execute
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recovery behaviours to become unstuck. Figure A.8 shows what recovery behaviours
move_base uses to free itself. First the robot deletes obstacles from the map that
are further away than a user specified distance. If the robot is then free to move, it
will continue its navigation. If the robot is still stuck, it will rotate on the spot to
get an updated view of its surroundings. If it still cannot move it will clear the map
of all obstacles that are not within the area it needs to rotate in place. If it is still
stuck, it will rotate once more to scan its environment for obstacles. Once the second
clearing rotation is complete, if it is still unable to move, it will abort its current goal
and release a message notifying the system it was unable to reach its target location.
Figure A.8: Move base recovery behaviours [130]
A.9.3 Laser Assembler
The laser_assembler package converts the stream of laser scan data to a point
cloud. When the MASS creates a point cloud representation of its surroundings, it tells
the laser_assembler package when to start and stop recording the laser scans gen-
erated by the LMS101 LiDAR scanner. The assembler will store all of the laser scans,
along with the coordinate frame transformation from a fixed frame to the LiDAR
frame at that moment. When the point cloud scan is complete, laser_assembler
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is notified and produces a point cloud in the coordinate frame requested by the user.
Discussed further in Section 7.2.1.3, the parameter ignore_laser_skew can be set so
that each point in the laser scan is transformed using the current pose of the LiDAR
rather than transforming the whole scan at once. Accuracy can be improved if the
position of the nodding head is updated more than once during the time it takes to
perform a single point cloud scan.
A.9.4 Hector SLAM
Complete documentation of the Hector SLAM package can be found at http://
wiki.ros.org/hector_slam
The hector_slam package contains the hector_mapping package used by the
MASS to perform SLAM. The two main SLAM packages available for use with ROS
are GMapping and Hector SLAM. GMapping is a more popular algorithm, but re-
quires odometry from the robot. Hector SLAM can perform SLAM without the need
for odometry. While the MASS does measure its odometry, it is intended for use
on uneven rocky ground and odometry may not be reliable. For that reason, Hector
SLAM was chosen as the SLAM algorithm for use on the MASS. However, thanks to
the modularity that ROS offers, it is a simple task to utilize other SLAM algorithms
like GMapping on the MASS.
A.9.5 RQT Reconfigure
Complete documentation of the RQT Reconfigure package can be found at http:
//wiki.ros.org/rqt_reconfigure
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If a node has been configured with parameters that can change at runtime, rqt_
reconfigure can be used to modify them. When the user launches the Graphical
User Interface (GUI), it will poll the ROS parameter server to determine which nodes
have dynamically reconfigurable variables and what their values and acceptable ranges
are. It then presents the user with a window that shows a list of nodes on the left.
When a node is selected, the configurable parameters are shown on the right, most
often in the form of a slider bar. An example rqt_reconfigure GUI window can
be seen in Figure A.9.




Please contact the author at Michael.Wrock@uoit.net for access to an up-to-date
version of the source code.
B.1 Package.xml
ROS File B.1: Package.xml
1 <?xml ve r s i on=" 1 .0 "?>
2 <package>
3 <name>phd</name>
4 <ver s i on>0 . 0 . 0</ ve r s i on>
5 <de s c r i p t i o n>Wrock ' s PHD package</de s c r i p t i on >
6
7 <!−− One mainta iner tag requ i red , mu l t ip l e al lowed , one person per tag −−>
8 <mainta iner emai l="mike .w. rock@gmail . com">mike wrock</maintainer>
9
10
11 <!−− One l i c e n s e tag requ i red , mu l t ip l e al lowed , one l i c e n s e per tag −−>
12 <!−− Commonly used l i c e n s e s t r i n g s : −−>
13 <!−− BSD, MIT, Boost Software License , GPLv2 , GPLv3 , LGPLv2 . 1 , LGPLv3 −−>
14 <l i c e n s e >Copyright ( c ) 2018 , Michael Wrock
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15 Al l r i g h t s r e s e rved .
16
17 Red i s t r i bu t i on and use in source and binary forms , with or without
18 modi f i ca t i on , are permitted provided that the f o l l ow i ng cond i t i on s are met:
19
20 1 . Red i s t r i bu t i on s o f source code must r e t a i n the above copyr ight not i ce , t h i s
21 l i s t o f c ond i t i on s and the f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r .
22 2 . Red i s t r i bu t i on s in binary form must reproduce the above copyr ight not i ce ,
23 t h i s l i s t o f c ond i t i on s and the f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r in the documentation
24 and/or other mat e r i a l s provided with the d i s t r i b u t i o n .
25
26 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
27 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
28 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
29 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
30 ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
31 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES ;
32 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
33 ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY , OR TORT
34 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
35 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
36
37 The views and conc l u s i on s conta ined in the so f tware and documentation are those
38 o f the authors and should not be i n t e r p r e t ed as r ep r e s en t i ng o f f i c i a l p o l i c i e s ,
39 e i t h e r expres sed or impl ied , o f the phd p r o j e c t .</ l i c e n s e >
40
41
42 <!−− Url tags are opt iona l , but mutiple are al lowed , one per tag −−>
43 <!−− Optional a t t r i b u t e type can be : website , bugtracker , or r e po s i t o r y −−>
44 <!−− Example: −−>




48 <!−− Author tags are opt iona l , mutiple are al lowed , one per tag −−>
49 <!−− Authors do not have to be maint ianers , but could be −−>
50 <!−− Example: −−>
51 <!−− <author emai l="jane . doe@example . com">Jane Doe</author> −−>
52
53
54 <!−− The *_depend tags are used to s p e c i f y dependenc ies −−>
55 <!−− Dependencies can be catk in packages or system dependenc ies −−>
56 <!−− Examples: −−>
57 <!−− Use build_depend f o r packages you need at compi le t ime : −−>
58 <!−− <build_depend>message_generation</build_depend> −−>
59 <!−− Use bui ldtool_depend f o r bu i ld t o o l packages : −−>
60 <!−− <buildtool_depend>catkin </buildtool_depend> −−>
61 <!−− Use run_depend f o r packages you need at runt ime: −−>
62 <!−− <run_depend>message_runtime</run_depend> −−>
63 <!−− Use test_depend f o r packages you need only f o r t e s t i n g : −−>





69 <build_depend>diagnost ic_updater </build_depend>
70 <build_depend>schunk_libm5api</build_depend>
71 <build_depend>l ibntcan </build_depend>
72 <build_depend>l ibpcan </build_depend>
73 <build_depend>cob_srvs</build_depend>
74 <build_depend>br ics_actuator </build_depend>
75 <build_depend>diagnostic_msgs</build_depend>
76 <build_depend>control_msgs</build_depend>
77 <build_depend>ro s t e s t </build_depend>
78 <build_depend>t f </build_depend>
79 <build_depend>message_generation</build_depend>
80 <build_depend>l i bp c l−a l l−dev</build_depend>
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81 <build_depend>roscpp</build_depend>
82 <build_depend>l ibpcan </build_depend>
83 <build_depend>husky_descr ipt ion </build_depend>
84 <build_depend>p lug i n l i b </build_depend>




89 <run_depend>husky_descr ipt ion </run_depend>
90 <run_depend>l ibpcan </run_depend>
91 <run_depend>roscpp</run_depend>
92 <run_depend>l i bp c l−a l l </run_depend>
93 <run_depend>message_runtime</run_depend>
94 <run_depend>t f </run_depend>
95 <run_depend>sensor_msgs</run_depend>
96 <run_depend>urdf</run_depend>
97 <run_depend>diagnost ic_updater </run_depend>
98 <run_depend>schunk_libm5api</run_depend>
99 <run_depend>l ibntcan </run_depend>
100 <run_depend>l ibpcan </run_depend>
101 <run_depend>cob_srvs</run_depend>
102 <run_depend>br ics_actuator </run_depend>
103 <run_depend>diagnostic_msgs</run_depend>
104 <run_depend>control_msgs</run_depend>
105 <run_depend>p lug i n l i b </run_depend>




110 <!−− The export tag conta in s other , un spec i f i ed , tags −−>
111 <export>
112 <rosdoc c on f i g="${ p r e f i x }/ rosdoc . yaml"/>





ROS File B.2: plugin_description.xml
1 <l i b r a r y path=" l i b / l ibphd ">
2 <c l a s s name=" contro l_pane l /Control Panel "
3 type=" cont ro l_pane l : :Cont ro lPane l "
4 base_class_type=" r v i z : : P a n e l ">
5 <de s c r i p t i o n>
6 The user i n t e r f a c e f o r the wrock PhD package
7 </ de s c r i p t i o n>
8 </ c l a s s>
9 <c l a s s name=" rviz_plugin_marker_selector / S e l e c t i o n Tool"
10 type=" rv iz_plug in_marker_se l ec tor : :marker_se l ec tor "
11 base_class_type=" r v i z : : T o o l ">
12 <de s c r i p t i o n>
13 Fork o f the r v i z : : S e l e c t i o nT o o l :
14 Drag with the l e f t button to s e l e c t ob j e c t s in the 3D scene .
15 Hold the Alt key to change viewpoint as in the Move t o o l .
16 </ de s c r i p t i o n>
17 </ c l a s s>
18 </ l i b r a r y>
B.3 Cmakelists
ROS File B.3: CMakeLists.txt
1 cmake_minimum_required (VERSION 2 . 8 . 3 )
2 p ro j e c t (phd )
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3
4 ## Find catk in macros and l i b r a r i e s
5 ## i f COMPONENTS l i s t l i k e f ind_package ( ca tk in REQUIRED COMPONENTS xyz )
6 ## i s used , a l s o f i nd other ca tk in packages
7 f ind_package ( ca tk in REQUIRED COMPONENTS
8 roscpp
9 rospy







17 l i bn t can
18 l i bpcan
19 cob_srvs




24 mes sage_f i l t e r s
25 act ionl ib_msgs
26 l a se r_assembler
27 pc l_convers ions
28 pcl_ros
29 l i bpcan




34 f ind_package (PCL 1 .7 REQUIRED)
35 ## This p lug in i n c l ud e s Qt widgets , so we must in c lude Qt l i k e s o :
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36 f ind_package (Qt4 COMPONENTS QtCore QtGui REQUIRED)
37 i n c lude (${QT_USE_FILE})
38 i n c l ud e_d i r e c t o r i e s ( i n c lude /)
39 i n c l ud e_d i r e c t o r i e s (
40 ${catkin_INCLUDE_DIRS}
41 ${CMAKE_CURRENT_BINARY_DIR}
42 i n c lude /${PROJECT_NAME}
43 )
44 l i n k_d i r e c t o r i e s (${catkin_LIBRARY_DIRS})
45
46 i f (CMAKE_COMPILER_IS_GNUCXX)
47 #add_de f in i t i ons (− std=gnu++0x)
48 e l s e ( )
49 #add_de f in i t i ons (− std=c++0x)
50 end i f ( )
51 ## System dependenc ies are found with CMake ' s convent ions
52 # find_package ( Boost REQUIRED COMPONENTS system )
53
54 ## Uncomment t h i s i f the package has a setup . py . This macro ensure s
55 ## modules and g l oba l s c r i p t s dec l a r ed th e r e i n get i n s t a l l e d
56 ## See h t tp : // ros . org /doc/ api / ca tk in /html/user_guide /setup_dot_py . html
57 # catkin_python_setup ( )
58
59 ################################################
60 ## Declare ROS messages , s e r v i c e s and ac t i on s ##
61 ################################################
62
63 ## To dec l a r e and bu i ld messages , s e r v i c e s or a c t i on s from with in t h i s
64 ## package , f o l l ow these s t e p s :
65 ## * Let MSG_DEP_SET be the s e t o f packages whose message types you use in
66 ## your messages / s e r v i c e s / a c t i on s ( e . g . std_msgs , act ionl ib_msgs , . . . ) .
67 ## * In the f i l e package . xml:
68 ## * add a build_depend tag f o r "message_generation "
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69 ## * add a build_depend and a run_depend tag f o r each package in MSG_DEP_SET
70 ## * I f MSG_DEP_SET i sn ' t empty the f o l l ow i n g dependency has been pu l l ed in
71 ## but can be dec l a r ed f o r c e r t a i n t y non e t h e l e s s :
72 ## * add a run_depend tag f o r "message_runtime"
73 ## * In t h i s f i l e ( CMakeLists . txt ) :
74 ## * add "message_generation " and every package in MSG_DEP_SET to
75 ## find_package ( ca tk in REQUIRED COMPONENTS . . . )
76 ## * add "message_runtime" and every package in MSG_DEP_SET to
77 ## catkin_package (CATKIN_DEPENDS . . . )
78 ## * uncomment the add_*_f i l e s s e c t i o n s below as needed
79 ## and l i s t every .msg / . s rv / . a c t i on f i l e to be proce s sed
80 ## * uncomment the generate_messages entry below
81 ## * add every package in MSG_DEP_SET to generate_messages (DEPENDENCIES . . . )
82 generate_dynamic_reconf igure_options (
83 c f g /param_config . c f g
84 c f g / l o c a l i z e_c on f i g . c f g
85 c f g / t r a j e c t o ry_con f i g . c f g
86 )
87 ## Generate messages in the 'msg ' f o l d e r




92 t ra j e c to ry_po in t . msg
93 trajectory_msg .msg
94 t ra j e c to ry_ar ray .msg
95
96 )
97 ## Generate s e r v i c e s in the ' s rv ' f o l d e r
98 add_se rv i c e_f i l e s (
99 FILES
100 l o c a l i z e_c l oud . s rv
101 th i ckne s s_se rv i c e . s rv
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102 s imp l e_tra j e c to ry_se rv i c e . s rv
103 empty . s rv
104 )
105










116 ## catk in s p e c i f i c c on f i gu r a t i on ##
117 ###################################
118 ## The catkin_package macro gene ra t e s cmake con f i g f i l e s f o r your package
119 ## Declare th ing s to be passed to dependent p r o j e c t s
120 ## INCLUDE_DIRS: uncomment t h i s i f you package conta in s header f i l e s
121 ## LIBRARIES: l i b r a r i e s you c r ea t e in t h i s p r o j e c t that dependent p r o j e c t s a l s o need
122 ## CATKIN_DEPENDS: catkin_packages dependent p r o j e c t s a l s o need
123 ## DEPENDS: system dependenc ies o f t h i s p r o j e c t that dependent p r o j e c t s a l s o need
124 catkin_package (
125 DEPENDS # TODO
126 INCLUDE_DIRS
127 common/ inc lude
128 i n c lude





134 t f s
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135 urd f s
136 diagnost i c_updaters
137 schunk_libm5apis
138 l i bn t c an s
139 l i bpcan s
140 cob_srvss













154 ## Spec i f y add i t i o na l l o c a t i o n s o f header f i l e s
155 ## Your package l o c a t i o n s should be l i s t e d be f o r e other l o c a t i o n s
156 i n c l ud e_d i r e c t o r i e s (common/ inc lude inc lude ${PCL_INCLUDE_DIRS} ${Boost_INCLUDE_DIRS}
${catkin_INCLUDE_DIRS})
157 i n c l ud e_d i r e c t o r i e s (${dynamic_reconfigure_PACKAGE_PATH}/cmake/ c f gbu i l d . cmake )
158 l i n k_d i r e c t o r i e s (${PCL_LIBRARY_DIRS})
159
160 # De f i n i t i o n s
161 add_de f in i t i ons (−D_USE_LINUX_API)
162
163 qt4_wrap_cpp (MOC_FILES
164 i n c lude / contro l_pane l . hpp
165 i n c lude / control_dashboard . h




169 s e t (SOURCE_FILES
170 s r c / contro l_pane l . cpp
171 s r c / control_dashboard . cpp
172 s r c /marker_se lector . cpp
173 s r c /bcap_common . c
174 s r c /dn_com . c
175 s r c /dn_common . c
176 s r c /dn_device . c
177 s r c /dn_socket . c
178 s r c /dn_tcp . c
179 s r c /dn_thread . c
180 s r c /dn_udp . c
181 s r c / bcap_cl ient . c
182 ${MOC_FILES}
183 )
184 s e t (${PROJECT_NAME}_UIS
185 s r c / contro l_pane l . u i
186 )
187 QT4_ADD_RESOURCES(QT_RESOURCES inc lude / ui_resource . qrc )
188 qt4_wrap_ui (${PROJECT_NAME}_UIS_H ${${PROJECT_NAME}_UIS})
189
190 add_executable ( cube_node s r c /cube_node . cpp )
191 add_executable ( denso_node s r c /denso_node . cpp )
192 add_executable ( jo int_fus ion_node s r c / j o in t_sta t e_fus i on . cpp )
193 add_executable ( c l oud_ l o c a l i z e r s r c / po i n t c l oud_ lo ca l i z a t i on_se rv i c e . cpp )
194 add_executable ( th i ckne s s_se rve r s r c / th i ckne s s_se rv i c e . cpp )
195 add_executable ( s imp le_tra j ec to ry_server s r c / s imp l e_tra j e c to ry_se rv i c e . cpp )
196 add_executable ( s a v e s e l e c t i o n s r c / s a v e s e l e c t i o n . cpp )
197







204 # Cl i en t l i b r a r y
205 add_library ( bcap_cl ient
206 s r c /bcap_common . c
207 s r c /dn_com . c
208 s r c /dn_common . c
209 s r c /dn_device . c
210 s r c /dn_socket . c
211 s r c /dn_tcp . c
212 s r c /dn_thread . c
213 s r c /dn_udp . c
214 s r c / bcap_cl ient . c
215 )
216 ## Set the d e f au l t path f o r b u i l t l i b r a r i e s to the " l i b " d i r e c t o r y
217 s e t (CATKIN_PACKAGE_LIB_DESTINATION ${PROJECT_SOURCE_DIR}/ l i b )
218
219 t a r g e t_ l i n k_ l i b r a r i e s (${PROJECT_NAME} ${QT_LIBRARIES} ${catkin_LIBRARIES})
220 t a r g e t_ l i n k_ l i b r a r i e s ( bcap_cl ient ${catkin_LIBRARIES})
221 t a r g e t_ l i n k_ l i b r a r i e s ( cube_node ${catkin_LIBRARIES})
222 t a r g e t_ l i n k_ l i b r a r i e s ( c l oud_ l o c a l i z e r ${catkin_LIBRARIES} ${PCL_LIBRARIES})
223 t a r g e t_ l i n k_ l i b r a r i e s ( th i ckne s s_se rve r ${catkin_LIBRARIES} ${PCL_LIBRARIES})
224 t a r g e t_ l i n k_ l i b r a r i e s ( s imple_tra j ec to ry_server ${catkin_LIBRARIES} ${PCL_LIBRARIES})
225 t a r g e t_ l i n k_ l i b r a r i e s ( jo int_fusion_node ${catkin_LIBRARIES})
226 t a r g e t_ l i n k_ l i b r a r i e s ( denso_node bcap_cl ient ${catkin_LIBRARIES})
227 t a r g e t_ l i n k_ l i b r a r i e s ( s a v e s e l e c t i o n ${catkin_LIBRARIES})
228 s e t_targe t_proper t i e s ( cube_node PROPERTIES COMPILE_FLAGS "−D__LINUX__ −DUSE_ESD" )
229
230
231 add_dependencies ( c l oud_ l o c a l i z e r phd_EXPORTED_TARGETS phd_generate_messages_cpp phd_gencpp
phd_gencfg )
228
232 add_dependencies ( th i ckne s s_se rve r phd_EXPORTED_TARGETS phd_generate_messages_cpp phd_gencpp
phd_gencfg )
233 add_dependencies ( s imp le_tra j ec to ry_server phd_EXPORTED_TARGETS phd_generate_messages_cpp
phd_gencpp phd_gencfg )
234 add_dependencies ( cube_node phd_EXPORTED_TARGETS phd_generate_messages_cpp )
235 add_dependencies ( denso_node phd_EXPORTED_TARGETS phd_generate_messages_cpp )
236
237
238 i n s t a l l (TARGETS
239 ${PROJECT_NAME}
240 ARCHIVE DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_LIB_DESTINATION}
241 LIBRARY DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_LIB_DESTINATION}
242 RUNTIME DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_BIN_DESTINATION}
243 )
244 i n s t a l l (FILES
245 p lug in_desc r ip t i on . xml
246 DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_SHARE_DESTINATION})
247
248 i n s t a l l (




ROS File B.4: main.launch
1 <launch>
2
3 <!−−− Run de s c r i p t i o n −−>
4 <inc lude f i l e="$( f i nd wrock_husky_description ) / launch/ d e s c r i p t i o n . launch" />
5
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6 <!−−− Run husky base −−>
7 <!−− Husky harware d r i v e r −−>
8 <node pkg="husky_base" type="husky_node" name="husky_node">
9 <rosparam subst_value=" true ">
10 po r t : /dev/ s e r i a l /by−id /usb−FTDI_UC232R_FTUSXZW7−i f 0 0−port0
11
12 cont ro l_f r equency : 10 .0
13 d iagnos t i c_ f r equency : 1 . 0
14
15 max_acce lerat ion : 3 . 0
16 max_speed: 1 . 0
17 wheel_diameter: 0 .3555
18 po l l i ng_t imeout : 10 .0
19 </rosparam>
20 </node>
21 <inc lude f i l e="$( f i nd husky_control ) / launch/ con t r o l . launch" />
22 <inc lude f i l e="$( f i nd husky_control ) / launch/ t e l e op . launch" />
23
24 <!−−− Run um6 −−>
25 <node pkg="um6" type="um6_driver" name="um6_driver">
26 <param name="port " type=" s t r i n g "
value="/dev/ s e r i a l /by−id /usb−FTDI_TTL232R−3V3_FTG3VBFM−i f 0 0−port0 "/>
27 <param name="mag_updates" type="bool " va lue=" f a l s e "/>
28 </node>
29
30 <!−−− Run Move Base −−>
31
32 <arg name="no_static_map" de f au l t=" f a l s e "/>
33
34 <arg name="base_global_planner " d e f au l t="navfn/NavfnROS"/>
35 <arg name="base_local_planner " d e f au l t="dwa_local_planner/DWAPlannerROS"/>
36
37 <node pkg="move_base" type="move_base" respawn=" f a l s e " name="move_base" output=" sc r e en ">
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38
39 <param name="base_global_planner " value="$( arg base_global_planner ) "/>
40 <param name="base_local_planner " value="$( arg base_local_planner ) "/>
41 <rosparam f i l e="$( f i nd husky_navigation ) / c on f i g / planner . yaml" command=" load "/>
42
43 <!−− obse rvat i on sourc e s l o ca t ed in costmap_common . yaml −−>
44 <rosparam f i l e="$( f i nd husky_navigation ) / c on f i g /costmap_common . yaml" command=" load "
ns="global_costmap" />
45 <rosparam f i l e="$( f i nd husky_navigation ) / c on f i g /costmap_common . yaml" command=" load "
ns=" local_costmap" />
46
47 <!−− l o c a l costmap , needs s i z e −−>
48 <rosparam f i l e="$( f i nd husky_navigation ) / c on f i g / costmap_local . yaml" command=" load "
ns=" local_costmap" />
49 <param name=" local_costmap/width" value=" 10 .0 "/>
50 <param name=" local_costmap/ he ight " value=" 10 .0 "/>
51
52 <!−− s t a t i c g l oba l costmap , s t a t i c map prov ides s i z e −−>
53 <rosparam f i l e="$( f i nd husky_navigation ) / c on f i g / costmap_global_stat ic . yaml"
command=" load " ns="global_costmap" un l e s s="$( arg no_static_map ) "/>
54
55 <!−− g l oba l costmap with l a s e r , f o r odom_navigation_demo −−>
56 <rosparam f i l e="$( f i nd husky_navigation ) / c on f i g / costmap_global_laser . yaml" command=" load "
ns="global_costmap" i f="$( arg no_static_map ) "/>
57 <param name="global_costmap/width" value=" 100 .0 " i f="$( arg no_static_map ) "/>
58 <param name="global_costmap/ he ight " value=" 100 .0 " i f="$( arg no_static_map ) "/>
59 <param name=" recovery_behavior_enabled " value=" f a l s e "/>




64 <!−−− Laser Scanner−−>
65
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66 <arg name="host " d e f au l t=" 192 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 2 " />
67 <node pkg="lms1xx" name="lms1xx" type="LMS1xx_node" output = " sc r e en ">
68 <param name="host " value="$( arg host ) " />
69 </node>
70
71 <!−−− Laser f i l t e r s−−>
72
73 <node pkg=" l a s e r _ f i l t e r s " type=" scan_to_scan_fi lter_chain "
74 name=" l a s e r _ f i l t e r " output = " sc r e en ">
75 <rosparam command=" load " f i l e="$( f i nd phd) / c f g /my_laser_config . yaml" />
76 <remap from=" scan" to=" scan_un f i l t e r ed " />
77 <remap from=" s c an_ f i l t e r ed " to=" scan" />
78 </node>
79
80 <!−−− Run l o c a l l a s e r assembler −−>
81
82 <node type=" laser_scan_assembler " pkg=" laser_assembler " name="my_assembler">
83 <param name="max_scans" type=" in t " value="10000" />
84 <param name=" fixed_frame" type=" s t r i n g " value=" base_footpr int " />
85 <param name="tf_cache_time_secs " type="double " value=" 30 .0 " />
86 </node>
87
88 <!−−− Run Powercube node−−>
89
90 <node name="cube_node" pkg="phd" type="cube_node" output=" sc r e en " />
91
92 <!−−− Run Denso node−−>
93
94 <node name="denso_node" pkg="phd" type="denso_node" output=" sc r e en " />
95
96 <!−−− Run Jo int State Fusion node−−>
97
98 <node name=" joint_fusion_node " pkg="phd" type=" joint_fus ion_node " output=" sc r e en " />
232
99
100 <!−− hector mapping −−>
101
102 <node pkg="hector_mapping" type="hector_mapping" name="hector_mapping" output=" sc r e en ">
103 <param name="base_frame" type=" s t r i n g " value=" base_footpr int " />
104 </node>
105
106 <!−−− Run rv i z −−>
107
108 <node name=" rv i z " pkg=" r v i z " type=" r v i z " r equ i r ed="True" output=" sc r e en " args="−d $( f i nd
phd) / c f g / rviz_main . r v i z ">
109 </node>
110
111 <!−−− Run l o c a l i z a t i o n s e r v i c e −−>
112
113 <node type=" c l oud_ l o c a l i z e r " pkg="phd" name=" l o c a l i z a t i o n_ s e r v i c e " output=" sc r e en ">
114 </node>
115
116 <!−−− Run t r a j e c t o r y s e r v i c e −−>
117
118 <node type=" t r a j e c t o ry_se rv e r " pkg="phd" name=" t r a j e c t o r y_s e r v i c e " output=" sc r e en " >
119 </node>
120
121 <!−−− Run th i ckne s s s e r v i c e −−>
122
123 <node type=" th i cknes s_se rve r " pkg="phd" name=" th i ckne s s_se rv i c e " output=" sc r e en ">
124 </node>
125
126 <!−−− Run dynamicreconf igure −−>
127





132 <!−−− Transform pub l i sh e r to cent r e map in world−−>
133
134 <node pkg=" t f " type=" stat i c_trans fo rm_publ i sher " name="world_map_broadcaster" args="0 0 0 0
0 0 1 world map 100" />
135
136 </ launch>
ROS File B.5: simulation.launch
1 <launch>
2
3 <!−−− Run de s c r i p t i o n −−>
4 <inc lude f i l e="$( f i nd wrock_husky_description ) / launch/ d e s c r i p t i o n . launch" />
5
6
7 <!−−− Run l o c a l i z a t i o n s e r v i c e −−>
8 <node type=" c l oud_ l o c a l i z e r " pkg="phd" name=" l o c a l i z a t i o n_ s e r v i c e " output=" sc r e en ">
9 </node>
10 <!−−− Run th i ckne s s s e r v i c e −−>
11 <node type=" th i cknes s_se rve r " pkg="phd" name=" th i ckne s s_se rv i c e " output=" sc r e en ">
12 </node>
13
14 <!−−− Run t r a j e c t o r y s e r v i c e −−>
15 <node type=" t r a j e c t o ry_se rv e r " pkg="phd" name=" t r a j e c t o r y_s e r v i c e " output=" sc r e en "
r equ i r ed="True">
16 </node>
17
18 <!−−− Run rv i z −−>
19 <node name=" rv i z " pkg=" r v i z " type=" r v i z " r equ i r ed="True" output=" sc r e en " args="−d $( f i nd
phd) / c f g / rviz_debug . r v i z " clear_params=" true ">
20 </node>
21 <node pkg=" t f " type=" stat i c_trans fo rm_publ i sher " name=" l ink1_broadcaste r " args="0 0 0 0 0 0 1




24 <!−−− Run Jo int State Fusion node−−>
25 <node name=" joint_fusion_node " pkg="phd" type=" joint_fus ion_node " output=" sc r e en " />
26
27 <!−−− Run dynamicreconf igure −−>




ROS File B.6: Control Panel Configuration File param_config.cfg
1 #!/ usr /bin /env python
2 PACKAGE = "phd"
3
4 from dynamic_reconf igure . parameter_generator_catkin import *
5
6 gen = ParameterGenerator ( )
7
8 gen . add ( "cloud_name" , str_t , 0 , "Cloud Save Filename" , " c loud " )
9 gen . add ( "cloud_number" , int_t , 0 , "Cloud Alignment Number" , 1 , 0 , 10)
10
11 gen . add ( " intens ity_min " , int_t , 0 , "Marker I n t en s i y Cutof f " , 900 , 0 , 3000)
12 gen . add ( " intensity_max" , int_t , 0 , "Marker I n t en s i y Cutof f " , 3000 , 0 , 3000)
13 gen . add ( " pose_o f f s e t " , double_t , 0 , " O f f s e t From Wall f o r Robot Pose" , 1 , 0 , 10)
14 gen . add ( " i n i t_c l e a r " , bool_t , 0 , "Clear Map on I n i t " , True )
15
16 group1 = gen . add_group ( "Keep" , type=" c o l l a p s e " , s t a t e = True )
17 group1 . add ( "auto_crop_max_x" , double_t , 0 , "Max X value when auto−cropping f o r
t r a j e c t o r y group1erat ion " , . 6 , −10, 10)
235
18 group1 . add ( "auto_crop_min_x" , double_t , 0 , "Min X value when auto−cropping f o r
t r a j e c t o r y gene ra t i on " , 0 , −10, 10)
19 group1 . add ( "auto_crop_max_y" , double_t , 0 , "Max Y value when auto−cropping f o r
t r a j e c t o r y gene ra t i on " , 2 , −10, 10)
20 group1 . add ( "auto_crop_min_y" , double_t , 0 , "Min Y value when auto−cropping f o r
t r a j e c t o r y gene ra t i on " , −.5 , −10, 10)
21 group1 . add ( "auto_crop_max_z" , double_t , 0 , "Max Z value when auto−cropping f o r
t r a j e c t o r y gene ra t i on " , 1 . 6 , −10, 10)
22 group1 . add ( "auto_crop_min_z" , double_t , 0 , "Min Z value when auto−cropping f o r
t r a j e c t o r y gene ra t i on " , . 7 , −10, 10)
23 group3 = gen . add_group ( "Occlude" , type=" c o l l a p s e " , s t a t e = True )
24 group3 . add ( "auto_occlude_max_x" , double_t , 0 , "Max X value when auto−cropping f o r
nearby ob j e c t s " , . 5 , −10, 10)
25 group3 . add ( "auto_occlude_min_x" , double_t , 0 , "Min X value when auto−cropping f o r
nearby ob j e c t s " , −2, −10, 10)
26 group3 . add ( "auto_occlude_max_y" , double_t , 0 , "Max Y value when auto−cropping f o r
nearby ob j e c t s " , . 5 , −10, 10)
27 group3 . add ( "auto_occlude_min_y" , double_t , 0 , "Min Y value when auto−cropping f o r
nearby ob j e c t s " , −.5 , −10, 10)
28 group3 . add ( "auto_occlude_max_z" , double_t , 0 , "Max Z value when auto−cropping f o r
nearby ob j e c t s " , 1 . 5 , −10, 10)
29 group3 . add ( "auto_occlude_min_z" , double_t , 0 , "Min Z value when auto−cropping f o r
nearby ob j e c t s " , 0 , −10, 10)
30
31 e x i t ( gen . generate (PACKAGE, " contro l_pane l " , "Param" ) )
ROS File B.7: Localization Configuration File localize_config.cfg
1 #!/ usr /bin /env python
2 PACKAGE = "phd"
3
4 from dynamic_reconf igure . parameter_generator_catkin import *
5
6 gen = ParameterGenerator ( )
236
7
8 gen . add ( " accuracy " , double_t , 0 , "Marker Point Accuracy" , 0 . 01 , 0 , 1)
9 gen . add ( " c l u s t e r_ s i z e " , double_t , 0 , " Clus te r S i z e " , 0 . 06 , 0 , . 1 5 )
10 gen . add ( " crop_height " , double_t , 0 , "Crop above t h i s po int " , 1 . 6 , −100, 100)
11 gen . add ( " intens ity_min " , int_t , 0 , "Marker I n t en s i y Cutof f " , 900 , 0 , 3000)
12 gen . add ( " intensity_max" , int_t , 0 , "Marker I n t en s i y Cutof f " , 2000 , 0 , 3000)
13
14
15 e x i t ( gen . generate (PACKAGE, " l o c a l i z a t i o n_ s e r v i c e " , " Loca l i z e " ) )
ROS File B.8: Trajectory Generation Configuration File trajectory_config.cfg
1 #!/ usr /bin /env python
2 PACKAGE = "phd"
3
4 from dynamic_reconf igure . parameter_generator_catkin import *
5
6 gen = ParameterGenerator ( )
7
8 gen . add ( "workspace" , double_t , 0 , "Workspace width" , 0 . 5 , 0 , 10)
9 gen . add ( " height_step " , double_t , 0 , "Height s tep " , 0 . 25 , 0 , 10)
10 gen . add ( "max_height" , double_t , 0 , "Maximum reachab l e he ight " , 1 . 3 , 0 , 10)
11 gen . add ( "mid_height" , double_t , 0 , "Midpoint to c a l c u l a t e r i b s on" , . 7 5 , 0 , 10)
12 gen . add ( " o f f s e t " , double_t , 0 , "Distance from wal l to end e f f e c t o r " , 0 . 3 , 0 , 10)
13 gen . add ( " s l i c e_ th i c kn e s s " , double_t , 0 , "Thickness o f r i b s " , 0 . 03 , 0 , 10)
14 gen . add ( " v ia_distance " , double_t , 0 , "Distance between v ia po in t s " , 0 . 2 , 0 , 10)
15 gen . add ( "rib_downsampling" , double_t , 0 , "Distance between r i b po in t s " , 0 . 05 , 0 , 10)
16 gen . add ( " r ib_spac ing " , double_t , 0 , "Distance between r i b s " , 0 . 05 , 0 , 10)
17 gen . add ( "approx_roof_height " , double_t , 0 , "Limit f o r Z value to only use Z f o r
d i s t ance " , 1 , 0 , 10)
18 gen . add ( " r ib_to l e rance " , double_t , 0 , "maximim d i s t anc e a r i b po int can be from ta rg e t
po int " , 0 . 05 , 0 , 10)
19 gen . add ( "max_rib_length" , double_t , 0 , "maximum d i s t anc e along r i b to c a l c u l a t e
t r a j e c t o r y po in t s " , 2 . 26 , 0 , 10)
237
20
21 e x i t ( gen . generate (PACKAGE, " t r a j e c t o r y_s e r v i c e " , " Tra jec tory " ) )
ROS File B.9: LiDAR Filter Configuration File laser_config.yaml
1 s can_f i l t e r_cha in :
2 − name : range
3 type : l a s e r _ f i l t e r s / LaserScanRangeFi l ter
4 params :
5 lower_threshold : 0 .04
6 upper_threshold : . i n f
7 − name : ang le
8 type : l a s e r _ f i l t e r s /LaserScanAngularBoundsFi lter
9 params :
10 lower_angle : −. i n f
11 upper_angle : 1
12 − name : i n t e n s i t y
13 type : l a s e r _ f i l t e r s / La s e r S c an In t en s i t yF i l t e r
14 params :
15 lower_threshold : 0
16 upper_threshold : 3000
17 disp_histogram : 0
B.6 URDF
ROS File B.10: base.urdf.xacro
1 <?xml ve r s i on=" 1 .0 "?>
2 <robot
3 xmlns :x i=" ht tp : //www.w3 . org /2001/XInclude"
4 xmlns:gazebo=" ht tp : // p l ay e r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#gz"
5 xmlns:model=" ht tp : // p l aye r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#model"
6 xmlns : s ensor=" ht tp : // p l ay e r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#senso r "
238
7 xmlns:body=" ht tp : // p l aye r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#body"
8 xmlns:geom=" ht tp : // p l ay e r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#geom"
9 xmln s : j o i n t=" ht tp : // p l aye r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#j o i n t "
10 xm ln s : c on t r o l l e r=" ht tp : // p l ay e r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#c o n t r o l l e r "
11 xm ln s : i n t e r f a c e=" ht tp : // p l aye r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#i n t e r f a c e "
12 xmlns : r ender ing=" ht tp : // p l aye r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#render ing "
13 xmlns : r enderab l e=" ht tp : // p l ay e r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#renderab l e "
14 xmlns :phys i c s=" ht tp : // p l ay e r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#phys i c s "
15 xmlns :xacro=" ht tp : // ro s . org /wik i / xacro " name="husky">
16
17 <!−− Inc luded URDF/XACRO F i l e s −−>
18 <xac r o : i n c l ud e f i l ename="$( f i nd wrock_husky_description ) / urdf /mat e r i a l s . urd f . xacro " />
19 <xac r o : i n c l ud e f i l ename="$( f i nd wrock_husky_description ) / urdf /wheel . urd f . xacro " />
20 <xac r o : i n c l ud e f i l ename="$( f i nd wrock_husky_description ) / urdf / par t s . urd f . xacro " />
21
22 <!−− PROPERTY LIST −−>
23 <!−− Wheel Mounting Po s i t i on s −−>
24 <xacro :p rope r ty name="wheelbase " value=" 0.5120 " />
25 <xacro :p rope r ty name=" track " value=" 0.5708 " />
26 <xacro :p rope r ty name="whee l_ve r t i c a l_o f f s e t " value=" 0.03282 " />
27
28 <!−− Wheel Prope r t i e s −−>
29 <xacro :p rope r ty name="wheel_length" value=" 0.1143 " />
30 <xacro :p rope r ty name="wheel_radius " value=" 0.17775 " />
31
32 <!−−Al l un i t s in m−kg−s−rad ians un i t system −−>
33 <property name="M_PI" value="3.1415926535897931 " />
34
35 <!−− Main Body−base−−>
36 <!−− Locat ion o f com : cente r o f mass −−>
37 <property name="base_x_com" value="−0.08748000" />
38 <property name="base_y_com" value="−0.00085000" />
39 <property name="base_z_com" value=" 0.09947000 " />
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40
41 <!−− S i z e o f the base−−>
42 <property name="base_x_size" value=" 0.98740000 " />
43 <property name="base_y_size" value=" 0.57090000 " />
44 <property name="base_z_size " value=" 0.24750000 " />
45
46 <!−−Weight o f the base−−>
47 <property name="base_mass" value=" 33.45489000 " /> <!−− in kg−−>
48
49 <!−−I n e r t i a l va lue s f o r the base at c ente r o f mass , a l i gned with coord inate system . Units
are kg*m^2−−>
50 <property name="base_ixx_com_cs" value=" 0.60216370 " />
51 <property name="base_ixy_com_cs" value="−0.02364198" />
52 <property name="base_ixz_com_cs" value="−0.11972132" />
53 <property name="base_iyy_com_cs" value=" 1.73859574 " />
54 <property name="base_iyz_com_cs" value="−0.00154437" />
55 <property name="base_izz_com_cs" value=" 2.02955229 " />
56
57 <!−− BASE−FOOTPRINT −−>
58 <!−− base_footpr int i s a f i c t i t i o u s l i n k ( frame ) that i s on the ground r i gh t below
base_l ink o r i g i n , nav igat ion stack depends on t h i s frame −−>
59 <l i n k name=" base_footpr int ">
60 <i n e r t i a l>
61 <mass value=" 0.0001 " />
62 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" />
63 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.0001 " ixy=" 0 .0 " i x z=" 0 .0 "
64 iyy=" 0.0001 " i y z=" 0 .0 "
65 i z z=" 0.0001 " />
66 </ i n e r t i a l>
67
68 <v i s u a l>
69 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
70 <geometry>
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71 <box s i z e=" 0.001 0 .001 0 .001 " />
72 </geometry>
73 </ v i s u a l>
74 </ l i n k>
75
76 <gazebo r e f e r e n c e=" base_footpr int ">
77 <turnGravityOff>f a l s e</ turnGravityOff>
78 </gazebo>
79
80 <j o i n t name=" base_footpr int_jo int " type=" f i x ed ">
81 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 ${wheel_x_size /2 − base_z_origin_to_wheel_origin }" rpy="0 0 0" />
82 <parent l i n k=" base_footpr int "/>
83 <ch i l d l i n k="base_link " />
84 </ j o i n t>
85
86 <!−− BASE−LINK −−>
87 <!−−Actual body/ ch a s s i s o f the robot−−>
88 <l i n k name="base_link ">
89 <i n e r t i a l>
90 <mass value="${base_mass}" />
91 <!−−This i s the pose o f the i n e r t i a l r e f e r e n c e frame , r e l a t i v e to the l i n k
r e f e r e n c e frame . The o r i g i n o f the i n e r t i a l r e f e r e n c e frame needs to be at the cente r o f
g rav i ty . The axes o f the i n e r t i a l r e f e r e n c e frame do not need to be a l i gned with the
p r i n c i p a l axes o f the i n e r t i a .−−>
92 <o r i g i n xyz="${base_x_com} ${base_y_com} ${base_z_com}" />
93 <!−−The 3x3 r o t a t i o n a l i n e r t i a matrix . Because the r o t a t i o n a l i n e r t i a matrix i s
symmetric , only 6 above−d iagona l e lements o f t h i s matrix are s p e c i f i e d here , us ing the
a t t r i b u t e s ixx , ixy , ixz , iyy , iyz , i z z .−−>
94 <i n e r t i a ixx="${base_ixx_com_cs}" ixy="${base_ixy_com_cs}"
ix z="${base_ixz_com_cs}"
95 iyy="${base_iyy_com_cs}" iy z="${base_iyz_com_cs}" i z z="${base_izz_com_cs}" />
96 </ i n e r t i a l>
97
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98 <v i s u a l>
99 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
100 <geometry>
101 <mesh f i l ename="package : //wrock_husky_description/meshes/ base_l ink . s t l " />
102 </geometry>
103 <mate r i a l name="Black" />
104 </ v i s u a l>
105
106 <c o l l i s i o n>
107 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 ${wheel_x_size /2 − base_z_origin_to_wheel_origin − 0 .02} " rpy="0 0 0 "
/>
108 <geometry>
109 <box s i z e = "${base_x_size+0.02} ${base_y_size} ${ base_z_size + 0.02} "/> <!−−making
i t s l i g h t l y b igge r in x and z d i r e c t i o n−−>
110 </geometry>
111 </ c o l l i s i o n>
112 </ l i n k>
113 <gazebo r e f e r e n c e="base_l ink ">
114 <mater i a l>Gazebo/FlatBlack</mate r i a l>
115 <turnGravityOff>f a l s e</ turnGravityOff>
116 </gazebo>
117
118 <!−− WHEEL macros
119 <husky_wheel fb="back" l r=" l e f t " parent="base_l ink " t rans la teX="−1" t rans la teY="1"
f l i pY="−1"/>
120 <husky_wheel fb="back" l r=" r i gh t " parent="base_l ink " t rans la teX="−1" t rans la teY="−1"
f l i pY="−1"/>
121 <husky_wheel fb=" f r on t " l r=" l e f t " parent="base_l ink " t rans la teX="1" t rans la teY="1"
f l i pY="−1"/>
122 <husky_wheel fb=" f r on t " l r=" r i gh t " parent="base_l ink " t rans la teX="1" t rans la teY="−1"




125 <!−− Husky wheel macros −−>
126 <xacro:husky_wheel whee l_pref ix=" f r on t_ l e f t ">
127 <o r i g i n xyz="${wheelbase /2} ${ track /2} ${ whee l_ve r t i c a l_o f f s e t }" rpy="0 0 0" />
128 </xacro:husky_wheel>
129 <xacro:husky_wheel whee l_pref ix=" f ront_r ight ">
130 <o r i g i n xyz="${wheelbase /2} ${− t rack /2} ${ whee l_ve r t i c a l_o f f s e t }" rpy="0 0 0" />
131 </xacro:husky_wheel>
132 <xacro:husky_wheel whee l_pref ix=" r e a r_ l e f t ">
133 <o r i g i n xyz="${−wheelbase /2} ${ track /2} ${ whee l_ve r t i c a l_o f f s e t }" rpy="0 0 0" />
134 </xacro:husky_wheel>
135 <xacro:husky_wheel whee l_pref ix=" rear_r ight ">




140 <!−− DECORATIONS −−>
141 <!−− Top Plate −−>
142 <husky_part parent=" base_footpr int " name=" top_plate " mesh=" top_plate "
143 co l our="Yellow"
144 t rans la teX=" 0 .0 " t rans la teY=" 0 .0 " t r an s l a t eZ="${wheel_x_size /2 −
base_z_origin_to_wheel_origin }"
145 rotateX=" 0 .0 " rotateY=" 0 .0 " rotateZ=" 0 .0 "/>
146 <gazebo r e f e r e n c e="base_footprint_top_plate_part ">
147 <mater i a l>Gazebo/Yellow</mate r i a l>
148 </gazebo>
149
150 <!−− User Rai l −−>
151 <husky_part parent=" base_footpr int " name=" us e r_ra i l " mesh=" us e r_ra i l "
152 co l our="DarkGray"
153 t rans la teX=" 0.272 " t rans la teY=" 0 .0 " t r an s l a t eZ=" ${0.245 + wheel_x_size /2 −
base_z_origin_to_wheel_origin }"
154 rotateX=" 0 .0 " rotateY=" 0 .0 " rotateZ=" 0 .0 "/>
155 <gazebo r e f e r e n c e="base_footpr int_user_rai l_part ">
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156 <mater i a l>Gazebo/Grey</mate r i a l>
157 </gazebo>
158
159 <!−− Bumpers −−>
160 <husky_part parent=" base_footpr int " name="front_bumper" mesh="bumper"
161 co l our="DarkGray"
162 t rans la teX=" 0.490 " t rans la teY=" 0 .0 " t r an s l a t eZ=" ${0.091 + wheel_x_size /2 −
base_z_origin_to_wheel_origin }"
163 rotateX=" 0 .0 " rotateY=" 0 .0 " rotateZ=" 0 .0 "/>
164 <gazebo r e f e r e n c e="base_footprint_front_bumper_part ">
165 <mater i a l>Gazebo/FlatBlack</mate r i a l>
166 </gazebo>
167 <husky_part parent=" base_footpr int " name="rear_bumper" mesh="bumper"
168 co l our="DarkGray"
169 t rans la teX="−0.48" t rans la teY=" 0 .0 " t r an s l a t eZ=" ${0.091 + wheel_x_size /2 −
base_z_origin_to_wheel_origin }"
170 rotateX=" 0 .0 " rotateY=" 0 .0 " rotateZ=" 3 .14 "/>
171 <gazebo r e f e r e n c e="base_footprint_rear_bumper_part">




176 <plug in name=" husky_di f f_cont ro l l e r " f i l ename=" libhusky_gazebo_plugins . so ">
177 <alwaysOn>true</alwaysOn>
178 <updateRate>100 .0</updateRate>
179 <backLe f tJo int>joint_back_left_wheel</ backLe f tJo int>
180 <backRightJoint>joint_back_right_wheel</backRightJoint>
181 <f r on tL e f t J o i n t>jo int_front_le f t_whee l</ f r on tL e f t J o i n t>
182 <frontR ightJo in t>jo int_front_right_wheel</ f ron tR igh tJo in t>







189 <!−− POWERCUBES −−>
190
191 <property name="base_cube_origin_x" value=" . 1 " />
192 <property name="base_cube_origin_y" value=" .15 " />
193 <property name="base_cube_origin_z" value=" . 4 " />
194
195 <!−− Angle connector −−>
196 <l i n k name="angle_connector ">
197 <i n e r t i a l>
198 <mass value=" 0.0001 " />
199 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" />
200 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.0001 " ixy=" 0 .0 " i x z=" 0 .0 "
201 iyy=" 0.0001 " i y z=" 0 .0 "
202 i z z=" 0.0001 " />
203 </ i n e r t i a l>
204
205 <v i s u a l>
206 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
207 <geometry>
208 <mesh f i l ename="package : //wrock_husky_description/meshes/ cub e f i n a l . s t l " />
209 </geometry>
210 <mate r i a l name="DarkPCubeGrey" >
211 <co l o r rgba=" . 1 . 1 . 1 1" />
212 </mate r i a l>
213 </ v i s u a l>
214 </ l i n k>
215
216
217 <j o i n t name="base_cube_joint " type=" f i x ed ">
218 <o r i g i n xyz=" .195262 .31089 .49343 " rpy="0 0 0" />
219 <parent l i n k=" base_footpr int "/>
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220 <ch i l d l i n k="angle_connector " />
221 </ j o i n t>
222 <!−− FIXED−CUBE−5 −−>
223 <l i n k name="fixed_cube_5">
224 <i n e r t i a l>
225 <mass value=" 0.0001 " />
226 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" />
227 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.0001 " ixy=" 0 .0 " i x z=" 0 .0 "
228 iyy=" 0.0001 " i y z=" 0 .0 "
229 i z z=" 0.0001 " />
230 </ i n e r t i a l>
231
232 <v i s u a l>
233 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
234 <geometry>
235 <box s i z e=" 0 .07 0 .07 0 .07 " />
236 </geometry>
237 <mate r i a l name="PCubeGrey" >
238 <co l o r rgba=" . 2 . 2 . 2 1" />
239 </mate r i a l>
240 </ v i s u a l>
241 </ l i n k>
242
243 <j o i n t name=" fixed_cube_5_joint " type=" f i x ed ">
244 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0.035 0 .035 −0.035" rpy="0 0 ${−M_PI/2}" />
245 <parent l i n k="angle_connector "/>
246 <ch i l d l i n k="fixed_cube_5" />
247 </ j o i n t>
248 <!−− CUBE−5 −−>
249 <l i n k name="cube_5">
250 <i n e r t i a l>
251 <mass value=" 0.0001 " />
252 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" />
246
253 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.0001 " ixy=" 0 .0 " i x z=" 0 .0 "
254 iyy=" 0.0001 " i y z=" 0 .0 "
255 i z z=" 0.0001 " />
256 </ i n e r t i a l>
257
258 <v i s u a l>
259 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
260 <geometry>
261 <box s i z e=" 0 .07 0 .07 0 .07 " />
262 </geometry>
263 <mate r i a l name="PCubeGrey" >
264 <co l o r rgba=" . 2 . 2 . 2 1" />
265 </mate r i a l>
266 </ v i s u a l>
267 </ l i n k>
268
269 <j o i n t name=" cube_joint " type=" cont inuous ">
270 <o r i g i n xyz="−0.07 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
271 <ax i s xyz="−1 0 0" />
272 <parent l i n k="fixed_cube_5"/>
273 <ch i l d l i n k="cube_5" />
274 </ j o i n t>






281 <!−− LASER payload (by de fau l t , a SICK LMS111) . −−>
282
283 <l i n k name=" l a s e r ">
284 <v i s u a l>
285 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
247
286 <geometry>
287 <!−− Orig in o f t h i s mesh i s the base o f the bracket . −−>
288 <mesh f i l ename="package : //wrock_husky_description/meshes/ sick_lms1xx . dae" />
289 </geometry>
290 <mater i a l name="dark_grey" />
291 </ v i s u a l>
292 </ l i n k>
293
294 <j o i n t name=" laser_mount_joint " type=" f i x ed ">
295 <o r i g i n xyz="−.0285 −0.1 0" rpy="0 0 −${M_PI/2}" />
296 <parent l i n k="cube_5" />
297 <ch i l d l i n k=" l a s e r " />
298 </ j o i n t>
299
300
301 <l i n k name="BASE">
302 <v i s u a l>
303 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
304 <geometry>
305 <mesh f i l ename =" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j1 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 ">
306 </mesh>
307 </geometry>
308 <mate r i a l name="blue ">
309 <co l o r rgba="0 0 . 8 1"/>
310 </mate r i a l>
311 </ v i s u a l>
312 <c o l l i s i o n>
313 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
314 <geometry>
315 <mesh f i l ename =" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j1 . s t l "




318 </ c o l l i s i o n>
319 <i n e r t i a l>
320 <mass value="1000" />
321 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 −0 0"/>
322 <i n e r t i a ixx="20" ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy="20" iy z="0" i z z="20"/>
323 </ i n e r t i a l>
324 </ l i n k>
325 <l i n k name="J1">
326 <v i s u a l>
327 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
328 <geometry>
329 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j2 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
330 </geometry>
331 <mate r i a l name="white ">
332 <co l o r rgba="1 1 1 1"/>
333 </mate r i a l>
334 </ v i s u a l>
335 <c o l l i s i o n>
336 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
337 <geometry>
338 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j2 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
339 </geometry>
340 </ c o l l i s i o n>
341 <i n e r t i a l>
342 <mass value=" 4.327 " />
343 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0.013885 −0.005997 0.043991 " rpy="0 −0 0"/>
344 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.025492 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.032502 " i y z="−3.26672e−18"
i z z=" 0.01779 "/>
345 </ i n e r t i a l>
346 </ l i n k>
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347 <l i n k name="J2">
348 <v i s u a l>
349 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
350 <geometry>
351 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j3 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
352 </geometry>
353 <mate r i a l name="white "/>
354 </ v i s u a l>
355 <c o l l i s i o n>
356 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
357 <geometry>
358 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j3 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
359 </geometry>
360 </ c o l l i s i o n>
361 <i n e r t i a l>
362 <mass value=" 9.475 " />
363 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
364 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.108024 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.025579 " i y z=" 1.93827 e−17"
i z z=" 0.112871 "/>
365 </ i n e r t i a l>
366 </ l i n k>
367 <l i n k name="J3">
368 <v i s u a l>
369 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
370 <geometry>
371 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j4 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
372 </geometry>
373 <mate r i a l name="white "/>
374 </ v i s u a l>
375 <c o l l i s i o n>
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376 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
377 <geometry>
378 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j4 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
379 </geometry>
380 </ c o l l i s i o n>
381 <i n e r t i a l>
382 <mass value=" 4.097 " />
383 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0.011544 −0.057408 0.006203 " rpy="${M_PI/2} −0 0"/>
384 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.015999 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.00638 " i y z=" 2.33191 e−18" i z z=" 0.016882 "/>
385 </ i n e r t i a l>
386 </ l i n k>
387 <l i n k name="J4">
388 <v i s u a l>
389 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
390 <geometry>
391 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j5 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
392 </geometry>
393 <mate r i a l name="white "/>
394 </ v i s u a l>
395 <c o l l i s i o n>
396 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
397 <geometry>
398 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j5 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
399 </geometry>
400 </ c o l l i s i o n>
401 <i n e r t i a l>
402 <mass value=" 1.779 " />
403 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
404 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.005106 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.005266 " i y z="−5.87308e−19"
i z z=" 0.002621 "/>
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405 </ i n e r t i a l>
406 </ l i n k>
407 <l i n k name="J5">
408 <v i s u a l>
409 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
410 <geometry>
411 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j6 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
412 </geometry>
413 <mate r i a l name="white "/>
414 </ v i s u a l>
415 <c o l l i s i o n>
416 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
417 <geometry>
418 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j6 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
419 </geometry>
420 </ c o l l i s i o n>
421 <i n e r t i a l>
422 <mass value=" 1.211 " />
423 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0.011902 −0.004739 0.010398 " rpy="${M_PI/2} −0 0"/>
424 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.001093 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.001629 " i y z="−3.10862e−21"
i z z=" 0.001615 "/>
425 </ i n e r t i a l>
426 </ l i n k>
427
428
429 <j o i n t name=" j1 " type=" cont inuous ">
430 <parent l i n k="BASE"/>
431 <ch i l d l i n k="J1"/>
432 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0 .155 " rpy="0 −0 0 "/>
433 <ax i s xyz="0 0 1"/>
434 <!−− <l im i t lower="−2.96706" upper=" 2.96706 " e f f o r t=" 19.7336 " v e l o c i t y=" 0 .5 " /> −−>
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435 </ j o i n t>
436 <j o i n t name=" j2 " type=" cont inuous ">
437 <parent l i n k="J1"/>
438 <ch i l d l i n k="J2"/>
439 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0 .125 " rpy="0 −0 0 "/>
440 <ax i s xyz="0 1 0"/>
441 </ j o i n t>
442 <j o i n t name=" j3 " type=" cont inuous ">
443 <parent l i n k="J2"/>
444 <ch i l d l i n k="J3"/>
445 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 .210 " rpy="0 −0 0 "/>
446 <ax i s xyz="0 1 0"/>
447 </ j o i n t>
448 <j o i n t name=" j4 " type=" cont inuous ">
449 <parent l i n k="J3"/>
450 <ch i l d l i n k="J4"/>
451 <o r i g i n xyz="−.083 0 .075 " rpy="0 −0 0 "/>
452 <ax i s xyz="1 0 0"/>
453 </ j o i n t>
454 <j o i n t name=" j5 " type=" cont inuous ">
455 <parent l i n k="J4"/>
456 <ch i l d l i n k="J5"/>
457 <o r i g i n xyz="−.127 0 0" rpy="0 −0 0 "/>
458 <ax i s xyz="0 1 0"/>
459 </ j o i n t>
460
461
462 <j o i n t name="Arm_Mount" type=" f i x ed ">
463 <o r i g i n xyz="1 −.20 ${ .3 + wheel_x_size /2 − base_z_origin_to_wheel_origin }" rpy="0 0
${M_PI}" />
464 <parent l i n k=" base_footpr int " />
465 <ch i l d l i n k="BASE" />
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16 products der ived from th i s so f tware without s p e c i f i c p r i o r wr i t t en permis s ion .
17
18 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WAR−
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19 RANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR
20 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, IN−
21 DIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT
22 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES ; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY , OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
24 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
25 −−>
26 <robot name="husky_decorations " xmlns :xacro=" ht tp : // ros . org /wik i / xacro ">
27
28 <xacro:macro name="husky_decorate ">
29
30 <!−− Spawn Husky ch a s s i s −−>
31 <l i n k name=" top_chass i s_l ink ">
32 <v i s u a l>
33 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
34 <geometry>
35 <mesh f i l ename="package : // husky_descr ipt ion /meshes/ top_chass i s . dae" />
36 </geometry>
37 </ v i s u a l>
38 </ l i n k>
39
40 <!−− Attach c h a s s i s to the robot −−>
41 <j o i n t name=" top_chass i s_jo int " type=" f i x ed ">
42 <parent l i n k="base_l ink " />
43 <ch i l d l i n k=" top_chass i s_l ink " />
44 </ j o i n t>
45
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46 <!−− Spawn user r a i l s −−>
47 <l i n k name=" use r_ra i l_ l ink ">
48 <v i s u a l>
49 <geometry>
50 <mesh f i l ename="package : // husky_descr ipt ion /meshes/ u s e r_ra i l . dae" />
51 </geometry>
52 </ v i s u a l>
53 </ l i n k>
54
55 <!−− Attach user r a i l s to base l i n k −−>
56 <j o i n t name=" us e r_ra i l " type=" f i x ed ">
57 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0.272 0 0 .245 " rpy="0 0 0" />
58 <parent l i n k="base_l ink " />
59 <ch i l d l i n k=" use r_ra i l_ l ink " />
60 </ j o i n t>
61
62 <!−− Spawn f r on t bumper l i n k −−>
63 <l i n k name=" front_bumper_link">
64 <v i s u a l>
65 <geometry>
66 <mesh f i l ename="package : // husky_descr ipt ion /meshes/bumper . dae" />
67 </geometry>
68 </ v i s u a l>
69 </ l i n k>
70
71 <!−− Attach f r on t bumper −−>
72 <j o i n t name="front_bumper" type=" f i x ed ">
73 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0 .48 0 0 .091 " rpy="0 0 0" />
74 <parent l i n k="base_l ink " />
75 <ch i l d l i n k=" front_bumper_link" />
76 </ j o i n t>
77
78 <!−− Spawn rea r bumper l i n k −−>
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79 <l i n k name="rear_bumper_link">
80 <v i s u a l>
81 <geometry>
82 <mesh f i l ename="package : // husky_descr ipt ion /meshes/bumper . dae" />
83 </geometry>
84 </ v i s u a l>
85 </ l i n k>
86
87 <!−− Attach rea r bumper −−>
88 <j o i n t name="rear_bumper" type=" f i x ed ">
89 <o r i g i n xyz="−0.48 0 0 .091 " rpy="0 0 ${M_PI}" />
90 <parent l i n k="base_l ink " />
91 <ch i l d l i n k="rear_bumper_link" />
92 </ j o i n t>
93
94 <x a c r o : i f va lue="$( optenv HUSKY_TOP_PLATE_ENABLED true ) ">
95 <!−− Spawn the top p l a t e −−>
96 <l i n k name=" top_plate_link ">
97 <v i s u a l>
98 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
99 <geometry>
100 <mesh f i l ename="package : // husky_descr ipt ion /meshes/ top_plate . dae" />
101 </geometry>
102 </ v i s u a l>
103 <c o l l i s i o n>
104 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0"/>
105 <geometry>
106 <mesh f i l ename="package : // husky_descr ipt ion /meshes/ top_plate . dae" />
107 </geometry>
108 </ c o l l i s i o n>
109 <c o l l i s i o n>
110 <!−− Extra c o l l i s i o n tag f o r widgets on top p l a t e −−>
111 <geometry>
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112 <box s i z e=" 0 .32 0 .41 0 .09 " rpy="0 0 0"/>
113 </geometry>
114 </ c o l l i s i o n>
115 </ l i n k>
116
117 <!−− Attach top p l a t e −−>
118 <j o i n t name=" top_plate_joint " type=" f i x ed ">
119 <parent l i n k="base_l ink " />
120 <ch i l d l i n k=" top_plate_link "/>
121 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0.0812 0 0 .245 " rpy="0 0 0"/>
122 </ j o i n t>





ROS File B.12: description.xacro
1 <?xml ve r s i on=" 1 .0 "?>
2 <!−−
3 Software L icense Agreement (BSD)
4
5 \ f i l e d e s c r i p t i o n . urdf . xacro
6 \ authors Paul Bovbel <pbovbe l@c l earpathrobot i c s . com> , Devon Ash <dash@c learpathrobot i c s . com>
7 \ copyr ight Copyright ( c ) 2015 , Clearpath Robotics , Inc . , A l l r i g h t s r e s e rved .
8
9 Red i s t r i bu t i on and use in source and binary forms , with or without mod i f i ca t i on , are
permitted provided that
10 the f o l l ow i n g cond i t i on s are met:
11 * Red i s t r i bu t i on s o f source code must r e t a i n the above copyr ight not i ce , t h i s l i s t o f
c ond i t i on s and the
12 f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r .
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13 * Red i s t r i bu t i on s in binary form must reproduce the above copyr ight not i ce , t h i s l i s t o f
c ond i t i on s and the
14 f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r in the documentation and/or other mat e r i a l s provided with the
d i s t r i b u t i o n .
15 * Neither the name o f Clearpath Robot ics nor the names o f i t s c on t r i bu t o r s may be used to
endorse or promote
16 products der ived from th i s so f tware without s p e c i f i c p r i o r wr i t t en permis s ion .
17
18 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WAR−
19 RANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR
20 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, IN−
21 DIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT
22 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES ; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY , OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
24 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
25 −−>
26 <robot name="husky" xmlns :xacro=" ht tp : // ros . org /wik i / xacro ">
27
28 <xac ro : a rg name=" laser_enabled " d e f au l t=" f a l s e " />
29 <xac ro : a rg name="ur5_enabled" d e f au l t=" f a l s e " />
30 <xac ro : a rg name="kinect_enabled " d e f au l t=" f a l s e " />
31





ROS File B.13: husky.urdf.xacro
1 <?xml ve r s i on=" 1 .0 "?>
2 <!−−
3 Software L icense Agreement (BSD)
4
5 \ f i l e husky . urdf . xacro
6 \ authors Paul Bovbel <pbovbe l@c l earpathrobot i c s . com> , Devon Ash <dash@c learpathrobot i c s . com>
7 \ copyr ight Copyright ( c ) 2015 , Clearpath Robotics , Inc . , A l l r i g h t s r e s e rved .
8
9 Red i s t r i bu t i on and use in source and binary forms , with or without mod i f i ca t i on , are
permitted provided that
10 the f o l l ow i n g cond i t i on s are met:
11 * Red i s t r i bu t i on s o f source code must r e t a i n the above copyr ight not i ce , t h i s l i s t o f
c ond i t i on s and the
12 f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r .
13 * Red i s t r i bu t i on s in binary form must reproduce the above copyr ight not i ce , t h i s l i s t o f
c ond i t i on s and the
14 f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r in the documentation and/or other mat e r i a l s provided with the
d i s t r i b u t i o n .
15 * Neither the name o f Clearpath Robot ics nor the names o f i t s c on t r i bu t o r s may be used to
endorse or promote
16 products der ived from th i s so f tware without s p e c i f i c p r i o r wr i t t en permis s ion .
17
18 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WAR−
19 RANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR
20 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, IN−
21 DIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT
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22 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES ; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY , OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
24 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
25 −−>
26 <robot name="husky_robot" xmlns :xacro=" ht tp : // ros . org /wik i / xacro ">
27
28 <!−− Inc luded URDF/XACRO F i l e s −−>
29 <xac r o : i n c l ud e f i l ename="$( f i nd wrock_husky_description ) / urdf / de co ra t i on s . urdf . xacro " />
30 <xac r o : i n c l ud e f i l ename="$( f i nd wrock_husky_description ) / urdf /wheel . urd f . xacro " />
31
32 <xac r o : i n c l ud e f i l ename="$( f i nd
husky_descr ipt ion ) / urdf / a c c e s s o r i e s /kinect_camera . urdf . xacro "/>
33 <xac r o : i n c l ud e f i l ename="$( f i nd
husky_descr ipt ion ) / urdf / a c c e s s o r i e s /sick_lms1xx_mount . urdf . xacro "/>
34 <xac r o : i n c l ud e f i l ename="$( f i nd
husky_descr ipt ion ) / urdf / a c c e s s o r i e s / sensor_arch . urdf . xacro "/>
35 <xac r o : i n c l ud e f i l ename="$( f i nd ur_descr ipt ion ) / urdf /ur5 . urdf . xacro " />
36
37 <property name="M_PI" value=" 3.14159 "/>
38
39 <!−− Base S i z e −−>
40 <property name="base_x_size" value=" 0.98740000 " />
41 <property name="base_y_size" value=" 0.57090000 " />
42 <property name="base_z_size " value=" 0.24750000 " />
43
44 <!−− Wheel Mounting Po s i t i on s −−>
45 <xacro :p rope r ty name="wheelbase " value=" 0.5120 " />
46 <xacro :p rope r ty name=" track " value=" 0.5708 " />
47 <xacro :p rope r ty name="whee l_ve r t i c a l_o f f s e t " value=" 0.03282 " />
48
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49 <!−− Wheel Prope r t i e s −−>
50 <xacro :p rope r ty name="wheel_length" value=" 0.1143 " />




55 <!−− Base l i n k i s the cente r o f the robot ' s bottom p la t e −−>
56 <l i n k name="base_link">
57 <vi sua l >
58 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
59 <geometry>
60 <mesh f i l ename="package : // husky_descr ipt ion /meshes/ base_l ink . dae" />
61 </geometry>
62 </v i sua l >
63 <c o l l i s i o n >
64 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 ${ base_z_size /4}" rpy="0 0 0" />
65 <geometry>
66 <box s i z e ="${base_x_size} ${base_y_size} ${ base_z_size/2}"/>
67 </geometry>
68 </c o l l i s i o n >
69 <c o l l i s i o n >
70 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 ${ base_z_size *3/4}" rpy="0 0 0" />
71 <geometry>
72 <box s i z e ="${base_x_size *4/5} ${base_y_size} ${ base_z_size/2}"/>
73 </geometry>
74 </c o l l i s i o n >
75 </l ink>
76
77 <!−− Base f o o t p r i n t i s on the ground under the robot −−>
78 <l i n k name="base_footpr int"/>
79
80 <j o i n t name="base_footpr int_jo int " type="f i x ed">
81 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 ${ whee l_ve r t i c a l_o f f s e t − wheel_radius }" rpy="0 0 0" />
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82 <parent l i n k="base_l ink " />
83 <ch i l d l i n k="base_footpr int " />
84 </jo in t >
85
86 <!−− I n t e r i a l l i n k s t o r e s the robot ' s i n e r t i a l in fo rmat ion −−>
87 <l i n k name=" i n e r t i a l_ l i n k ">
88 <i n e r t i a l>
89 <mass value=" 33.455 " />
90 <o r i g i n xyz="−0.08748 −0.00085 0.09947 " />
91 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.6022 " ixy="−0.02364" ix z="−0.1197" iyy=" 1.7386 " i y z="−0.001544"
i z z=" 2.0296 " />
92 </ i n e r t i a l>
93 </ l i n k>
94
95 <j o i n t name=" i n e r t i a l_ j o i n t " type=" f i x ed ">
96 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
97 <parent l i n k="base_l ink " />
98 <ch i l d l i n k=" i n e r t i a l_ l i n k " />
99 </ j o i n t>
100
101 <!−− IMU Link i s the standard mounting po s i t i o n f o r the UM6 IMU.−−>
102 <!−− Can be modi f i ed with environment v a r i a b l e s in / e t c / ros / setup . bash −−>
103 <l i n k name=" imu_link"/>
104 <j o i n t name=" imu_joint " type=" f i x ed ">
105 <o r i g i n xyz="$( optenv HUSKY_IMU_XYZ 0.19 0 0 .149 ) " rpy="$( optenv HUSKY_IMU_RPY 0
−1.5708 3 .1416) " />
106 <parent l i n k="base_l ink " />
107 <ch i l d l i n k=" imu_link" />
108 </ j o i n t>
109 <gazebo r e f e r e n c e=" imu_link">
110 </gazebo>
111
112 <!−− Husky wheel macros −−>
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113 <xacro:husky_wheel whee l_pref ix=" f r on t_ l e f t ">
114 <o r i g i n xyz="${wheelbase /2} ${ track /2} ${ whee l_ve r t i c a l_o f f s e t }" rpy="0 0 0" />
115 </xacro:husky_wheel>
116 <xacro:husky_wheel whee l_pref ix=" f ront_r ight ">
117 <o r i g i n xyz="${wheelbase /2} ${− t rack /2} ${ whee l_ve r t i c a l_o f f s e t }" rpy="0 0 0" />
118 </xacro:husky_wheel>
119 <xacro:husky_wheel whee l_pref ix=" r e a r_ l e f t ">
120 <o r i g i n xyz="${−wheelbase /2} ${ track /2} ${ whee l_ve r t i c a l_o f f s e t }" rpy="0 0 0" />
121 </xacro:husky_wheel>
122 <xacro:husky_wheel whee l_pref ix=" rear_r ight ">





128 <x a c r o : i f va lue="$( arg ur5_enabled ) ">
129
130 <xacro :p rope r ty name=" r e f l e c t " value="−1" />
131
132 <!−− Spawn arm −−>
133 <xacro :ur5_robot p r e f i x="ur5_arm_" jo in t_ l im i t ed=" true "/>
134
135 <!−− Join arm −−>
136 <j o i n t name="ur5_arm_base" type=" f i x ed ">
137 <parent l i n k=" top_plate_link " />
138 <ch i l d l i n k="ur5_arm_base_link" />
139 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0.3058 0 0 .0065 " rpy=" 0 .0 0 .0 −1.57" />
140 </ j o i n t>
141
142 </ x a c r o : i f>
143
144 <x a c r o : i f va lue="$( arg laser_enabled ) ">
145
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146 <sick_lms1xx_mount p r e f i x="base " top i c=" scan"/>
147
148 <j o i n t name=" laser_mount_joint " type=" f i x ed ">
149 <o r i g i n xyz="$( optenv HUSKY_LMS1XX_XYZ 0.2206 0 .0 0 .00635) "
150 rpy="$( optenv HUSKY_LMS1XX_RPY 0.0 0 .0 0 . 0 ) " />
151 <parent l i n k=" top_plate_link " />
152 <ch i l d l i n k="base_laser_mount" />
153 </ j o i n t>
154
155 </ x a c r o : i f>
156
157 <x a c r o : i f va lue="$( arg kinect_enabled ) ">
158
159 <xacro : sensor_arch p r e f i x="" parent=" top_plate_link ">
160 <o r i g i n xyz="−0.35 0 0 .51 " rpy="0 0 −3.14"/>
161 </xacro : sensor_arch>
162 <j o i n t name="kinect_frame_joint " type=" f i x ed ">
163 <o r i g i n xyz="$( optenv HUSKY_KINECT_XYZ 0 0 0) " rpy="$( optenv HUSKY_KINECT_RPY 0 0.18
3 . 14 ) " />
164 <parent l i n k="sensor_arch_mount_link"/>
165 <ch i l d l i n k="camera_link"/>
166 </ j o i n t>
167
168 <xacro:k inect_camera p r e f i x="camera"/>
169 </ x a c r o : i f>
170
171 </xacro:macro>
172 <!−− POWERCUBES −−>
173
174 <property name="base_cube_origin_x" value=" . 1 " />
175 <property name="base_cube_origin_y" value=" .15 " />
176 <property name="base_cube_origin_z" value=" . 4 " />
177
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178 <!−− Angle connector −−>
179 <l i n k name="angle_connector ">
180 <i n e r t i a l>
181 <mass value=" 0.0001 " />
182 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" />
183 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.0001 " ixy=" 0 .0 " i x z=" 0 .0 "
184 iyy=" 0.0001 " i y z=" 0 .0 "
185 i z z=" 0.0001 " />
186 </ i n e r t i a l>
187
188 <v i s u a l>
189 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
190 <geometry>
191 <mesh
f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock_husky_description/meshes/Bracket . s t l "
s c a l e=" 0.001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
192 </geometry>
193 <mate r i a l name="DarkPCubeGrey" >
194 <co l o r rgba=" . 1 . 1 . 1 1" />
195 </mate r i a l>
196 </ v i s u a l>
197 </ l i n k>
198
199
200 <j o i n t name="base_cube_joint " type=" f i x ed ">
201 <o r i g i n xyz="${.31089+.094967} ${.195262 − .047625} ${.50343− .247016}" rpy=" 0.698132 0
${M_PI/2}" />
202 <parent l i n k=" base_footpr int "/>
203 <ch i l d l i n k="angle_connector " />
204 </ j o i n t>
205 <!−− FIXED−CUBE−5 −−>
206 <l i n k name="fixed_cube_5">
207 <i n e r t i a l>
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208 <mass value=" 0.0001 " />
209 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" />
210 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.0001 " ixy=" 0 .0 " i x z=" 0 .0 "
211 iyy=" 0.0001 " i y z=" 0 .0 "
212 i z z=" 0.0001 " />
213 </ i n e r t i a l>
214
215 <v i s u a l>
216 <o r i g i n xyz="−.035 −.035 −.035" rpy="0 0 0" />
217 <geometry>
218 <box s i z e=" 0 .07 0 .07 0 .07 " />
219 </geometry>
220 <mate r i a l name="PCubeGrey" >
221 <co l o r rgba=" . 2 . 2 . 2 1" />
222 </mate r i a l>
223 </ v i s u a l>
224 </ l i n k>
225
226 <j o i n t name=" fixed_cube_5_joint " type=" f i x ed ">
227 <o r i g i n xyz=" ${.047625} ${.231527766824} ${.128181623232} " rpy="${−.698132} 0 0" />
228 <parent l i n k="angle_connector "/>
229 <ch i l d l i n k="fixed_cube_5" />
230 </ j o i n t>
231 <!−− CUBE−5 −−>
232 <l i n k name="cube_5">
233 <i n e r t i a l>
234 <mass value=" 0.0001 " />
235 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" />
236 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.0001 " ixy=" 0 .0 " i x z=" 0 .0 "
237 iyy=" 0.0001 " i y z=" 0 .0 "
238 i z z=" 0.0001 " />
239 </ i n e r t i a l>
240
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241 <v i s u a l>
242 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
243 <geometry>
244 <box s i z e=" 0 .07 0 .07 0 .07 " />
245 </geometry>
246 <mate r i a l name="PCubeGrey" >
247 <co l o r rgba=" . 2 . 2 . 2 1" />
248 </mate r i a l>
249 </ v i s u a l>
250 </ l i n k>
251
252 <j o i n t name=" cube_joint " type=" cont inuous ">
253 <o r i g i n xyz="−.035 −.105 −.035" rpy="−${M_PI/2} 0 0" />
254 <ax i s xyz="0 0 −1 " />
255 <parent l i n k="fixed_cube_5"/>
256 <ch i l d l i n k="cube_5" />
257 </ j o i n t>






264 <!−− LASER payload (by de fau l t , a SICK LMS111) . −−>
265
266 <l i n k name=" l a s e r ">
267 <v i s u a l>
268 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 ${M_PI/2}" />
269 <geometry>
270 <!−− Orig in o f t h i s mesh i s the base o f the bracket . −${M_PI/2}−−>
271 <mesh
f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock_husky_description/meshes/ l a s e r . s t l " s c a l e




274 <mate r i a l name="white ">
275 <co l o r rgba="1 1 1 1"/>
276 </mate r i a l>
277 </ v i s u a l>
278 </ l i n k>
279
280 <j o i n t name=" laser_mount_joint " type=" f i x ed ">
281 <!−−<o r i g i n xyz=" ${.019663 − . 035} ${−.035 − .05974} −.027623" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0
${−M_PI/2}" />−−>
282 <o r i g i n xyz=" ${.019663 −.027623} ${−.035 − .05974} −.027623" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 ${−M_PI/2}" />
283 <parent l i n k="cube_5" />
284 <ch i l d l i n k=" l a s e r " />
285 </ j o i n t>
286
287
288 <l i n k name="BASE">
289 <v i s u a l>
290 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
291 <geometry>
292 <mesh f i l ename =" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j1 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 ">
293 </mesh>
294 </geometry>
295 <mate r i a l name="blue ">
296 <co l o r rgba="0 0 . 8 1"/>
297 </mate r i a l>
298 </ v i s u a l>
299 <c o l l i s i o n>
300 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
301 <geometry>
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302 <mesh f i l ename =" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j1 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 ">
303 </mesh>
304 </geometry>
305 </ c o l l i s i o n>
306 <i n e r t i a l>
307 <mass value="1000" />
308 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 −0 0"/>
309 <i n e r t i a ixx="20" ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy="20" iy z="0" i z z="20"/>
310 </ i n e r t i a l>
311 </ l i n k>
312 <l i n k name="J1">
313 <v i s u a l>
314 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
315 <geometry>
316 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j2 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
317 </geometry>
318 <mate r i a l name="white ">
319 <co l o r rgba="1 1 1 1"/>
320 </mate r i a l>
321 </ v i s u a l>
322 <c o l l i s i o n>
323 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
324 <geometry>
325 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j2 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
326 </geometry>
327 </ c o l l i s i o n>
328 <i n e r t i a l>
329 <mass value=" 4.327 " />
330 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0.013885 −0.005997 0.043991 " rpy="0 −0 0"/>
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331 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.025492 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.032502 " i y z="−3.26672e−18"
i z z=" 0.01779 "/>
332 </ i n e r t i a l>
333 </ l i n k>
334 <l i n k name="J2">
335 <v i s u a l>
336 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
337 <geometry>
338 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j3 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
339 </geometry>
340 <mate r i a l name="white "/>
341 </ v i s u a l>
342 <c o l l i s i o n>
343 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
344 <geometry>
345 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j3 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
346 </geometry>
347 </ c o l l i s i o n>
348 <i n e r t i a l>
349 <mass value=" 9.475 " />
350 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
351 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.108024 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.025579 " i y z=" 1.93827 e−17"
i z z=" 0.112871 "/>
352 </ i n e r t i a l>
353 </ l i n k>
354 <l i n k name="J3">
355 <v i s u a l>
356 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
357 <geometry>
358 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j4 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
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359 </geometry>
360 <mate r i a l name="white "/>
361 </ v i s u a l>
362 <c o l l i s i o n>
363 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
364 <geometry>
365 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j4 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
366 </geometry>
367 </ c o l l i s i o n>
368 <i n e r t i a l>
369 <mass value=" 4.097 " />
370 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0.011544 −0.057408 0.006203 " rpy="${M_PI/2} −0 0"/>
371 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.015999 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.00638 " i y z=" 2.33191 e−18" i z z=" 0.016882 "/>
372 </ i n e r t i a l>
373 </ l i n k>
374 <l i n k name="J4">
375 <v i s u a l>
376 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
377 <geometry>
378 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j5 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
379 </geometry>
380 <mate r i a l name="white "/>
381 </ v i s u a l>
382 <c o l l i s i o n>
383 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
384 <geometry>
385 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j5 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
386 </geometry>
387 </ c o l l i s i o n>
388 <i n e r t i a l>
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389 <mass value=" 1.779 " />
390 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
391 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.005106 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.005266 " i y z="−5.87308e−19"
i z z=" 0.002621 "/>
392 </ i n e r t i a l>
393 </ l i n k>
394 <l i n k name="J5">
395 <v i s u a l>
396 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
397 <geometry>
398 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j6 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
399 </geometry>
400 <mate r i a l name="white "/>
401 </ v i s u a l>
402 <c o l l i s i o n>
403 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0"/>
404 <geometry>
405 <mesh f i l ename=" f i l e : ///home/mike/catkin_ws/ s r c /wrock/vs060/model/meshes/ j6 . s t l "
s c a l e = " 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 "/>
406 </geometry>
407 </ c o l l i s i o n>
408 <i n e r t i a l>
409 <mass value=" 1.211 " />
410 <o r i g i n xyz=" 0.011902 −0.004739 0.010398 " rpy="${M_PI/2} −0 0"/>
411 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.001093 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.001629 " i y z="−3.10862e−21"
i z z=" 0.001615 "/>
412 </ i n e r t i a l>
413 </ l i n k>
414
415
416 <j o i n t name=" j1 " type=" cont inuous ">
417 <parent l i n k="BASE"/>
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418 <ch i l d l i n k="J1"/>
419 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0 .155 " rpy="0 −0 0 "/>
420 <ax i s xyz="0 0 1"/>
421 <!−− <l im i t lower="−2.96706" upper=" 2.96706 " e f f o r t=" 19.7336 " v e l o c i t y=" 0 .5 " /> −−>
422 </ j o i n t>
423 <j o i n t name=" j2 " type=" cont inuous ">
424 <parent l i n k="J1"/>
425 <ch i l d l i n k="J2"/>
426 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0 .125 " rpy="0 −0 0 "/>
427 <ax i s xyz="0 1 0"/>
428 </ j o i n t>
429 <j o i n t name=" j3 " type=" cont inuous ">
430 <parent l i n k="J2"/>
431 <ch i l d l i n k="J3"/>
432 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 .210 " rpy="0 −0 0 "/>
433 <ax i s xyz="0 1 0"/>
434 </ j o i n t>
435 <j o i n t name=" j4 " type=" cont inuous ">
436 <parent l i n k="J3"/>
437 <ch i l d l i n k="J4"/>
438 <o r i g i n xyz="−.083 0 .075 " rpy="0 −0 0 "/>
439 <ax i s xyz="1 0 0"/>
440 </ j o i n t>
441 <j o i n t name=" j5 " type=" cont inuous ">
442 <parent l i n k="J4"/>
443 <ch i l d l i n k="J5"/>
444 <o r i g i n xyz="−.127 0 0" rpy="0 −0 0 "/>
445 <ax i s xyz="0 1 0"/>
446 </ j o i n t>
447
448
449 <j o i n t name="Arm_Mount" type=" f i x ed ">
450 <o r i g i n xyz=" .156971 −.096013 .405369 " rpy="0 0 ${M_PI}" />
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451 <parent l i n k=" base_footpr int " />
452 <ch i l d l i n k="BASE" />





ROS File B.14: materials.urdf.xacro
1 <?xml ve r s i on=" 1 .0 "?>
2 <!−−
3 Copyright ( c ) 2012 , Siddhant Ahuja/WAVELab, Ryan Gariepy/Clearpath Robot ics
4 Al l r i g h t s r e s e rved .
5
6 Red i s t r i bu t i on and use in source and binary forms , with or without
7 modi f i ca t i on , are permitted provided that the f o l l ow i ng cond i t i on s are met:
8 * Red i s t r i bu t i on s o f source code must r e t a i n the above copyr ight
9 not i ce , t h i s l i s t o f c ond i t i on s and the f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r .
10 * Red i s t r i bu t i on s in binary form must reproduce the above copyr ight
11 not i ce , t h i s l i s t o f c ond i t i on s and the f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r in the
12 documentation and/or other mat e r i a l s provided with the d i s t r i b u t i o n .
13 * Neither the name o f Clearpath Robot ics nor the
14 names o f i t s c on t r i bu t o r s may be used to endorse or promote products
15 der ived from th i s so f tware without s p e c i f i c p r i o r wr i t t en permis s ion .
16
17 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
18 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
19 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
20 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
21 DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
22 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES ;
23 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
24 ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY , OR TORT
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25 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
26 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
27




32 <mater i a l name="Black">
33 <co l o r rgba=" 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 1 . 0 "/>
34 </mate r i a l>
35
36 <mater i a l name="Blue">
37 <co l o r rgba=" 0 .0 0 .0 0 .8 1 . 0 "/>
38 </mate r i a l>
39
40 <mater i a l name="Green">
41 <co l o r rgba=" 0 .0 0 .8 0 .0 1 . 0 "/>
42 </mate r i a l>
43
44 <mater i a l name="Gray">
45 <co l o r rgba=" 0 .7 0 .7 0 .7 1 . 0 "/>
46 </mate r i a l>
47
48 <mater i a l name="DarkGray">
49 <co l o r rgba=" 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 1 . 0 "/>
50 </mate r i a l>
51
52 <mater i a l name="Red">
53 <co l o r rgba=" 0 .8 0 .0 0 .0 1 . 0 "/>
54 </mate r i a l>
55
56 <mater i a l name="White">
57 <co l o r rgba=" 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 . 0 "/>
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58 </mate r i a l>
59
60 <mater i a l name="Yellow">
61 <co l o r rgba=" 0 .8 0 .8 0 .0 1 . 0 "/>
62 </mate r i a l>
63 </ robot>
ROS File B.15: parts.urdf.xacro
1 <?xml ve r s i on=" 1 .0 "?>
2 <!−−
3 Copyright ( c ) 2012 , Ryan Gariepy
4 Al l r i g h t s r e s e rved .
5
6 Red i s t r i bu t i on and use in source and binary forms , with or without
7 modi f i ca t i on , are permitted provided that the f o l l ow i ng cond i t i on s are met:
8 * Red i s t r i bu t i on s o f source code must r e t a i n the above copyr ight
9 not i ce , t h i s l i s t o f c ond i t i on s and the f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r .
10 * Red i s t r i bu t i on s in binary form must reproduce the above copyr ight
11 not i ce , t h i s l i s t o f c ond i t i on s and the f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r in the
12 documentation and/or other mat e r i a l s provided with the d i s t r i b u t i o n .
13 * Neither the name o f Clearpath Robot ics nor the
14 names o f i t s c on t r i bu t o r s may be used to endorse or promote products
15 der ived from th i s so f tware without s p e c i f i c p r i o r wr i t t en permis s ion .
16
17 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
18 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
19 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
20 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
21 DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
22 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES ;
23 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
24 ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY , OR TORT
25 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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26 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
27
28 This program i s a macro f o r adding deco ra t i v e par t s to the Clearpath Husky A200 model .
29 I t i s assumed that such par t s are f i x ed to others , and those other par t s ' i n e r t i a l
30 parameters account f o r the de co ra t i v e par t s . Decorat ive par t s cu r r en t l y do not
31 i n co rpo ra t e c o l l i s i o n .
32 −−>
33
34 <robot xmlns : s ensor="ht tp : // p l ay e r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#senso r "
35 xm ln s : c on t r o l l e r="ht tp : // p l ay e r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#c o n t r o l l e r "
36 xm ln s : i n t e r f a c e="ht tp : // p l aye r s t ag e . s ou r c e f o r g e . net /gazebo/xmlschema/#i n t e r f a c e "
37 xmlns :xacro="ht tp : // ro s . org /wik i / xacro " name="husky_part">
38
39 <property name="x_com" value ="0.00000000" /> <!−− com : cente r o f mass −−>
40 <property name="y_com" value ="0.00000000" /> <!−− com : cente r o f mass −−>
41 <property name="z_com" value ="0.00000000" /> <!−− com : cente r o f mass −−>
42
43 <property name="x_size " value ="1.0" />
44 <property name="y_size " value ="1.0" />
45 <property name="z_size " value ="1.0" />
46
47 <property name="mass" value ="0.1" /> <!−− in kg−−>
48
49 <property name="ixx_com_cs" value ="0.01" /> <!−− at cente r o f mass a l i gned with coord inate
system , kg*m̂ 2−−>
50 <property name="ixy_com_cs" value ="0.0" /> <!−− at cente r o f mass a l i gned with coord inate
system , kg*m̂ 2−−>
51 <property name="ixz_com_cs" value ="0.0" /> <!−− at cente r o f mass a l i gned with coord inate
system , kg*m̂ 2−−>
52 <property name="iyy_com_cs" value ="0.01" /> <!−− at cente r o f mass a l i gned with coord inate
system , kg*m̂ 2−−>
53 <property name="iyz_com_cs" value ="0.00" /> <!−− at cente r o f mass a l i gned with coord inate
system , kg*m̂ 2−−>
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54 <property name="izz_com_cs" value ="0.01" /> <!−− at cente r o f mass a l i gned with coord inate
system , kg*m̂ 2−−>
55
56 <xacro:macro name="husky_part" params="parent name mesh co l our t rans la teX trans la teY
t ran s l a t eZ rotateX rotateY rotateZ">
57
58 <l i n k name="${parent }_${name}_part">
59 <i n e r t i a l >
60 <mass value="${mass}" />
61 <o r i g i n xyz="${x_com} ${y_com} ${z_com}" />
62 <i n e r t i a ixx="${ixx_com_cs}" ixy="${ixy_com_cs}" ix z="${ixz_com_cs}"
63 iyy="${iyy_com_cs}" iy z="${iyz_com_cs}" i z z ="${izz_com_cs}" />
64 </ i n e r t i a l >
65 <vi sua l >
66 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
67 <geometry>
68 <mesh f i l ename="package : //wrock_husky_description/meshes /${mesh } . s t l " />
69 </geometry>
70 <mater i a l name="${ co l our }" />
71 </v i sua l >
72 <c o l l i s i o n >
73 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0"/>
74 <geometry>
75 <box s i z e ="0.001 0 .001 0 .001" /> <!−−the c o l l i s i o n boundary f o r par t s are taken
in to account by c o l l i s i o n boundary o f the base_link−−>
76 </geometry>
77 </c o l l i s i o n >
78 </l ink>
79 <j o i n t name="${parent }_${name}_joint " type="f i x ed">
80 <o r i g i n xyz="${ t rans la teX } ${ t rans la teY } ${ t r an s l a t eZ }"
81 rpy="${rotateX} ${ rotateY} ${ rotateZ }" />
82 <parent l i n k="${parent }" />
83 <ch i l d l i n k="${parent }_${name}_part" />
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ROS File B.16: wheel.urdf.xacro
1 <?xml ve r s i on=" 1 .0 "?>
2 <!−−
3 Software L icense Agreement (BSD)
4
5 \ f i l e wheel . urdf . xacro
6 \ authors Paul Bovbel <pbovbe l@c l earpathrobot i c s . com>
7 \ copyr ight Copyright ( c ) 2015 , Clearpath Robotics , Inc . , A l l r i g h t s r e s e rved .
8
9 Red i s t r i bu t i on and use in source and binary forms , with or without mod i f i ca t i on , are
permitted provided that
10 the f o l l ow i n g cond i t i on s are met:
11 * Red i s t r i bu t i on s o f source code must r e t a i n the above copyr ight not i ce , t h i s l i s t o f
c ond i t i on s and the
12 f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r .
13 * Red i s t r i bu t i on s in binary form must reproduce the above copyr ight not i ce , t h i s l i s t o f
c ond i t i on s and the
14 f o l l ow i ng d i s c l a ime r in the documentation and/or other mat e r i a l s provided with the
d i s t r i b u t i o n .
15 * Neither the name o f Clearpath Robot ics nor the names o f i t s c on t r i bu t o r s may be used to
endorse or promote
16 products der ived from th i s so f tware without s p e c i f i c p r i o r wr i t t en permis s ion .
17
18 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WAR−
19 RANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR
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20 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, IN−
21 DIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT
22 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES ; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY , OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
24 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
25 −−>
26 <robot xmlns :xacro=" ht tp : // ros . org /wik i / xacro " name="husky_wheel">
27
28 <xacro:macro name="husky_wheel" params="wheel_pref ix * jo int_pose ">
29 <l i n k name="${wheel_pref ix }_wheel_link">
30 <i n e r t i a l>
31 <mass value=" 2.637 " />
32 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" />
33 <i n e r t i a ixx=" 0.02467 " ixy="0" ix z="0" iyy=" 0.02467 " i y z="0" i z z=" 0.04411 " />
34 </ i n e r t i a l>
35 <v i s u a l>
36 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
37 <geometry>
38 <mesh f i l ename="package : // husky_descr ipt ion /meshes/wheel . dae" />
39 </geometry>
40 </ v i s u a l>
41 <c o l l i s i o n>
42 <o r i g i n xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${M_PI/2} 0 0" />
43 <geometry>
44 <cy l i nd e r l ength="${wheel_length}" rad iu s="${wheel_radius }" />
45 </geometry>
46 </ c o l l i s i o n>
47 </ l i n k>
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48
49 <gazebo r e f e r e n c e="${wheel_pref ix }_wheel_link">
50 <mu1 value=" 1 .0 "/>
51 <mu2 value=" 1 .0 "/>
52 <kp value=" 10000000.0 " />
53 <kd value=" 1 .0 " />
54 <fd i r 1 va lue="1 0 0"/>
55 </gazebo>
56
57 <j o i n t name="${whee l_pref ix }_wheel" type=" cont inuous ">
58 <parent l i n k="base_l ink "/>
59 <ch i l d l i n k="${wheel_pref ix }_wheel_link"/>
60 <xac ro : i n s e r t_b lo ck name=" jo int_pose "/>
61 <ax i s xyz="0 1 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
62 </ j o i n t>
63
64 <transmi s s i on name="${wheel_pref ix }_wheel_trans" type="SimpleTransmiss ion ">
65 <type>t ran sm i s s i on_ in t e r f a c e / SimpleTransmiss ion</ type>
66 <actuator name="${whee l_pref ix }_wheel_motor">
67 <mechanicalReduction>1</mechanicalReduction>
68 </ actuator>
69 <j o i n t name="${whee l_pref ix }_wheel">
70 <hardware Inte r face>Ve l o c i t y J o i n t I n t e r f a c e</ hardware Inte r face>
71 </ j o i n t>






ROS File B.17: control_dashboard.h
1 #i f n d e f CONTROL_DASHBOARD_PANEL_H
2 #de f i n e CONTROL_DASHBOARD_PANEL_H
3 #i f n d e f Q_MOC_RUN
4 # inc lude <ros / ros . h>
5 # inc lude <rv i z / panel . h>
6 #end i f
7 #inc lude <ui_control_panel . h>
8 #inc lude <QProcess>
9 #inc lude <QDir>
10 #inc lude <QFileInfo>
11 #inc lude " contro l_pane l . hpp"
12 #inc lude <phd/arm_msg . h>
13 #inc lude "phd/empty . h"
14 #inc lude <vi sua l i za t ion_msgs /Marker . h>
15 namespace contro l_pane l
16 {
17
18 c l a s s ControlPanel : pub l i c r v i z : : Panel
19 {
20 Q_OBJECT
21 pub l i c :
22
23 e x p l i c i t ControlPanel ( QWidget* parent = 0) ;
24 v i r t u a l ~ControlPanel ( ) ;
25
26 protec ted :
27 void poseCB( const phd : : arm_msg msg) ;
28 void movebaseCB( const move_base_msgs : : MoveBaseActionResult r e s u l t ) ;
29 void cpCB( const std_msgs : : S t r ing msg) ;
30 protec ted Q_SLOTS:
31 // Al l o f the se f unc t i on s are exp la ined in control_dashboard . cpp
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32 void do_nav ( ) ;
33 void show_nav ( ) ;
34 void arm_step ( ) ;
35 void fake_scan ( ) ;
36 void scan ( ) ;
37 void homing_scan ( ) ;
38 void c l u s t e r ( ) ;
39 void gen_tra jectory ( ) ;
40 void onPTPCommand( ) ;
41 void onCPCommand( ) ;
42 void onTCommand( ) ;
43 void onJointCommand ( ) ;
44 void onStringCommand ( ) ;
45 void onShutdownCommand ( ) ;
46 void onSpeedCommand ( ) ;
47 void load_tra j ( ) ;
48 void rosSp inner ( ) ;
49 void so f t_stop ( ) ;
50 void pose_step ( ) ;
51 void pose_loop ( ) ;
52 void reset_map ( ) ;
53 void set_clean ( ) ;
54 void set_sprayed ( ) ;
55 void ca l cu l a t e_th i ckne s s ( ) ;
56 void save_se l e c t i on ( ) ;
57 f l o a t tgt_dis tance (phd : : arm_msg arm , phd : : arm_msg tg t ) ;
58 Q_SIGNALS:
59
60 protec ted :
61 Ui : : Control_Form ui_ ;
62 ro s : : NodeHandle nh_;
63 ro s : : Subsc r ibe r pose_sub_ ;
64 ro s : : Subsc r ibe r cloud_sub_ ;
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65 ro s : : Subsc r ibe r move_base_sub_ ;
66 ro s : : Pub l i sher reset_map_pub_ ;
67 ro s : : S e r v i c eC l i e n t reset_map_srv ;
68
69 pr i va t e :
70 //Create the con t r o l panel and manual operat i on nodes
71 control_panel_ns : : QNode contro l_pane l ;
72 // t h i s i s used to keep track o f whick marker po int i s be ing c l u s t e r e d
73 i n t c lus te r_index ;
74 i n t t ra j_ctr , t r a j_ s i z e ;
75 phd : : arm_msg arm_tgt ;
76 bool auto_pose , auto_arm , auto_traj ;




81 #end i f // DASHBOARD_PANEL_H
ROS File B.18: control_panel.hpp
1 #i f n d e f control_panel_AQNODE_HPP_
2 #de f i n e control_panel_AQNODE_HPP_
3
4 // Always goes f i r s t
5 #de f i n e _CUSTOM_UINT64c
6 #de f i n e _USE_MATH_DEFINES
7 // ROS
8 #inc lude <ros / ros . h>
9 # inc lude <ros /node_handle . h>
10 # inc lude <ros / pub l i s h e r . h>
11 # inc lude <geometry_msgs/PoseStamped . h>
12 # inc lude <geometry_msgs/PoseArray . h>
13 # inc lude " r v i z / t o o l . h"
14 #inc lude "bcap/ s t d i n t . h"
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15 #inc lude <move_base_msgs/MoveBaseAction . h>
16 #inc lude <math . h>
17 #inc lude <s t r i ng>
18 #inc lude <QThread>
19 #inc lude <QStringListModel>
20 # inc lude <QCursor>
21 # inc lude <QObject>
22 #inc lude <sensor_msgs/PointCloud2 . h>
23 #inc lude <sensor_msgs/ Jo in tS ta t e . h>
24 #inc lude <t f / trans form_broadcaster . h>
25 #inc lude "std_msgs/ St r ing . h"
26 #inc lude <sstream>
27 #inc lude <pc l / point_cloud . h>
28 #inc lude <pc l /PCLPointCloud2 . h>
29 #inc lude <pc l / point_types . h>
30 #inc lude <pc l / point_cloud . h>
31 #inc lude <pc l / point_types . h>
32 #inc lude <sensor_msgs/PointCloud2 . h>
33 #inc lude <dynamic_reconf igure / s e r v e r . h>
34 #inc lude <phd/ParamConfig . h>
35 #inc lude "phd/ t ra j e c to ry_ar ray . h"
36 #inc lude "phd/empty . h"
37 #inc lude "phd/arm_msg . h"
38 #inc lude <pc l / f i l t e r s / ex t ra c t_ ind i c e s . h>
39 // bCAP (Always l a s t )






46 namespace contro l_pane l {








54 c l a s s QNode : pub l i c QThread {
55 Q_OBJECT
56 pub l i c :
57 //See contro l_pane l . cpp f o r d e s c r i p t i o n o f the se f unc t i on s
58 void j o i n tCa l l ba ck ( const sensor_msgs : : Jo in tS ta t e : : ConstPtr& msg) ;
59 void c loudCal lback ( const sensor_msgs : : PointCloud2 : : ConstPtr& cloud ) ;
60 QNode( ) {}
61 v i r t u a l ~QNode ( ) ;
62 void scan ( std : : s t r i ng , bool l o c a l i z e ) ;
63 phd : : arm_msg step ( i n t t ra j_ctr , bool arm , f l o a t f i g ) ;
64 void show_nav ( ) ;
65 void th i cknes s_f rom_f i l e ( std : : s t r i ng , std : : s t r i n g ) ;
66 void nav_mode( f l o a t pos ) ;
67 void f s can ( std : : s t r i ng , bool auto_loca l i z e , bool set_home , std : : s t r i ng , bool autocrop ) ;
68 void c l u s t e r ( std : : s t r i ng , i n t index ) ;
69 i n t gen_tra jectory ( std : : s t r i n g ) ;
70 i n t load_tra j ( std : : s t r i n g ) ;
71 void run ( ) ;
72 bool i n i t ( ) ;
73 void send_command( f l o a t x , f l o a t y , f l o a t z , f l o a t rx , f l o a t ry , f l o a t rz , f l o a t f i g , i n t
motion ) ;
74 void send_joint_command ( f l o a t j1 , f l o a t j2 , f l o a t j3 , f l o a t j4 , f l o a t j5 , f l o a t j 6 ) ;
75 void send_str ing ( std : : s t r i n g use r_st r ing ) ;
76 void ca l cu l a t e_th i ckne s s ( std : : s t r i n g ) ;
77 void set_clean ( ) ;
78 void save_se l e c t i on ( ) ;
79 void set_sprayed ( ) ;
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80 void set_speed ( f l o a t speed ) ;
81 void so f t_stop ( ) ;
82 void re s e t_th ings ( ) ;
83 bool check_pie ( f l o a t , f l o a t ) ;
84 void find_and_move ( bool marker ) ;
85 pc l : : PointXYZI find_and_delete_point ( pc l : : PointCloud<pc l : : PointXYZI >: : Ptr l i n e ,
pc l : : PointXYZI target_pt ) ;
86 void show_markers (phd : : trajectory_msg t_array ) ;
87 // Var iab l e s f o r ho ld ing the f i r s t two po in t s o f the marker , when the th i rd one comes in
they a l l get saved to f i l e
88 f l o a t P1x , P1y , P1z , P2x , P2y , P2z ;




93 void rosShutdown ( ) ;
94
95 pr i va t e :
96 i n t in i t_argc ;
97 char ** in i t_argv ;
98 ro s : : NodeHandle nh_;
99 // Subscr iber s , Publ i shers , and Se r v i c e s exp la ined in contro l_pane l . cpp
100 ro s : : Subsc r ibe r jo int_sub ;
101 ro s : : Subsc r ibe r cloud_sub ;
102 ro s : : Pub l i sher cmd_pub ;
103 ro s : : Pub l i sher arm_pub ;
104 ro s : : Pub l i sher nav_vis_pub ;
105 ro s : : Pub l i sher pub ;
106 ro s : : Pub l i sher rawpub ;
107 ro s : : Pub l i sher marker_pub ;
108 ro s : : Pub l i sher dir_pub ;
109 ro s : : Pub l i sher path_pub ;
110 ro s : : Pub l i sher arm_pose_pub ;
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111 ro s : : Pub l i sher reset_map_pub ;
112 ro s : : Pub l i sher finished_scan_pub ;
113 ro s : : S e r v i c eC l i e n t reset_map_srv ;
114 ro s : : S e r v i c eC l i e n t c l i e n t ;
115 ro s : : S e r v i c eC l i e n t l o c_c l i e n t ;
116 ro s : : S e r v i c eC l i e n t t r a j_c l i e n t ;
117 ro s : : S e r v i c eC l i e n t th i ck_c l i en t ;
118 //Dynamic Reconf igure
119 dynamic_reconf igure : : Server<phd : : ParamConfig> s e rv e r ;
120 dynamic_reconf igure : : Server<phd : : ParamConfig >: : CallbackType cal lback_type ;
121 // Pointer to the po intc loud s e l e c t i o n
122 pc l : : PointCloud<pc l : : PointXYZI >: : Ptr current_pc_ ;
123 sensor_msgs : : PointCloud2 clean_cloud ;
124 sensor_msgs : : PointCloud2 sprayed_cloud ;
125 //Holds the e n t i r e po intc loud from laser_scan_assembler , used f o r c a l c u l a t i n g normals
( u s e f u l at the edges o f current_pc_ )
126 sensor_msgs : : PointCloud2 cloud_surface_raw ;
127 sensor_msgs : : PointCloud2 cloud_surface_world ;
128 //Holds the e n t i r e arm t r a j e c t o r y
129 phd : : trajectory_msg t r a j ;
130 i n t c loud_ctr ;
131 i n t t c t r ;
132 t f : : TransformBroadcaster br ;
133 t f : : Transform transform ;
134 t f : : Quaternion q ;
135 geometry_msgs : : PoseArray goa l s ;
136 } ;
137 }
138 } // namespace
139
140 #end i f /* control_panel_QNODE_HPP_ */
ROS File B.19: marker_selector.h
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1
2 // ////////////////////////////// DOCUMENTATION /////////////////////////////////
3 //
4 // Fork o f the r v i z : : S e l e c t i onToo l :
5 // Drag with the l e f t button to s e l e c t ob j e c t s in the 3D scene .
6 // Hold the Alt key to change viewpoint as in the Move t o o l .
7 // Add i t i ona l l y pub l i s h e s s e l e c t e d po in t s on / s e l e c t ed_po in t s t op i c .
8 //
9 // ///////////////////////////////// LICENSE ////////////////////////////////////
10 //
11 // Copyright (C) 2013 Robot ics & Biology Laboratory (RBO) TU Ber l i n
12 //
13 // Permiss ion i s hereby granted , f r e e o f charge , to any person obta in ing a copy
14 // o f t h i s so f tware and a s s o c i a t ed documentation f i l e s ( the " Software ") , to dea l
15 // in the Software without r e s t r i c t i o n , i n c l ud ing without l im i t a t i o n the r i g h t s
16 // to use , copy , modify , merge , publ i sh , d i s t r i bu t e , sub l i c en s e , and/ or s e l l
17 // cop i e s o f the Software , and to permit persons to whom the Software i s
18 // fu rn i shed to do so , sub j e c t to the f o l l ow i ng cond i t i on s :
19 //
20 // The above copyr ight no t i c e and t h i s permis s ion no t i c e s h a l l be inc luded in
21 // a l l c op i e s or s ub s t an t i a l po r t i on s o f the Software .
22 //
23 // THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS " , WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
24 // IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
25 // FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
26 // AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
27 // LIABILITY , WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,






33 #i f n d e f MARKER_SELECTOR_H
34 #de f i n e MARKER_SELECTOR_H
35 #i f n d e f Q_MOC_RUN // See : https : // bugreports . qt−p ro j e c t . org /browse/QTBUG−22829
36 # inc lude <ros /node_handle . h>
37 # inc lude <ros / pub l i s h e r . h>
38 # inc lude " r v i z / t o o l . h"
39 # inc lude <QCursor>
40 # inc lude <QObject>
41 #end i f
42 #inc lude " r v i z / de fau l t_plug in / t o o l s / s e l e c t i o n_too l . h"
43 #inc lude <pc l / point_cloud . h>
44 #inc lude <pc l / point_types . h>
45 #inc lude <sensor_msgs/PointCloud2 . h>





51 c l a s s marker_se lector ;
52
53 c l a s s marker_se lector : pub l i c r v i z : : S e l e c t i onToo l
54 {
55 Q_OBJECT
56 pub l i c :
57 marker_se lector ( ) ;
58 v i r t u a l ~marker_se lector ( ) ;
59
60 /*
61 * Hooks on r v i z : : S e l e c t i onToo l : : processMouseEvent ( ) to get and pub l i sh
62 * s e l e c t e d po in t s
63 */




67 pub l i c Q_SLOTS:
68 /*
69 * Creates the ROS top i c
70 */
71 void updateTopic ( ) ;
72 //Cal lback f o r sav ing po in t c l ouds
73 void PointCloudsCal lback ( const sensor_msgs : : PointCloud2ConstPtr &pc_msg) ;
74
75 protec ted :
76
77 i n t _processSelectedAreaAndFindPoints ( ) ;
78 ro s : : NodeHandle nh_;
79 ro s : : Pub l i sher rviz_selected_pub_ ;
80 ro s : : Subsc r ibe r pc_subs_ ;
81
82 std : : s t r i n g tf_frame_ ;
83 std : : s t r i n g rviz_cloud_topic_ ;
84 std : : s t r i n g subs_cloud_topic_ ;
85 bool s e l e c t i ng_ ;
86 //Pcl f i l e f o r sav ing po in t c l ouds
87 pc l : : PointCloud<pc l : : PointXYZI >: : Ptr current_pc_ ;
88 i n t num_selected_points_ ;
89 } ;
90 } // end namespace rviz_plugin_marker_selector
91





Source code has been removed to protect intellectual property.
B.9 Services
Source code has been removed to protect intellectual property.
B.10 Transformation Matrix Calculation
ROS File B.20: pointcloud_localization_service.cpp (lines 342-367)
342 mn = sqr t (pow(P3x−P2x , 2 )+pow(P3y−P2y , 2 )+pow(P3z−P2z , 2 ) ) ;
343 mc = sqr t (pow(P1x−P2x , 2 )+pow(P1y−P2y , 2 )+pow(P1z−P2z , 2 ) ) ;
344 n (0) = (P3x−P2x) /mn;
345 n (1) = (P3y−P2y) /mn;
346 n (2) = (P3z−P2z ) /mn;
347 c (0 ) = (P1x−P2x) /mc ;
348 c (1 ) = (P1y−P2y) /mc ;
349 c (2 ) = (P1z−P2z ) /mc ;
350 a = normalized_cross_product (n , c ) ;
351 o = cross_product ( a , n ) ;
352 A_mat(0 , 0 ) = n (0) ;
353 A_mat(0 , 1 ) = o (0 ) ;
354 A_mat(0 , 2 ) = a (0 ) ;
355 A_mat(0 , 3 ) = (P1x+P2x+P3x) /3 ;
356 A_mat(1 , 0 ) = n (1) ;
357 A_mat(1 , 1 ) = o (1 ) ;
358 A_mat(1 , 2 ) = a (1 ) ;
359 A_mat(1 , 3 ) = (P1y+P2y+P3y) /3 ;
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360 A_mat(2 , 0 ) = n (2) ;
361 A_mat(2 , 1 ) = o (2 ) ;
362 A_mat(2 , 2 ) = a (2 ) ;
363 A_mat(2 , 3 ) = (P1z+P2z+P3z ) /3 ;
364 A_mat(3 , 0 ) = 0 ;
365 A_mat(3 , 1 ) = 0 ;
366 A_mat(3 , 2 ) = 0 ;
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CAMECO CORPORATION – McARTHUR RIVER OPERATION
WORK INSTRUCTION
Purpose:
This work instruction is intended to provide information and guidance when an underground area
is to be shotcreted with wet shotcrete method.
Applicable To:
 This  work  instruction  applies  to  the  Mine  Department  and  all  Underground  Mine
Development Contractors.
 Mine Services are to provide quality concrete to deliver to underground.
 Mine  Department  Supervision  personal  are  responsible  for  ensuring  that  the  Mine
Development Contractor  Supervision  personnel  are  aware  of,  and comply with the work
instruction.
 Mine  Development  Contractor  Supervision  personnel  must  ensure  that  all  contract
employees are aware of, and comply with the work instruction.
Definitions:
 Accelerator – A substance which when added to a cementitious material, increases the
rate  of  hydration;  shortening  the  time  of  setting  or  increases  the  hardening  or  strength
development, or both. 
 Nozzle – Metal or rubber tip attached to the discharge end of a heavy, thick-walled rubber
hose from which a continuous stream of shotcrete is ejected. 
 Nozzleman – The operator who manipulates the nozzle and controls the placement of the
shotcrete. 
 Rebound  – Shotcrete material bounces or ricochets off the receiving surface and falls
onto lower surfaces. 
 Shotcrete – A generic name for cement, sand, and fine aggregate (3/4 inch or smaller)
concretes which are pneumatically projected at high velocities onto a surface.
 Slump – A measure of the consistency of a fresh concrete, equal to the subsidence of a
molded specimen immediately after removal of the slump cone.
 Wet Shotcrete – The shotcrete components and water are mixed before being delivered
into the positive displacement pumping unit, which then delivers the mix hydraulically to the
nozzle where air is added to project the material onto the desired surface.
Tools and Equipment required:
 Proper PPE and Safety Equipment
 Scoops/Haulage Truck
 Mixing Equipment
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Face Shield with Safety Glasses or Goggles
Long Sleeve Rubber Gloves (Gauntlet)
Slicker Jacket and Pants




*ALL PPE IS REQUIRED FOR NOZZLEMAN WHEN SPRAYING*
Work Instruction:
Mine Engineering will  identify locations that will  require shotcreting.  Shotcreting prints  will
indicate the location, thickness, and special instructions if required. 
1. Area Preparation
 In areas where shotcreting is to be conducted,  all loose material,  debris, dirt or other
foreign matter must be removed to allow bonding between the rock and the shotcrete.
 All services (air, water, electrical cables/boxes etc…) must be protected from overspray
and rebound during application. 
 All loose screens must be tightened with split set or other bolts available. 
 Ensure the floor and the corners of the desired shotcrete area are clean.
 Establish communication with Batch Plant.
 Pre-equipment checks.
 Wash the surface to be shotcrete covered thoroughly right before shotcrete application to
obtain better bonding between concrete and rock surface. This will also help with the
hydration of the shotcrete (reduce cracking). 
2. Batch Plant and Delivery
 Batch recipe # 14-005-01 to be followed, for which the water amount should be adjusted
corresponding to the water content of sand and aggregate to be used.
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 Targeted slump: 6~8 in.
3. Placement
 Before applying the shotcrete to the working area, the nozzleman should hold the nozzle
away from the working area during the initial start-up. The material used to “slick” the
shotcrete lines is not suitable for shotcreting.  But the “slick” material  can be used as
bonding material when it is uniformly sprayed on the targeting surface.
 When  the  proper  shotcreting  properties  are  achieved  at  the  nozzle,  the  nozzleman
commonly starts low on the wall and moves the nozzle in small circles working his way
up towards the back,  or roof (Figure 1).  Care must be taken to avoid applying fresh
materials on top of rebound or over sprayed shotcrete. 
 Optimized  accelerator  (MAYCO®  160)  dosage  is  the  minimum  dose  needed  for
obtaining enough early strength to both support the walls and prevent the shotcrete from
shagging. Deviations from the targeted percentage will have effect on the variability of
shotcrete properties, as both short and long term properties are affected.
 In order to obtain a smooth and even surface and a slightly lower rebound, a circular
nozzle movement, known as nutation (Figure 2), is desirable.
 When shooting, it is typical the nozzle be kept 0.9 to 1.5m (3 to 5 ft) from the working
face.  Shooting  overlapping  circles  will  help  mix  the  material  and  produce  a  smooth
surface. This will allow for properly building up of shotcrete.
 The most significant factor (other than direction of projection) influencing the result of
shotcreting operation is the nozzle-wall angle, which must be as close as possible to 90º.
 It is essential that the air supply is consistent and has sufficient capacity to ensure the
delivery of a steady stream of high velocity shotcrete to the rock face.
 Maximum thickness in one pass can be applied: 4in. on wall and 2in. on the back.
 When two passes of shotcreting is needed, a minimum half hour setting time is to be
allocated between application of two layers. 
 When  shooting  overhead,  accelerators  should  be  adjusted  accordingly.  Rebound  and
overspray will be high but can be controlled by continually moving and covering the
working surfaces with thin coats to prevent sagging or dropouts.
 Figure 3 shows the factors which affect the rebound.
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Figure 1. Nozzle moving trajectory [1] Figure 2. Circular nozzle movement, known as nutation
Figure 3. Effect of operational parameters on rebound and quality [1]
Records:
 Contractors Shifter Logbook
References:
 [1] TUNCONSTRUCT, D 2.3.1.1 - Report of the SoA on monitoring and mix-design and QC
of concrete at the fresh state. 
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Changes from previous version:
 Recipe #06-004-02 was revised as #14-005-01 in “Section 2. Batch Plant and Delivery”.
 Corrected typos.
Approval
Approval captured electronically with in the MDS.




ROS File D.1: HuskyStatus.msg
1 Header header
2
3 # MCU Uptime , in ms
4 uint32 uptime
5
6 # ROS Control loop f requency (PC−s i d e )
7 f l o a t 6 4 ros_control_loop_freq
8
9 # Current draw o f p lat form components , in amps
10 f l o a t 6 4 mcu_and_user_port_current
11 f l o a t 6 4 l e f t_dr ive r_cur r en t
12 f l o a t 6 4 r ight_dr iver_current
13
14 # Voltage o f p lat form components , in v o l t s
15 f l o a t 6 4 battery_voltage
16 f l o a t 6 4 l e f t_dr iv e r_vo l t age
17 f l o a t 6 4 r ight_dr iver_vo l tage
301
18
19 # Component temperatures , in C
20 f l o a t 6 4 left_driver_temp
21 f l o a t 6 4 right_driver_temp
22 f l o a t 6 4 left_motor_temp
23 f l o a t 6 4 right_motor_temp
24
25 # Battery capac i ty (Wh) and charge (%) es t imate
26 uint16 capac i ty_est imate
27 f l o a t 6 4 charge_est imate
28
29 # Husky e r r o r / stop cond i t i on s





35 bool cur rent_l imi t
D.2 Husky Costmap Configuration File
ROS File D.2: Husky Costmap Configuration File (costmap_common.yaml)
1 f o o t p r i n t : [ [ −0 .5 , −0.33] , [−0.5 , 0 . 3 3 ] , [ 0 . 5 , 0 . 3 3 ] , [ 0 . 5 , −0 .33 ] ]
2 footpr int_padding : 0 .01
3
4 robot_base_frame : base_l ink
5 update_frequency : 4 . 0
6 publ i sh_frequency : 3 . 0
7 t rans form_tolerance : 0 . 5
8
9 r e s o l u t i o n : 0 .05
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10
11 obstac le_range : 5 . 5
12 raytrace_range : 6 . 0
13
14 #laye r d e f i n i t i o n s
15 s t a t i c :
16 map_topic : /map
17 subscribe_to_updates : t rue
18
19 ob s t a c l e s_ l a s e r :
20 observat ion_sources : l a s e r
21 l a s e r : {data_type : LaserScan , c l e a r i n g : true , marking : true , t op i c :
scan , in f_ i s_va l id : t rue }
22
23 i n f l a t i o n :










4.1.3 Figures of the Shoulder, Elbow, and Wrist 
[ 1 ] Available 32 Figures 
A 6-axis robot can take different figures for its shoulder, elbow, wrist, 6th axis, and 4th 
axis for a single point and attitude (X, Y, Z, RX, RY, and RZ) at the end of the 
end-effector. 
Figures 4-28 through 4-32 show how the robot can take different figures for its shoulder, 
elbow, wrist, 6th axis, and 4th axis, respectively. 
Combining these different figures allows the robot to take 32 different figures for its 
single position and attitude, as listed in Table 4-2. 
Figure 4-33 shows examples of eight possible combinations of the shoulder, elbow, 
and wrist figures in the V series robot. 
Table 4-2.  Available Figures 
Value 4th-Axis Figure 6th-Axis Figure Wrist Figure Elbow Figure Shoulder Figure
0 SINGLE 4 SINGLE FLIP ABOVE RIGHTY 
1 SINGLE 4 SINGLE FLIP ABOVE LEFTY 
2 SINGLE 4 SINGLE FLIP BELOW RIGHTY 
3 SINGLE 4 SINGLE FLIP BELOW LEFTY 
4 SINGLE 4 SINGLE NONFLIP ABOVE RIGHTY 
5 SINGLE 4 SINGLE NONFLIP ABOVE LEFTY 
6 SINGLE 4 SINGLE NONFLIP BELOW RIGHTY 
7 SINGLE 4 SINGLE NONFLIP BELOW LEFTY 
8 SINGLE 4 DOUBLE FLIP ABOVE RIGHTY 
9 SINGLE 4 DOUBLE FLIP ABOVE LEFTY 
10 SINGLE 4 DOUBLE FLIP BELOW RIGHTY 
11 SINGLE 4 DOUBLE FLIP BELOW LEFTY 
12 SINGLE 4 DOUBLE NONFLIP ABOVE RIGHTY 
13 SINGLE 4 DOUBLE NONFLIP ABOVE LEFTY 
14 SINGLE 4 DOUBLE NONFLIP BELOW RIGHTY 
15 SINGLE 4 DOUBLE NONFLIP BELOW LEFTY 
16 DOUBLE 4 SINGLE FLIP ABOVE RIGHTY 
17 DOUBLE 4 SINGLE FLIP ABOVE LEFTY 
18 DOUBLE 4 SINGLE FLIP BELOW RIGHTY 
19 DOUBLE 4 SINGLE FLIP BELOW LEFTY 
20 DOUBLE 4 SINGLE NONFLIP ABOVE RIGHTY 
21 DOUBLE 4 SINGLE NONFLIP ABOVE LEFTY 
22 DOUBLE 4 SINGLE NONFLIP BELOW RIGHTY 
23 DOUBLE 4 SINGLE NONFLIP BELOW LEFTY 
24 DOUBLE 4 DOUBLE FLIP ABOVE RIGHTY 
25 DOUBLE 4 DOUBLE FLIP ABOVE LEFTY 
26 DOUBLE 4 DOUBLE FLIP BELOW RIGHTY 
27 DOUBLE 4 DOUBLE FLIP BELOW LEFTY 
28 DOUBLE 4 DOUBLE NONFLIP ABOVE RIGHTY 
29 DOUBLE 4 DOUBLE NONFLIP ABOVE LEFTY 
30 DOUBLE 4 DOUBLE NONFLIP BELOW RIGHTY 
31 DOUBLE 4 DOUBLE NONFLIP BELOW LEFTY 
 
